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INTRODU CTO RY N O TE
This book contains the text o f the examination prob
lems and questions in accounting, commercial law and
auditing set by the board of examiners of the American
Institute of Accountants, beginning with the papers of
May, 1927, and including those of November, 1931.
All the earlier volumes of the Institute examinations
have been cumulative and have included all the ex
aminations of the Institute from May, 1917, onward.
Now, because of the changes which are taking place
in the scope of examinations and also because of the
somewhat unwieldy size of a complete volume, it
has seemed to the board of examiners wise to limit
the new collection to a period of five years. The last
preceding volume of questions included those of the
year 1927. The present volume, therefore, overlaps for
a period of one year the edition published in 1928.
The Institute has received a great many requests for
a text containing official answers, but it has been the
unchanged policy of the board of examiners to refrain
from such publication. In this the board is acting in
harmony with the policies of many examining boards
in other professions and it seems to be the general
opinion that the policy is wise. There are many reasons
for refusing to make known any official answers.
In the first place, there are many questions which
have no official answer. They are questions addressed
3
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to the candidate and inviting him to express his opinion
of what should be done in certain specified circum
stances. I t is quite possible that in such cases two or
three or more answers might be considered of sufficient
merit to justify acceptance. To publish one such answer
would seem to preclude the acceptability of others.
In the second place, accounting, to use a trite ex
pression, is not an exact science. It is proper to supply
official answers to questions in arithmetic or algebra or
any other of the mathematical sciences, but in account
ing the situation is different. There is room for wide
variations in procedure and if one specific method of
treatment were designated as the official answer there
would doubtless be an endless and profitless discussion
as to the correctness or incorrectness of every figure
and conclusion. As a matter of fact the board of ex
aminers does not rigidly adhere to any official answer
in any case. The board has answers with which it com
pares the results attained by candidates, but it often
happens that an answer differing widely from that
approved by the board may be given a high grade
because of its demonstration of the candidate’s knowl
edge of the subject.
In the third place, the board refuses to publish official
answers for the excellent- reason that conditions in
many ways vary in different parts of the country. This
is especially true in the case of commercial law. W hat
would be an absolutely correct answer in New York
might be incorrect in Louisiana.
There are many interesting solutions of problems
and answers to questions in the Students Department
4
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of T he J ournal of A ccountancy and also in various
text-books. None of these, however, is officially ap
proved by the board of examiners.
The board of examiners authorizes the publication of
this volume of examinations in the hope that it may be
useful as a text-book in schools of accountancy and
may encourage prospective candidates to effective efforts
for obtaining the C. P. A. certificate in states which
cooperate with the Institute in the conduct of examina
tions and ultimately to gain admission to the Institute
itself.
A . P . R IC H A R D S O N , E ditor.
Jan u ary 1, 1932.

A merican I n stitute

of

A ccountants

Examinations of May, 1927
Auditing
MAY 19, 1927, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
Describe briefly a cash audit. What is the purpose of
a cash audit and what are its limitations ?
No. 2 ( 5 points):
Define briefly and give examples o f :
(a) Current assets.
(b) Current liabilities.
(c) Fixed assets.
(d) Intangible assets.
No. 3 (10 points) :
W hat means may be used for verifying the correct
ness of the following items on the books of a business
concern?
(a) Bank balances.
(b) Notes receivable which have been sent to bank
for collection.
(c) Securities which have been pledged as collateral
for loans.
(d) Indebtedness for money borrowed from banks.
(e) Indebtedness on notes payable which have been
sold through note brokers, the present holders
being unknown to the makers.
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No. 4 (15 points) :
Prepare a list of all important matters with reference
to the item of inventories which require attention in
making a balance-sheet audit.
No. 5 (10 points) :
W hy is it essential that any hypothecation of assets,
or any liens existing thereon, be disclosed in a balancesheet? Indicate the steps you would take to ascertain
whether or not any part of the inventory of a manufac
turer has been pledged to secure loans or advances.
No. 6 (10 points) :
Among the accounts receivable of the Mississippi
Company, which aggregate approximately $1,000,000,
you find the following:
Account of $50,000 for sales during the previous
month to the Jonesboro’ Dry Goods Company, 75 per
cent. of whose capital stock is owned by the Mississippi
Company. Sales to this company are settled promptly in
30 days.
Account of $130,000 representing principally ad
vances to the Memphis Metal Company (95 per cent. of
whose capital stock is owned by the Mississippi Com
pany) to enable it to make additions to its plant. A
considerable part of the output of the Memphis Com
pany is sold to the Mississippi Company at prices ad
vantageous to the latter for use in its manufacturing
operations.
Account of $25,000 for advances to the Bluestone
Sales Company, all of whose capital stock is owned by
8
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the Mississippi Company, but which has a bonded debt
of $100,000 to others than the Mississippi Company.
The advances were made principally to enable the Blue
stone Company to continue in business in spite of losses
sustained for several years past.
Account of $28,000 for advances to the president of
the company who expects to pay it off during the next
two years out of the percentage of the company’s profits
which is payable to him (if earned) under contract.
W hat examination, if any, other than that which you
would make of ordinary customers’ accounts, would you
deem desirable or necessary in the case of each of the
foregoing accounts? W hat treatment would you give
these accounts in stating the balance-sheet of the Mis
sissippi Company, (a) if it be a consolidated balancesheet, or (b) if it be a non-consolidated balance-sheet?
No. 7 (10 points) :
State several reasons for the compilation of “audit
papers” and, without naming each paper, describe what
they should comprise.
No. 8 (10 points) :
You have been retained by the executors of a recently
deceased member of a firm, which operated a silk-manu
facturing business, to determine the fair value of his
interest in the firm. W hat matters, if any, would you
take into consideration other than those included in the
usual periodical audit of the firm’s accounts ? Describe
your procedure with respect to any such special ques
tions.
9
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No. 9 (10 points) :
In making a detailed audit, describe how you would
satisfy yourself that the sales had been properly ac
counted for in three of the following five cases:
(a) An automobile manufacturer.
(b) A bituminous coal operator.
(c) A manufacturer of heavy machine tools.
(d) A silk-dress-goods manufacturer.
(e) A building contractor.
No. 10 (10 points) :
May a certificate of a balance-sheet be qualified with
out necessarily reflecting on the validity of the balancesheet? If in your opinion such may be the case, state
the conditions and write two certificates as illustrations.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 19, 1927, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer questions 1 or 2 , 3 or 4 and
5 or 6.
No. 1 (47 points) :
The Arlington Silk Mills incorporated a selling com
pany in France, as of January 1, 1926, to take over the
assets and liabilities of their Paris office at that date,
which were as follows:
A ssets
Cash ___________ .__________________________
Accounts receivable ------------------------------------Merchandise at invoice price, plus freight
charges, etc. --------------------------------------------F urniture and fix tu re s ----------------------------------

F cs.

134,000
680,000
1,050,000
40,000

F cs. 1,904,000

L iabilities
Accounts p a y a b le -----------------------------------------A rlington Silk Mills—current account-------- —
Capital s t o c k ----------------------------------------------

F cs.

23,800
1,780,200
100,000

F cs. 1,904,000

The exchange rate at January 1 , 1926, was 3.70 cents
to the franc. During the year, merchandise costing
$160,000 was shipped by the Arlington Silk Mills and
billed at 10% above cost, and remittances amounting
11
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to 5,000,000 francs were made by the French company,
the details being as follows:
Merchandise invoiced

Remittances

1/16______ $30,000 @ .0373
3/27______
20,000 “ .0342
5 / 6 _______
50,000 “ .0324
8/14______
40,000 “ .0275
10/16.______
36,000 “ .0286

$176,000

2/20__ F cs. 500,000
6/12__
1,000,000
7/10__
800,000
8/28__
1,000,000
11/27__
700,000
12/12__
1,000,000

@
“
“
“
“
“

.0356
.0287
.0254
.0284
.0360
.0379

F cs. 5,000,000

The trial balance of the French company at Decem
ber 31, 1926, forwarded to the American company, was
as follows:
F cs. 7,730,000.00
Sales ___________
Merchandise purchased----- F cs. 5,645,581.46
1,050,000.00
Merchandise inventory-----580,000.00
F reig h t ch arg es--------------213,000.00
W arehouse charges---------474,000.00
Salaries ------------------------306,000.00
General expenses -------117,000.00
Selling expenses_________
1,610,000.00
Accounts receivable---------284,000.00
C ash __ ... __
50,000.00
F u rn itu re and fixtures-----73,800.00
Accounts payable________
2,425,781.46
A rlington Silk M ills_____
100,000.00
Capital stock.-----------------F cs. 10,329,581.46 F cs. 10,329,581.46

The inventory at the end of the year amounted to
1,412,000 francs, which included freight charges, etc.,
of 140,000 francs, the exchange rate at that date being
3.90 cents to the franc.
12
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Prepare a balance-sheet and profit-and-loss account,
in dollars, for consolidation with the accounts of the
American company and submit the journal entries
necessary for the purpose on the books of the company.
No. 2 (47 points):
The Kroy Manufacturing Company acquired all the
assets of the Pioneer Development Company as set
forth in the accompanying balance-sheet, as at Decem
ber 31, 1925, and thereafter operated the plant as a
branch
V endor Company
Balance-sheet—as a t December 31, 1925

A ssets
C urrent assets:
C a s h ______________________________________
Customers’ notes and accounts receivable—
N o t e s _________________________ $153,460.23
Accounts receivable.___________ 495,816.44
Inventories a t cost o r m ark et( the lo w er)—
R aw m aterials and supplies------ $173,651.83
M anufactured goods and goods
in process ___ _______ __.....____ 393,598.17

$79,592.81

649,276.6/

567,250.00

T o tal current assets---------------------------------$1,296,119.48
Prepaid expenses:
Insurance, interest and taxes------- —........ ........
$15,876.29
F ixed assets:
L a n d _________________________ $123,978.15
B u ild in g s_______________________ 571,836.32
M achinery and equipment--------- 929,117.19
Office furniture and fixtures—
17,824.011,642,755.67
Patents (am ortized v alu e)__________________
500,000.00
Goodwill
—
—
—
.............—
750,000.00
$4,204,751.44
13
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L iabilities

C urrent liabilities:
Notes payable—banks and brokers....... $175,000.00
Accounts payable—trad e creditors
A ccrued liabilities:
Interest, state and local taxes . - ..................
W a g e s _____________________—
...... .........

214,014.32
25,643.19
3,51926

P rovision fo r federal tax es:
Y ear 1925 ________________________________47,829.56
P rio r y e a r s ........................ ....... .......— —------83,012.34
T otal current liabilities—------------------------

$549,023.67

Funded debt:
F irst-m ortgage 6% bonds, m aturing A pril
30, 1927 _______________________________

600,000.00

R eserves:
D ep re c ia tio n ___________________ $221,834.65
B ad d e b t s _______________________ 10,154.89
Decline in m arket o f manufac
tured p r o d u c t_______________
35,000.00
G eneral r e s e r v e _______________
75,000.00
341,989.54
Capital stock issued:
P referred —10,000 shares, 6% cumulative__
Common—217,500 shares, no p a r value, de
clared v a lu e ___________________________
Capital s u r p lu s _____________________________
E arned s u r p lu s .................. .......................... ......—

1,000,000.00
1,087,500.00
268,919.05
357,3 19.18
$4,204,751.44

The consideration agreed upon was as follows:
(1 ) Cash to retire th e p referred stock a t a premium o f
10% ;
14
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(2 ) T he assumption o f all liabilities except federal taxes
for the years prior to 1925;
(3 ) Paym ent in cash equal to $2.50 per share on the com
mon stock;
(4 ) T he issuance o f one share of the K roy M anufactur
ing Company’s common stock, par value $100, fo r
every fifteen shares of th e vendor company.
(T h e m arket value o f the K roy M anufacturing Com
pany’s common stock was $125.)

The Development Company was liquidated forthwith
and a complete distribution made to the stockholders.
The expenses of liquidation amounted to $6,162.66 and
the federal taxes for the period prior to 1925 were
assessed and paid at the amount provided therefor in
the balance-sheet.
Prepare journal entries to record the transactions on
the books of both the vendor and purchasing com
panies and close the accounts of the former, showing
particularly the account with the Kroy Company, the
stockholders’ and cash accounts.
No. 3 (17 points) ;
The proprietor of a business receives from the book
keeper a statement of net sales, profits and percentages
of profits of five departments for two half-yearly
periods.
He notices that each of the five departments shows a
decreased percentage of profit for the second half-year,
in face of the fact that there is an increase in total sales
and the total profit for the latter period is greater than
that for the former.
15
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W ith the idea that something might possibly be
wrong, he asks you to review the figures and to give
reasons for the apparent inconsistency.
Prepare your explanation in the form of a report
from the statement presented, which is as follows:
First half-year
D epartm ent
A ...................................
B ---------------------------C __________________
D __________________
E ----------------------------

Sales
$8,750
19,800
21,250
8,250
10,920

N et profit
$962.50
1,485.00
1,062.50
1,237.50
1,337.70

$68,970

$6,085.20

Percentage
o f profit
11%
7½
5
15
12%

Second half-year
D epartm ent

Sales

A __________________
B___________________
C.__________________
D
______
E ----------------------------

$19,120
10,870
8,080
18,940
15,830

N et profit .
$1,912.00
760.90
363.60
1,799.30
1,899.60

$72,840

$6,735.40

Percentage
o f profit
10%
7
4½
9/4
12

No. 4 (17 points) :
You are requested to make a balance-sheet examina
tion as at December 31, 1926, of the A Company, en
gaged in the manufacture of machinery.
16
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During your examination, you are informed that the
inventory has been valued at cost, as reflected by de
tailed job-cost records on file. A study of the job-cost
system, under which the inventory has been valued,
indicates that factory burden has been absorbed in costs
as a percentage of direct labor. The company’s operat
ing accounts tend to show that a considerable balance
of unabsorbed factory burden has accumulated during
the year, in spite of the fact that the plant was operated
to capacity during the entire calendar year 1926.
(1) W hat are your conclusions regarding inventory
valuation based upon the information cited above?
(2) W hat adjustment, if any, would you make in
the total valuation of the inventory at December 31,
1926?
(3) If an adjustment in inventory valuation were
necessary, how would you make it?
No. 5 (36 points) :
On January 1, 1927, a corporation floated a bond
issue of $300,000 to be retired serially over a period of
eight years as follows:
Dec. 31, 1927______ ... $10,000
Dec. 31,
... 15,000
“
“
1928___
"
1929______ ... 20,000
“
“
"
1930.______._ 25,000
“
“
Discount and expense of issuing the bonds

1931...______ $30,000
1932...______ 35,000
1933..______ 40,000
1934..______ 125,000
amounted to $33,000.

Draft a schedule, showing how much of such bond
discount and interest you would claim as a deduction
from gross income, for federal income-tax purposes,
for each of the years 1927 to 1934 inclusive.
17
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No. 6 (36 points) :
Corporation A has contracts with its sales and pro
duction managers whereunder each of the latter is to
receive, as extra compensation, two and one-half per
cent, of the net book profit of the company for the cal
endar year 1926, after providing for federal income
taxes.
The net book profit for the calendar year 1926,
before provision for the extra compensation and for
federal income taxes, was $95,000. There were, how
ever, deductions amounting to $5,000 included in the
net book profit as stated above, which were unallowable
for income-tax purposes.
From the foregoing data, compute the amount of fed
eral income tax payable by the corporation and the
amount of extra compensation due to each of the man
agers.

18

Commercial Law
MAY 20, 1927, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer ten questions and no more— three on nego
tiable instruments; three on contracts; two on federal
income tax, and one each on partnership and corpora
tions.
Give reasons for all answers.
Contracts
No. 1 (10 points) :
Prepare a simple contract with the essential elements
arranged in separate paragraphs. Point out the essen
tial elements.
No. 2 (10 points) :
How may a seller ship goods to a purchaser, retain
ing title in himself until the purchase price is paid?
How is title then passed when the purchaser makes
payment ?
No. 3 (10 points):
On May 1, 1927, Shearman signed and sealed a for
mal written offer to sell to Allen at any time on or
before May 15, 1927, certain merchandise at a specified
price. On May 5, 1927, Shearman wrote Allen that
the offer was canceled and withdrawn. Upon receipt
of that letter on May 6, 1927, Allen formally accepted
the offer and thereafter sued to enforce the contract.
W hat decision would you render in the action ?
19
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No. 4 (10 points) :
W hat is the effect on a contract where a party to it
(a) is declared a bankrupt and receives a discharge in
bankruptcy; (b) makes a general assignment for the
benefit of creditors? W hat, if any, is the distinction
between the two cases ?
Negotiable Instruments
No. 5 (10 points) :
Is the following a negotiable instrument?
Topeka, Kansas,
Jan. 10, 1927.
T o George W . B row n, Topeka, K an sas:
P ay to the o rd er o f F red L. Jones $2,000 on account o f
contract between you and th e undersigned.
(S ig n ed ) J ames A . S m ith .
Accepted
(S ig n ed ) George W . Brown.

No. 6 (10 points) :
W hat must a negotiable instrument not contain?
W hat are the exceptions to this rule ?
No. 7 (1 0 points):
A note payable to Moore or order is endorsed “Pay
to Neil Bartlett for collection” over Moore’s signature.
It is then endorsed “Pay to Fred Downs” over Bart
lett’s signature. Downs collects the amount of the note
from the maker. To whom does the money belong?
No. 8 (10 points) :
Give an example of a case in which a holder with
notice is a holder in due course.
20
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Corporations
No. 9 (10 po in ts):
X insured certain buildings owned by him with Y
Fire Insurance Company against damage by wind
storm or tornado, paying the required premium there
for. While the policy was in force the buildings were
damaged by wind. When X sought to recover the
amount of his damages the company contended as a
defense the wind or tornado insurance was not within
the scope of its charter powers and that the policy was
therefore void. Was such defense good?
No. 10 (10 points) :
W hat is a corporation de facto? a corporation de
jure?
P a r tn e r s h ip

No. 11 (10 points) :
A decides to go into a retail business and to enable
him to do so B and C lend A the sum of $10,000 for
one year under an agreement in which A agrees to pay
to B and C as interest on such loan 5 per cent. of the
net profits of the business for one year. Subsequently
the X Company, which has sold goods to A, brings suit
against A, B and C as copartners, for the unpaid pur
chase price. Does X corporation recover against B
and C?
No. 12 (10 points) :
W hat risks would you deem to be important for
careful consideration before you would enter into
copartnership with another?
21
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Income T ax
No. 13 (10 points):
In 1925 A, a stockbroker, has income (after deduc
tion of personal exemptions) of $7,000, but he has
suffered a loss of $40,000 in the stock market so that
his return for 1926 shows a net loss of $33,000. Can
such net loss be used as a deduction from A's gross
income in returns for any years subsequent to 1925?
No. 14 (10 points):
The W Company owns a large loft building, part of
which it occupies and the balance of which is leased to
various tenants under 5-year leases beginning January
1, 1926. In 1926 the company paid out $25,000 to realestate brokers as their commissions for securing the
tenants and for the making of the leases. Is the sum so
paid out a proper deduction for income-tax purposes
for the year 1926? If not, how is such sum deductible?

22

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 20, 1927, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer questions 1 or 2, 3 or 4
and 5 or 6.
No. 1 (48 points) :
A fire-insurance company is formed, January 1,
1926, with a capital of $500,000 and paid-in surplus of
$250,000. It expects to conduct a business that will
result in a premium income (after deducting re-insur
ance and return premiums) for the first two years of
$360,000 and $450,000 respectively and of not less
than $630,000 for each succeeding year.
It is desired to keep the commission cost within 25
per cent. and the other operating expenses at $100,000
each year.
For the purpose of the reserve for unearned pre
miums, it may be assumed (a) that June 30th is the
average date of expiry of all premiums and (b) that
the premium income is equally divided between one-year,
three-year and five-year policies. For the purpose of
interest, you may assume that the company received
from its investments $40,000 the first year, $50,000 the
second year, and $60,000 each year thereafter.
You are required to make an estimate of income and
expense, in tabular form, for the first five years end
ing December 31st, assuming the fire-loss ratio to pre
mium income earned to be 50 per cent. Show how much
higher a ratio than 50 per cent. the company could bear
each year without impairing its capital.
23
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No. 2 (48 points) :
You are requested to make a balance-sheet audit of
the records of the Arctic Fisheries Corporation, oper
ating fish canneries on Puget Sound and the coast of
Alaska.
This corporation has been in operation for one year,
having acquired the properties of the Alaska Fisheries
Corporation on December 31, 1925, at an agreed price,
subsequent to an appraisal of all fixed assets.
A condensed list of balances, as at December 31, 1926,
is presented as follows:
Dr.
Cash in banks and on hand___________
Accounts receivable, trade_____________
Inventory—canned salmon ____________
Inventory—supplies _________________
Advances to fishermen_________________
Real estate --------------------------------------Buildings ____________________________
Labels, tradem arks, etc________________
E q u ip m en t___________________________
Ships ______________________________Cost o f sales_________
Selling expenses _____________________
Discounts allowed ___________________
A dm inistrative expenses _____
Depreciation expense ________________
Interest on bonds___________________ Accounts p ay ab le_____________________
Accrued taxes _______________________
Reserve for bad debts—----------------------Reserve for depreciation_____________ Bonded municipalassessments--------------24

Cr.

$167,163
140,980
102,412
25,615
66,965
122,500
518,213
24,000
325,337
330,000
1,366,812
42,617
10,614
47,886
30,807
15,000
$127,320
14,219
11,646
30,807
12,500

A C C O U N T IN G T H E O R Y A N D P R A C T IC E
S ix per cent. gold bonds............. ................
Sales—canned salmon _______________
Capital ___
Capital surplus ............

$500,000
1,615,429
1,000,000
25,000
$3,336,921

$3,336,921

In. the course of your audit, the following facts are
disclosed:
(1) On December 20, 1926, a dividend of 5% on
outstanding capital stock, payable January 2, 1927, was
declared by the directors.
(2) Cheques were drawn during the first ten days of
January, 1927, but were entered in the cashbook under
date of December 31, 1926, and applied as follows: on
accounts payable $47,036 and for wages $6,739.
(3) During the year, salesmen and other employees
had borrowed money from the corporation amounting
to $20,000 which was offset by personal cheques re
ceived and deposited in the company’s bank on Jan
uary 6, 1927, and entered in the cashbook under date
of December 31, 1926. An amount of $10,642 was also
collected in the early part of January, 1927, on accounts
receivable and this was handled in like manner.
(4) The bonds were secured by a first mortgage on
all real estate, buildings, equipment and other fixed
assets and carried interest at the rate of 6% per an
num, payable semi-annually on January 1st and July
1st. The trust deed contained the following provisions:
( a ) T h at net current assets of $250,000 must be maintained
and in no event shall current assets be less than
twice the current liabilities.
25
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(b ) C urrent assets to include cash, good current and col
lectable trad e accounts and trade notes receivable,
also fishermen’s accounts and all inventories.
(c ) C urrent liabilities to include all liabilities except bonds
and unm atured instalments on property liens.

(5) Reviewing the operating items for previous
years, you find that annual depreciation expense on the
old company’s statements is approximately the same as
for the year 1926, viz.: $30,807, although the fixedasset values are much larger on the new company’s
books in accordance with the appraisal. Further inspec
tion shows that the rates of depreciation used by the
old company (which were considered proper) have been
reduced 50% in computing depreciation for 1926, so
that the depreciation expense will not be increased as
the result of the increase in asset values.
(6) From an analysis of the “ships” account and
from information furnished, you find that the following
vessels were taken over, at book value, from the old
company: steamships Issaquah $40,000, Klondike
$40,000 and Dawson $35,000; sailing ships Juneau
$15,000, and Skagway $10,000; gasoline boat Mermaid
$25,000. The sailing vessels had been discarded in 1925
and, although valued at $25,000, had a scrap value of not
more than $3,500.
In December, 1926, the company purchased two
steamers; the Senator costing $90,000 and the Nome
$75,000. These boats took the place of all the old
equipment which was offered for sale and realized
26
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prices in January, 1927, as follows: Issaquah $10,000,
Dawson $8,000 and Mermaid $12,000. The Klondike
(a sister ship of the Issaquah), the Juneau and the
Skagway were retained.
Depreciation on boats was taken, during 1926, as
follows: Issaquah $1,000, Klondike $1,000, Dawson
$875 and Mermaid $625, a total of $3,500.
It is claimed by the directors that the loss to be sus
tained on the replacing of the old boats would be more
than offset by the appreciation in value of the new
steamers, which were bought at a bargain, and you are
shown a valuation by a trustworthy appraiser rating
these vessels as follows: the Senator $225,000 and the
Nome $200,000.
(7) Included in "advances to fishermen,” you find
charges for nets, etc., amounting to $20,146. These
represent the property of the company. The nets, etc.,
are lent to the fishermen and debited to their accounts
as a matter of record. The fishermen are required to
maintain the nets in good condition.
From the foregoing data, make what adjusting jour
nal entries you consider necessary. Prepare and sub
mit a balance-sheet with any comments you think
appropriate.
No. 3 (20 points) :
The capital stock, authorized and outstanding, of the
Sabine Corporation consists of 3,000 shares of 6%
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cumulative preferred stock and 7,500 shares of com
mon stock, all being of the par value of $100 each.
The former is preferred both as to capital and to divi
dends, and the preferred dividends, payable June 30th
and December 31st, have been paid to December 31,
1925.
The balance-sheet, as of December 31, 1926, pre
pared by the company, was as follows:
A ssets
C urrent assets:
Cash _________________________ _______________
Customers’ accounts receivable----------- $147,500
Less, Reserve for bad debts------------2,500
-----------Inventories a t cost:
R aw m aterials and supplies---------------------------M anufactured goods and goods in process-------

$23,000

T otal current assets________________________

$430,000

P repaid expenses ----------------------------------------------

1,700

145,000
95,000
167,000

F ixed assets:
Land ____________________.----------------------------Buildings ___________________________ $325,000
M achinery and equipment___________
560,000

75,000

$885,000
210,000
----------- -

675,000

T otal ____________________________________

$1,181,700

Less, Reserve for depreciation_____
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L iabilities
C urrent liabilities:
Notes payable—banks ......... .......................................
Accounts payable—trad e creditors _____ __ _____
A ccrued liabilities—interest and state taxes_____

$125,000
204,200
7,500

T otal current liabilities---------------------------Reserve for contingencies....... — _________________
Stockholders’ equity:
Excess o f assets over liabilities________________

$336,700
50,000

T otal ...__________________________________

$1,181,700

795,000

You are required to comment on the statement (bal
ance-sheet), as presented and to make such changes in
form as you consider appropriate or desirable.
No. 4 (20 p oints):
Two firms of lawyers—J & K and L & M—decided
to amalgamate as at January 1, 1926.
J & K have receivable accounts $8,000, furniture
valued at $5,000 and a law library worth $2,500.
L & M have receivable accounts $5,500, furniture val
ued at $3,500 and a law library worth $1,500.
Each firm introduces $5,000 cash, as working capi
tal, and pays off its own liabilities prior to the amal
gamation.
The firms guarantee their respective accounts re
ceivable and are to be charged with losses on collection.
It is further agreed that each firm shall have a preferen
tial claim of 20% on the gross fees billed during the
year 1926 to their own clients. The balance of the net
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earnings, after charging all expenses, is to be divided
as follows: J 35%, K 25%, L 25%, M 15%. The
shares of the partners in the assets of the amalgamated
firm are to be in the same proportions.
The shares of the partners in the preferential claims
of 20% are to be: J seven-twelfths, K five-twelfths, L
five-eighths, and M three-eighths.
The accounts for the year ended December 31, 1926,
showed total earnings of the firm as $65,000, of which
$30,000 came from J & K ’s clients, $25,000 from
L & M ’s clients and $10,000 from new clients. Accounts
receivable unpaid (included in the $65,000) amounted
to $15,000.
The loss on collection of the original accounts receiv
able averaged 7% on J & K ’s accounts and 4% on those
of L & M.
Personal withdrawals, which were to be treated as
advances against net earnings and not as salaries, were
J $5,000, K $6,000, L $3,000 and M $4,000. No interest
was to be charged on withdrawals and none allowed on
capital.
Working expenses for the year amounted to $20,000.
A fter depreciating all furniture 15% and each
library 30% for the year, prepare accounts showing
the distribution of net earnings and a balance-sheet as
of December 31, 1926.
No. 5 (32 points) :
On December 31, 1926, all the outstanding stock of
a corporation (5,000 shares, common, having a par
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value of $100 a share) was owned by two stockholders,
one of whom (Smith) held 4,500 shares and the other
(Brown) 500. Earned surplus amounted to $450,000.
To enable Smith to retire from the business and to
place Brown in control, a recapitalization was effected
in the following m anner:
An appraisal of the plant—real estate and machinery
—was made, the result being an increase in sound value
thereof over the net book value of $1,000,000. Six per
cent. sinking-fund gold bonds for $1,000,000, secured
by a first mortgage on the plant, were issued at a cost
to the corporation of $115,000, representing discount
and expense, and with the proceeds therefrom Smith’s
stock was purchased by the corporation and taken into
the treasury at an agreed price of $250 a share. Such
treasury stock was then voted out in the form of a divi
dend in stock to Brown. The corporation then called in
all Brown’s stock and issued to him in return 500 shares
of new preferred stock having a par value of $100 a
share and 30,000 shares of new common stock having
no par value.
(a) Formulate the journal entries you would use to
record the foregoing transactions;
(b) Submit a statement showing the aggregate capi
tal, after refinancing, and the amount of each class
thereof, i. e. funded debt, preferred stock, common
stock and surplus (if any). Explain the method used
in assigning a value to the no-par common stock. How
much, if any, of the original earned surplus of $450,000
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could, in your opinion, be retained as surplus available
for dividends? Give reasons for your decision.
N ote. The corporation being dealt with was incor
porated in a state in which there is no law
governing the nominal value of no-parvalue stock.
(c) Regardless of the amount of depreciation of
fixed assets allowable as a deduction from gross
income for tax purposes, state (1) on what plant value
you would base depreciation to be charged on the com
pany’s books, (2) what proportion of such deprecia
tion you would charge against operations and (3) what
proportion, if any, of such depreciation you would
charge against no-par-value common stock or earned
surplus, or both. Give reasons for your decisions.
No. 6 (32 points):
On December 31, 1926, A is indebted to B in the
following amounts:
$1,500 due December 31, 1927, without interest;
$3,500 due December 31, 1929, with interest at the
rate of 6% payable annually;
$5,000 due December 31, 1931, with interest at the
rate of 6% , from December 31, 1926, not
payable until maturity of note but to be
compounded annually;
$6,000 due December 31, 1932, with interest at the
rate of 5%, payable annually.
On this date (December 31, 1926), A learns that on
December 31, 1930, he will fall heir to $200,000 and
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arranges with B to cancel the four notes in exchange
for one note due in four years. It is then agreed that
the new note shall include interest to maturity calcu
lated at 5% compounded annually and that B shall not
lose by the exchange.
W hat will be the amount of the new note?
Given at 5% :
v1 =
v 2=
v3 =
v5 =

(l+ i)l =
( l + i ) 2=
( l + i ) 3=
( l + i ) 4=

.9523810
.9070295
.8638376
.7835262

1.0500000
1.1025000
1.1576250
1.2155062

Given at 6%:
( l + i ) 3 = 1.1910160
( l + i ) 5= 1.3382256
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Examinations of November, 1927
A uditing
NOVEM BER 17, 1927, 9 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (8 points) :
Name three ways in which a secret reserve may be
created.
No. 2 (12 points) :
The directors of the X company frankly admit the
existence of secret reserves, justifying the practice on
the ground that they are making provision for equal
izing dividends in bad years, and ask you to certify to
their statement and balance-sheet nevertheless. You
have confidence in their good faith. W hat should
you do?
No. 3 (10 points) :
Comment upon each of the following certificates,
limiting your remarks to 30 or 40 words on each one.
(1) We have audited the accounts of the A. B. Co.
for the year ended December 31, 1926, and
now certify that the above balance-sheet has
been prepared from the books.
(2) W e have audited the accounts of A. B. Co.
for the year ended December 31, 1926, and
now certify that the above balance-sheet has
been correctly prepared.
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(3) We have prepared the above balance-sheet of
the A. B. Co. at December 31, 1926.
(4) W e certify that the above balance-sheet of the
A. B. Co. at December 31, 1926, has been
prepared from its books and is correct. We
have not audited nor verified the accounts.
No. 4 (8 points) :
Outline briefly your methods of procedure in the
audit of one of the following industries:
(1) Motion-picture production.
(2) Aircraft construction.
(3) A company producing lumber from its own
timber.
No. 5 (10 p oints):
In auditing the accounts of a trading company, you
are unable to take or to supervise the actual inventory
because of lack of technical knowledge as to values,
and you are forced to accept a certificate of inventory
from the responsible officers. Give an illustration of the
form you would accept, and state what, if any, fur
ther steps you would take in verification of the values
submitted.
No. 6 (12 points) :
In making a detailed audit, how would you verify
the cost of fixed property; i. e. land, buildings, plant
and machinery?
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No. 7 (10 points) :
Define and give an example of each of the following
terms:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Depreciation
Depletion
Amortization
Appreciation
Contingent asset

Contingent liability
Deferred income
Other income
Special charges to profit and
loss
(j) Appropriated surplus

(0
(g)
(h)
(i)

No. 8 (10 points) :
W here on the balance-sheet should the following re
serves be shown? Give reasons briefly.
(a) Reserve for depreciation.
(b) Reserve for depletion.
(c) Reserve for bad debts.
(d) Reserve for federal taxes.
(e) Reserve for bond sinking fund.
No. 9 (10 points) :
State the distinction between prepaid expenses and
deferred charges, giving an example of each class.
Explain why it is improper to combine them in one
item on the balance-sheet.
No. 10 (10 points):
(a ) Does the certificate of an accountant constitute
a guarantee by him?
(b ) W hat is the value and significance of his cer
tificate? Discuss fully.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
NOVEMBER 17, 1927,1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions and
one other question.

No. 1 (48 points) :
The Pacific Logging Company completed its first
year of logging operations on December 31, 1926. A
list of balances from the company’s ledger (before
closing) at December 31, 1926, was as follows:
$4,200,000
Capital stock --------------------------------------700,000
First-m ortgage 7% bonds-----------------------T im b e r_______________________________ $4,000,600
9,000
Booming g ro u n d ---------------------------------Main r a ilr o a d __________ ._____ $309,641
Subsidiary r a ilr o a d ------------------ 235,000
544,641
Logging engines, machinery and camp
703,000
e q u ip m e n t___________________________
23,250
Cash in bank and on hand______________
113,700
Notes and accounts receivable-----------------40,737
Notes and accounts p a y a b le ------------------2,137
F urniture and fixtures—city office.----------4,134
U nexpired insurance premiums--------------72,210
Reserve—d e p re c ia tio n ---------------------- —
23,780
W ages a c c r u e d -----------------------------------59,575
P roperty taxes accrued__________________
Labor and expenses:
Felling and sawing___________ $96,075
Y arding and loading_________ 102,460
S c a l e r s -------- ---------------------8,837
R igging — —---------------------33,273
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H a u lin g ------------------------------- $135,040
Booming and raftin g ________
13,577
$389,262
—
S a le s _ _____ _________________
Maintenance—railroads
$32,015
“
—camp
__ ____
4,710

$974,500

$36,725
Depreciation — logging engines,
machinery and camp equipment
Depreciation—city office furni
ture and fixtures____________

$71,997
213
72,210

Insurance—industrial __________
“ —on equipment (fire) —

$13,403
8,075

P roperty t a x e s _________ _____—
S uperintendence___________ __ — —
A dm inistrative salaries ......... ........
Interest—on b o n d s_____________ $49,000
1,647
“ —on notes payable--------Fire-patrol ex p en se_____________ ----------City office expense. __________

21,478
59,575
11,970
19,415

50,647
4,733
4,325
$6,070,802 $6,070,802

In arriving at the results of its operations for the
year 1926, the company’s officers had not considered
depletion of timber cut for the year nor the amount
which should be charged to cost of operations in respect
of amortization of railway construction.
The trustees for the bondholders require a statement
of profit and loss for the year 1926 showing the aver
age cost of logs cut and of logs sold, also a balancesheet as at December 31, 1926.
38
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The following information is obtained from the rec
ords of the company:
T otal standing timber acquired at inception o f company:
Cost per
F eet
M feet
T o tal cost
Yellow f i r _______________ 700,450,000
$4.00
$2,801,800
Hemlock _______________
300,200,000
1.20
360,240
Cedar __________________
48,600,000
4.00
194,400
Spruce _________________
113,915,000
4.00
455,660
Red fir _________________
75,400,000
2.50
188,500
1,238,565,000
Logs cut during the year 1926:
Yellow f i r __..........................___
____
Hemlock —
Cedar -------- ..........................____
Spruce ------.....
Red f i r --------------------------- ___
Logs sold during the year 1926:
45,400,000
Yellow fir _____
Hemlock ______ ..... 12,500,000
Cedar _________ _.. 1,800,000
Spruce ---- ----- ... 4,250,000
Red fir ________ ..... 2,250,000

ft.
“
“
“
“

$4,000,600
51,000,000 feet
14,000,000 “
1,800,000 “
6,810,000 “
2,250,000 w

@ $15.00 per
“ 12.50 “
“ 15.00 “
“ 18.00 “
“ 15.00 “

M ft.
“
“ «
“
“

There was used by the company for the construction
of donkey sleds, during the year, 100,500 feet of yel
low fir, which is included in the foregoing figures repre
senting the timber cut during 1926. The cost of logs
so used for construction purposes is to be added to
capital expenditures at the average cost of production
of all logs cut for the year, the construction labor cost
thereon having been ascertained to be already included
in the equipment account.
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The inventory of logs “in pond” as scaled (i. e.
ready for sale) at December 31, 1926, was as follows:
Yellow f i r ---------------------------------H emlock ____ ___________________
Spruce - _____ ___ ________________

5,499,500 feet
1,500,000 feet
2,560,000 feet
9,559,500 feet

The inventory is to be valued at the average cost of
all logs cut during the year, no segregation of costs to
be made on the various kinds of timber cut.
In addition to the logs cut, as above recorded, there
were 500,000 feet of yellow fir logs and 500,000 feet
of spruce logs lying in the woods, felled and sawed, and
the cost of felling and sawing such logs is included as
part of the operating expenses for the year 1926 on
the company’s books. These logs are to be valued at
stumpage cost, plus felling and sawing cost only, as
no other costs are applicable thereto.
The railway construction is described in the accounts
as main railroad and subsidiary railroad. The main
railroad is a completed unit and all the company’s
standing timber will have to be hauled over that road
as cut. The subsidiary railroad is not a completed unit.
When completed, the total cost is estimated to be
$540,000. The standing timber to be hauled over the
subsidiary railroad is 600,000,000 feet. When the tim
ber is all cut both railroads are to be considered as
being of no further use and to have no salvage value.
Of the total timber cut for the year 1926, 40,000,000
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feet were cut from the standing timber adjacent to,
and hauled over, the subsidiary railroad.
Depreciation has been provided on all plant and
equipment and is to be considered adequate.
An examination of the accounts receivable disclosed
worthless accounts amounting to $5,500.
From the foregoing list of balances and supple
mentary information, prepare the statements desired
by the trustees for the bondholders and submit details
of the adjustments of accounts considered necessary
by you, ignoring income-tax features.
No. 2 (10 p oints):
Alton, Locke and King are in partnership, their re
spective capitals and shares of profits being as follows:
A lto n .___________ ___________
Locke __________ ___________
King- ----------------- ___________

$60,000
40,000
20,000

40%
30%
30%

$120,000

100%

It is arranged to admit Darwin as a partner with a
twenty per cent. interest in the profits, he to contribute
as additional partnership capital a sum proportionate
to his interest together with an equal amount for
goodwill.
(1) How much cash must Darwin contribute in all?
(2) In what proportion will the profits be divided
between the four partners?
(3) How should the goodwill be treated?
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No. 3 (18 points) :
The following communication was received by the
National Bank of Extown from one of its branches:
“On April 21st our San Francisco correspondent
wired you (the head office) advising you of a deposit
made by Byrd & Co. amounting to $2,000 for account
of Branch K. The San Francisco bank credited our
account (Branch H ). You, upon receiving the wire
less, credited Branch K and debited San Francisco.
On receiving, May 15th, the San Francisco transcript
of April 21st, with the credit of $2,000, we debited San
Francisco and credited Branch K. Upon receiving
advice of our credit to Branch K, they debited us and
credited you, under advice of May 17th. Upon receipt
of this advice, May 19th, you reversed your entry with
Branch K of April 21st by debiting Branch K and
crediting San Francisco bank. Now, on June 15th, we
receive a debit from San Francisco, dated June 3rd,
reversing their entry of April 21st. So, by debiting us
on June 3rd, they must have credited you. We have not
recorded this debit on our books, awaiting further
instructions from you.
“How can this muddle be straightened out?”
Show the entries necessary to adjust the transaction
and, incidentally, how all accounts appear after adjust
ment.
No. 4 (24 points) :
Following the close of the year 1926, you are called
upon to make a balance-sheet audit for a concern en
gaged in the manufacture of newsprint and find the
following circumstances:
The company was organized the latter part of the
year 1913. The plant was completed in 1914 and used
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for experimental work in developing a new process of
paper-making during 1915 and 1916.
The bureau of internal revenue has ruled that the
plant started operations on a commercial basis on Jan
uary 1, 1917.
The original construction cost accounts have been
destroyed and the only information relative thereto you
find in the following entries as of December 31, 1916:
P lan t and equipment------------------------------- $1,800,000
C ontractors’ co n stru ctio n ______________
Company constructio n __________________
(L abor and m aterial)
Damages ---(A w arded construction laborers fo r in
juries)
D e fic it_______________________________
(1914-15 salary of president and general
manager, $20,000)
(1914-15 office and adm inistrative ex
pense, 90%, $10,000)
P rofit and loss_____ __ ________________
(1916 salary of president and general
manager, $10,000)
(1916 office and adm inistrative expense,
90%, $5,000)

$800,000
935,000
20,000

30,000

15,000

The president and general manager at that time was a
construction engineer who devoted his entire time to
supervising the construction of the mill. It was esti
mated, in 1917, that 90% of the office and administra
tive expenses should be charged to cost of construction.
P lant and equipm ent------------------------------S u rp lu s ____________________________
T he S Appraisal Company has placed the
replacement value o f th e plant a t
$2,000,000 a t December 31, 1916.
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Upon inquiry about this entry, the complete appraisal
of a reputable appraisal company is placed in your
hands.
In September, 1926, the frame superstructure of the
machine-room, having become dangerous through decay
caused by climatic and manufacturing conditions, was
demolished. The brick and concrete foundations and
floors were reinforced and a modern concrete and steel
superstructure erected thereon which was completed
December 31, 1926.
The plant was in operation during construction.
The bureau of internal revenue has allowed 5% per
annum depreciation on the correct amount of machineroom construction in accordance with the regulations
and proper reserves for the years prior to 1926 have
been set up on the books. Depreciation on the old
structure was entered on the books for the full year of
1926. No depreciation was taken on the new construc
tion which cost $215,000 including $15,000 cost of
demolishing the old structure. The bureau will allow
per annum depreciation on the new structure as
a unit. The new construction is carried in an account
called “Appropriation No. 40” at $215,000.
In the appraisal book, the machine-room construc
tion is summarized as follows:
F ram e construction _____________________________
Excavations, brick and concrete foundations and
floors ---------------------------------------------------------Engineering and overhead (1 0 % )_______________
T otal_________________________________ __ —
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What entries would you suggest to reflect fully the
demolition of the old building and the correct total
balance for the new building to be carried on the books ?
Give full explanations.
What, if anything, would you do with the $200,000
appreciation of plant?
Would your solution of this problem be different if
the frame superstructure had been in first-class condi
tion but had been demolished only in the interest of
increased efficiency of the plant?
No. 5 (24 points) :
A city wishes to buy new fire equipment,
$500,000, with an estimated life of ten years
salvage value. It is necessary to issue bonds
for this purchase although, at the present time,
rates are high—six per cent. payable annually.

costing
and no
to pay
interest

How would you suggest that these bonds be issued
and what would be the annual cost to the taxpayers ?
It is expected that a sinking fund would not earn
more than three per cent. on the average.
Bonds will be issued in denominations of $100 and
multiples thereof.
Given:
(1.06)9 = 1.689479: (1.06)10= 1.790848
(1.03)9 = 1.304773: (1 .0 3 )10 = 1.343916
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Commercial Law
NOVEM BER 18, 1927, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer no more than ten questions as directed.
Give reasons for all answers.
Negotiable Instruments
Answer three questions.
No. 1 (10 points) :
Boston, M ass.
Jan u ary 2, 1927.
N inety days a fte r date I prom ise to pay to the o rd er o f X . Y.
five hundred dollars w ith interest.
(S igned) J ohn D oe
by A . B.
A ttorney-in-fact.
E ndorsed in blank “w ithout recourse,” X . Y.

The above note passes in due course to William
Smith. The note being unpaid at maturity Smith sues.
John Doe is not liable as maker because A. B. had
no authority to sign as agent or attorney-in-fact. X. Y.
interposes the defense that he is not liable as he en
dorsed “without recourse.” Is such defense good ?
No. 2 (10 points) :
On December 1, 1910, A gives to B the following
instrument:
Jan u ary 30, 1911, a fte r date I prom ise to pay to B fo u r hun
dred dollars at 25 B road St., N ew York, N . Y.
(S ig n ed ) A .

B endorsed the instrument to X before maturity for
value. A, the maker, did not pay on the due date and
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defended suit by X on the ground of lack of considera
tion. Could X recover?
No. 3 (10 points) :
Jones, a farmer, owed Smith a sum of money for
feed and seeds purchased. Jones, together with his
wife, gave a promissory note to Smith for the amount
of the debt. In a suit by Smith, the note having been
dishonored at maturity, Mrs. Jones defended on the
ground that as she was not liable for the goods, the
note was without consideration as to her. Was the
defense good?
No. 4 (10 points) :
By whom must payment of a negotiable instrument
be made in order to extinguish it ?
Contracts
Answer two questions.
No. 5 (10 points):
A hires an automobile from the Drive-Yur-Self Auto
Co. at $1.00 an hour. Through no fault of A the car
is damaged in collision with B. Is A liable to the rent
ing corporation? Is B liable to A or to the corpora
tion ?
No. 6 (10 points) :
Doran, by a written contract, agreed to sell to Best
200 drums of acid of certain specifications, at the rate
of 2 drums per diem, title to pass upon delivery. After
delivery the acid was to be sampled and tested and the
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price fixed according to daily market quotations. Best
sold his business, including the contract with Doran,
to Trimble, but Doran refused to make deliveries to
Trimble who thereupon sued Doran for damages. Is
Doran liable?
No. 7 (10 points) :
W hat are general damages and what are special dam
ages for breach of contract of sale?
Corporations
Answer both questions.
No. 8 (10 points) :
A banking corporation had a charter giving its board
of directors power to alter or to amend its by-laws.
One by-law provided that no interest should be paid on
certificates of deposit payable on demand. Interest
was, however, paid upon such a certificate to X, whom
the bank later sued for return of interest. X proved
at the trial that he had obtained the written consent of
a majority of the directors', one at a time, to such pay
ment. What, in your opinion, should the trial judge
have decided?
No. 9 (10 points) :
For the purpose of financing a proposed new corpora
tion, what would be the advantage, from the viewpoint
of the corporation, of issuing six per cent. cumulative
preferred stock (redeemable), instead of six per cent.
twenty-year gold bonds ?
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Partnership
Answer one question..
No. 10 (10 points) :
Define dormant partner, limited partnership, general
partner, trading partnership, ostensible partner.
No. 11 (10 points) :
A partner without consent of any of the other part
ners executed and delivered a mortgage on firm real
estate using the proceeds to pay certain firm debts. Was
the mortgage binding?
Federal Income Tax
Answer question No. 12 and one other.
No. 12 (10 points) :
The copartnership of Jones & Smith was declared
bankrupt, and copartnership assets were administered
by a duly elected trustee. Just prior to distribution of
the final dividend to creditors, the internal-revenue
department filed proofs of claim against the individual
partners for unpaid income tax for prior years, claim
ing rights to priority of payment under the income-taxlaw provision that the bankruptcy court shall order
payment of all taxes legally due and owing by the bank
rupt to the United States before payment of dividends
to creditors. Could the revenue department succeed in
its claim?
No. 13 (10 points) :
Under the 1926 revenue act, are affiliated corpora49
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tions required to file consolidated returns ? Summarize
the provisions of the 1926 act as to returns by affiliated
corporations.
No. 14 (10 points):
You are employed as accountant and auditor for a
corporation about to engage in an extensive retail busi
ness, which will, necessarily, extend credit to a large
number of customers. Under the income-tax law, in
what way could you treat bad debts ?

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEMBER 18, 1927, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (25 points) :
From the following balance-sheets and explanatory
data, prepare a consolidated balance-sheet.
Submit your working papers relative thereto.
Company X
Balance-sheet—December 31, 1926

A ssets
Cash ________________________________________
Investment in company Y—
1,400 shares, par value $100_________________
Investment in company Z—
4,000 shares, par value $50_______ _____—-----

$20,000
210,000 (1 )
200,000 (2 )
$430,000

L iabilities

and

N et W orth

Current liab ilities_____________________________
Collateral gold notes, due 1934------------------------Capital stock—
P referred : 1,000 shares, par value $100---------Common: 10,000 shares, no p ar value-------------

$80,000
100,000
100,000
150,000
$430,000

Company Y
Balance-sheet—October 31, 1926
A ssets
C a s h ________________________________________$60,000
Receivables __________________________ _
100,000 (3 )
In v en to rie s---------------------------------------------------300,000 (4)
$460,000
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L iabilities

and

N et W orth

Accounts p a y a b le _______________________ _____
Capital stock—
4,000 shares, p ar value $100________ —---------Surplus—
Balance, Nov. 1, 1925______________ $40,000
Add, P rofit fo r year ______________
14,000
Less, Dividends paid Oct. 31, 1926-----

$54,000
10,000

$16,000
400,000

44,000
$460,000

Company Z
Balance-sheet—December 31, 1926
A ssets
C a s h -------------------------------------------------------------Receivables _______________________________ ___
In v e n to rie s___________________________________
Investm ent in company Y —
800 shares, par value $100..................... ................
Investm ent in company X —
250 shares, preferred, p ar value $100__________
Land, buildings and equipment, as appraised by
General A ppraisal Co., Dec. 31, 1926, at sound
value o f ____________________________________

$10,000 ( 5)
40,000 (8 )
100,000
120,000 (6 )
25,000 (7 )

113,000
$408,000

L iabilities

and

N et W orth

Accounts p a y a b le _____________________________
Capital stock—
4,000 shares, p ar value $50__________________
Surplus—
B alance, January 1, 1926.__________ $100,000
Deficit fo r year 1926------------------------ 25,000

$133,000
200,000

75,000
$408,000
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N otes :

(1)
(2 )
(3 )
(4 )
(5 )
(6 )
(7 )
(8 )

Purchased October 31, 1936, a t $150 per share.
Purchased January 1, 1926, at $90 per share.
Includes $20,000 due from Z company.
Includes $50,000 goods purchased from company Z.
A fte r rem itting $25,000 to company X , which is in tra n s it.
Purchased October 31, 1926, at $150 per share.
Acquired at par.
Includes $25,000 advanced to company X .

No. 2 (21 points) :
The Golden Fleece Knitting Mills, engaged in the
manufacture of woolen sweaters of various kinds, is in
need of financial assistance in order to negotiate some
heavy purchases of raw material for the coming season.
The company presents the following statement of
assets and liabilities, as at October 31, 1926, with the
request that you certify it.
Upon ascertaining the facts as set forth hereunder,
make such adjustments as you think necessary and sub
mit a revised balance-sheet showing the ratio of current
assets to current liabilities and express your opinion as
to the financial condition so indicated.
A ssets
Cash in banks and on hand..................... ................... — —
T rade d e b to r s --------------------------------------$95,200
Less, Reserve fo r losses-----------------------9,100
Due from officers and employees.—........... ...................... .
Inventories:
Raw m a te ria l_________________________$93,000
W ork in process_______________ —_____
55,000
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Finished g o o d s ------------------------------------

$225,000

$373,000

Investments—miscellaneous ______________________
M achinery and equipment------------------------$95,900
F urniture and fixtures____________________
20,600
$116,500
Less, Reserve fo r depreciation-----------------21,900
Prepaid in s u ra n c e ________ — ------------------------------

20,000

94,600
2,200

$591,800

L iabilities
N otes p a y a b le ____________________________________ $140,000
Accounts p a y a b le ------------------------------------------------40,900
W ages accrued __________________________________
15,600
T axes accrued ________________
21,000
Interest a c c ru e d __________________________________
5,000
Capital s to c k _____________________________________
350,000
S u r p lu s ------------------------------------------------ — ......-----19,300
$591,800

Upon investigation, you discover th a t:
(1) The mill operates under a system of “standard
costs” using a basic price for wool yarn of $2 per
pound. The standard costs for labor, overhead, etc.,
vary according to the article manufactured.
(2) The company is granted a discount on yarn pur
chases of 5% off market prices if paid within 30 days
from date of invoice, and this discount is handled on
the books as a financial income at time of payment of
invoice, not as a reduction in cost of raw material.
(3) The market price of yarn, October 31, 1926,
was $1.85 per pound.
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(4) The inventories were composed as follows:
Raw m aterial (y arn )
20,000 lbs. a t cost, $1.95____________________ ____
30,000 lbs. at cost, $1.80__________________________
W ork in process—
Y arn at standard cost, $2.00--------------------------------Labor and overhead (standard co sts)------------------Finished goods—
Y arn a t standard cost, $2.00_____________________
Labor and overhead (standard co sts)-------------------

$39,000
54,000
50,000
5,000
200,000
25,000

(5) Owing to sundry imperfections necessarily and
continually arising in the manufacture, some of the
finished articles have to be classed as “seconds” and
are sold at 25 % less than the selling price of “firsts.”
(6) The selling price of “firsts” is 150% of stand
ard cost.
(7) The total production of the mill for the year
(both groups being priced at the same standard cost)
was, “firsts” $680,000, “seconds” $160,000. The inven
tory of finished goods (as above) contained “seconds”
to the value of $60,000 at standard cost.
(8) There were no unpaid bills for yam included
in the accounts payable.
(9) Under a two-year yarn-purchase contract, you
find that a shipment of yarn containing 10,000 pounds
at the contract price of $1.95 per pound f. o. b. factory
or shipping point, left the factory by rail on October
28, 1926, reaching your client on November 5, 1926,
with a freight charge of $350. The liability for this
merchandise did not appear on the books of the client.
(10) The investments include liberty bonds $3,000,
which represents both cost and market value thereof,
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and also miscellaneous stock $17,000 at cost, which are
not readily realizable and for which no market quota
tions can be obtained.
No. 3 (20 points) :
From the statements following, submitted by Brown
& Jones (a copartnership) conducting a retail grocery
store, prepare a profit-and-loss account for the year
ended December 31, 1926, and the capital accounts of
the partners who share equally in the profits:
Balance-sheets—December 31, 1926 and 1925

A ssets
C u rre n t:
.
Cash
__
__
..
_
Customers’ accounts receivable.-----------Inventories _
__

December 31
1926
1925
$10,500
$7,500
55,000
51,000
105,000
90,000

T otal current assets_________________$170,500
P re p a id :
Insurance and real-estate tax es_____

F ixed—at cost, less depreciation:
Real estate
.. ..
. ................... ._
B uildings ---- --- - ....

E q u ip m en t___
M o to r vehicles, etc.

..

$2,500

...

___ ___
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$2,250

December 31
1926
1925
$15,000
$10,000
55,000
57,000
9,000
10,000.
12,000

T otal fixed assets________________ __ $89,000
T otal a s s e ts -------

$148,500

$262,000

$89,000
$239,750
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L iabilities

C u rren t:
N otes payable—b a n k ________________
T rade accounts payable------- -- ------- -—M anager’s bonus
— ------ —

$50,000
15,000
2,000

$40,000
10,000
1,000

$67,000

$51,000

C apital:
John B r o w n ___
_____ ________ _— $125,000
D avid J o n e s ________ _____ _________ _
70,000

$104,000
84,750

T otal current liabilities_____________

T otal c a p i t a l _____________________

$195,000

$188,750

T otal liabilities and capital_________

$262,000

$239,750

Cash receipts and disbursements, year ended December 31, 1926
Cash on hand—December 31, 1925________
$7,500
R eceipts:
Customers ___________________________
R ent o f apartm ents above stores______
Supplies—allowances on defective goods
H aulage, e t c . _______________________
Notes payable discounted______________

500,000
2,000
750
1,500
90,000

D isbursem ents:
W h o lesalers___________________________________
W ages of store assistants___________
W ages o f drivers_____________________________
Miscellaneous expenses, including telephone, etc...
M anager’s bonus—year 1925__________________ —
N otes p a y a b le __ _ ________________ _________
Discount on notes payable.______________________
Insurance and real-estate taxes----------------John B r o w n ___________________________
David J o n e s ___________________________________
Real estate purchased---------------------------------------57

$400,000
15,000
7,500
6,000
1,000
80,000
3,450
3,000
15,525
51,275
5,000
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M otor vehicles purchased______________________
Cash on hand—December 31, 1926_______________
$601,750

$3,500
10,500
$601,750

No. 4 (14 points) :
You are requested by Mr. John Blank, owner of all
the capital stock of the Hoffbloom Realty Company, to
review and comment upon the statements prepared by
his manager, and herewith presented, directing special
attention to the item “Net profit to common stock”
shown in the second of the two statements:
H offbloom R ealty Company
T entative profit-and-loss statement and balance-sheet,
December 31, 1926

A ssets
Goodwill _______________________________________ $10,000.00
Contracts receiv ab le_________________ $32,880.88
O ther current assets_________________
36,035.54 68,916.42
D eferred expense _______________________________
4,000.00
T otal a s s e t s _______________________

$82,916.42

L iabilities
L ia b ilitie s _____________________________________- $28,081.77
Surplus account and profits—
A ccrued profits, per surplus acco u n t
$13,872.22
Allocated surplus—Reserve fo r in
come t a x -----------------------------------237.03
$14,10925
Reserve account — Reserve
fo r lot-sale contracts— $89,873.73
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Less, Real-estate accounts—
L a n d ______ $26,608.00
Development
expense___ 32,540.33 $59,148.33 $30,725.40
Estim ated total profit to date, contingent
upon full payment o f lot-sales con
tracts and no fu rth er expense______ $44,834.65
Capital stock—common
____________
10,000.00 $54,834.65
T otal lia b ilitie s_____________________________$82,916.42
Tentative realization and liquidation statement,
December 31, 1926
Assets to be realized—
Sale price o f rem aining lots_________ $16,800.00
C urrent assets, per balance-sheet____
68,916.42 $85,716.42
Reserve account—
Reserve for lot-sale contracts_______ $89,873.73
Less, R eal-estate accounts---------------59,148.33

30,725.40

Liabilities to liquidate, per balance-sheet___________

$116,441.82
28,081.77

N et profit to common stock, to pay face o f stock and
as p r o f it______________________________________$88,360.05

Upon inquiry, you gather the following information:
Goodwill account was opened as an offset to capitalstock account.
The balance in “Reserve for lot-sales contracts” is
the result of crediting the account for all sales and,
subsequently, charging amounts (transferred to in
come) proportionate to payments on contracts.
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The “land” and “development” accounts contain the
total amount expended on “Hoffbloom addition” which
the company was organized to plat and sell.
There is considerable expense yet to be incurred, but
there is also income (interest on contracts) which may
be treated as, roughly, offsetting the expense.
It is expected that the remaining lots will be sold
and that all contracts will be paid off within five years
from December 31, 1926, when the company will
liquidate.
No dividends have been paid on common stock, but
on preferred stock, which was retired in 1926, approxi
mately $9,000 dividends were paid.
Prepare a report, in letter form, for your client, em
bodying therein a criticism of the statements sub
mitted.
No. 5 (20 points) :
A, B, C and D form a syndicate for the purchase of
coal mines owned by A, for the purpose of selling them
to a new corporation, The Northern Coal Company.
This corporation is formed with a stock capital of
$2,250,000, composed of 20,000 seven per cent, pre
ferred shares of $100 each and 2,500 shares of common
stock of $100 each.
The subscribers pay cash in full for 3,500 preferred
shares, B paying for 1,500 shares, C for 1,000 shares
and D for 1,000 shares. The remaining 16,500 pre60
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ferred shares and also the 2,500 shares of common
stock are to be transferred by the company to A as the
purchase price of the properties.
The agreement made by the members of the syn
dicate among themselves is that A is to keep 3,000 pre
ferred shares as the actual price of the properties; that
he is to transfer, as gifts to B, C and D, one preferred
share for each share paid for by them and to donate to
the corporation 10,000 preferred shares which are to
be sold and the proceeds credited to surplus account.
H e is, further, to donate to the syndicate the 2,500
shares of common stock which he received.
A market is to be made for this common stock, and
when it is sold the net proceeds are to be divided, as
promotion profits, among all the members of the syn
dicate in proportion to their final holdings of preferred
stock.
The common stock realized an average net price of
$90 per share. The preferred shares, donated to the
company, realized an average net price of $102 per
share.
Prepare the accounts of the syndicate, showing the
distribution of profit on the sale of the common stock;
and prepare the balance-sheet of the corporation after
the sale of the donated stock.
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Examinations of May, 1928
Auditing
MAY 17, 1928, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following
questions:
No. 1 (8 points) :
Prepare an audit programme for a thorough verifica
tion of the cash balance of a corporation operating a
chain of retail drug stores.
No. 2 (15 points) :
In commencing an audit, on January 20, 1928, of the
accounts of four brothers for the calendar year 1927,
the following conditions are m et:
The accounts of each estate are kept in a separate
set of books, in order to preserve the privacy of the
affairs of each brother. The records of all the personal
estates are kept by one confidential secretary and his
staff. The books of each estate have been closed as of
December 31, 1927, but none of the January, 1928,
transactions has been entered All the personal estates
are large and include many marketable securities. The
owners of these assets are often away for several
months on business or for recreation. During the year
under audit, there were frequent purchases and sales of
stocks and bonds. Some of the investment securities
are kept in the secretary’s office safe, others are kept in
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separate safe-deposit boxes for each estate and the
rest are held by brokers. The secretary has access to all
safe-deposit boxes.
Outline the procedure to be used in verifying the
securities and submit the report which you would make
upon this feature of the examination.
No. 3 (7. points) :
Mention five important points of personal conduct to
which an auditor or accountant should give particular
attention on an engagement.
No. 4 (10 points) :
For several years, including 1925, a public accountant
had prepared statements and tax returns for the F
corporation. In August, 1926, he was approached by
M who, according to the newspapers, had purchased the
F corporation’s business. M asked him for copies of
his statements previously made for the corporation,
his stated intention being to use them for comparative
purposes. M asserted that he had the financial records
from the inception of the F corporation.
Explain fully how you would act if confronted by
such a situation and tell why.
No. 5 (15 points) :
A manufacturing company submits an inventory
based on actual count or inspection. Outline a suitable
programme for the verification of such an inventory.
No. 6 (10 points) :
You are engaged to audit the books of account of
the X corporation for the year ended December 31,
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1927, its condensed balance-sheet, as of that date, being
as follows:
Assets
Current assets .._.............. $70,000
Fixed assets ....... $75,000
L ess: Deprecia
tion reserve.... 15,000
------------

60,000

Liabilities
Current liabilities ............ $30,000
Capital stock ........ $30,000
L ess: In treas
ury
............. 20,000
------------ 60,000
Surplus ................................ 40,000

$130,000

$130,000

A statement of the surplus account is as follows:
1927
Jan.
1
Mar. 15
16
Dec. 31

Balance forward .............................................................
Income tax, 1926 ............................................
$2,500
Cash dividend (25 per cent.) ......................
20,000
Net profit for year 1927 ................................
Balance down ....
...................................
40,000

$22,500

$62,500

$62,500

40,000

Your investigation of the item of treasury stock
reveals that the company, by proper corporate action,
acquired 200 shares of its own capital stock in March,
1927, immediately after declaration of dividend, paying
$20,000 cash therefor, as evidenced by the entry on
the books:
T reasu ry stock, D r.......................... $20,000
Cash, C r.........................................
$20,000

The laws of your state provide:
"E very corporation shall have the pow er to purchase, hold,
sell and tran sfer shares o f its ow n capital sto ck ; provided th a t
no such corporation shall purchase its own shares except from
the surplus o f its assets over its liabilities, including capital.”

Being authorized by the board of directors to make
any entry you deem necessary to bring the treasury
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stock purchase within the requirements of the law, state
what entry, if any, you would make.
N ote :—No income tax for 1927 is to be given con
sideration.
No. 7 (10 points):
You are retained to audit the accounts of a fruit
packing plant for the year ended December 31, 1926.
The packing season is from May 15th to September
15th.
As you are required to certify to the profits for the
year 1926, as well as to the closing balance-sheet, you
will have to examine the inventories at the beginning
and end of the period.
You find that the company did not maintain any
accurate stock records and that the costs were very
largely a matter of estimate.
In this particular company, large stocks are carried
over at the end of each year.
Outline your procedure in verifying the opening
inventory.
No. 8 (10 points) :
In 1925 the T corporation purchased heavy motors,
costing $30,000, and charged them to “equipment” ac
count. As an “electrical equipment” account was also
carried on the books, the auditor questioned the dis
tribution and was told that “electrical equipment” in
cluded only unitemized plant charges, such as wiring,
The charge was allowed to stand.
Depreciation rates in effect were 15 per cent. the
first year; on machinery, 10 per cent. on remaining
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balances thereafter; on equipment and electrical equip
ment 40 per cent. on remaining balances.
Under long-standing bonus contracts with managers
65 per cent. of the profits were divided among them.
Late in 1926, it was discovered that heavy motors
had, prior to 1920, been charged to machinery account
and the auditor was so informed.
W hat action should he take or recommend?
No. 9 (9 points) :
A corporation finds that if it charges' the usual
amount of depreciation, the net profits for 1927 will
not equal the dividend requirements. It decides to make
no charge for depreciation in that year, as an appraisal
has shown a large appreciation in fixed assets over book
value and a depreciation considerably less than the
reserve on the books.
The declaration of a dividend is delayed pending
your advice.
W hat advice will you give ?
No. 10 (6 points) :
(a) Outline a method of handling dues for a club
which has two classes of members.
Bills for dues are rendered semi-annually. A state
ment of income and expense and a balance-sheet are
prepared monthly.
(b) Indicate the accounts which might appear on the
balance-sheet relating to dues and state in what balancesheet group each should appear.
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Accounting Theory and P ra ctice-P a rt I
MAY 17, 1928, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first four ques
tions and one other question.
No. 1 (30 points) :
(a) The M E F Manufacturing Company distributes
burden by using man-hour departmental rates, deter
mined at the close of each month.
Last month, the rate for department F was almost
double that of the prior month and the president of the
company claims that an error has been made.
The cost accountant says that he has determined the
rate as usual and that his computations are correct.
You are called in to investigate and you discover that
one half of the machines in the department were idle
during the greater part of the period, which accounts
for the increase in the burden rate.
The president expresses his opinion to you that the
cost accountant is confusing “cost” with “loss.”
Discuss the matter and explain, briefly, your con
clusions.
(b) The plant of the Atlas Manufacturing Company
is made up of six buildings, on one site, in the town of
P.
Burden is distributed by using the “predeterminedmachine-hour rate method.”
A machine, numbered A-2-34, has a burden rate of
$0.2146 per hour, on the assumption that the center
should operate 2,000 hours in the current year.
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Explain, as fully as possible, giving schedules, how
the rate is determined, assuming that steam power is
used and that light and water are purchased. (N ote :
—You may submit your answer to part (b) in the form
of a diagram, if you so desire. The time devoted to
problem No. 1 should not exceed one and one-half
hours.)
No. 2 (23 points) :
A partnership agreement provided that profits or
losses should be shared in this proportion: A, five
twelfths, B, one third and C, one fourth, the capital
contributed originally being in this proportion.
A t the end of a certain period, the books showed
assets, $90,000 and these capital accounts: A, $10,000
B, $30,000 and C, $50,000.
It was decided to liquidate and in the process the
following transactions were recorded:
M ar. 31—A ssets inventoried at
A p r. 30—
“
“
“
June 30—
“
“
“
Sept. 30—
“
“
“

$10,000 w ere sold fo r $8,000
40,000
“ “
“ 19,500
10,000
“ “
“ 7,000
30,000
" “
“ 14,700

The amounts realized were credited, as of the dates
given, in accordance with agreement.
Prepare a statement showing the entries in each
partner’s account and the final balances.
No. 3 (8 points) :
A is a holding company. B is a wholly owned subsid
iary company of A. B company gives an accommoda
tion note to A company for $100,000 and A company
discounts this note with its bank.
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How should this transaction be shown on the balancesheet of A company, on the balance-sheet of B company
and on the consolidated balance-sheet of A and B com
panies ?
No. 4 (16 points):
On January 1, 1920, the Noble Machine Company
purchased a new building for $40,000. It was believed
that its service life would be 20 years without scrap
value, and straight-line provision for depreciation was
made accordingly.
In the late spring of 1925, the W right Appraisal
Company reported that the building had a replacement
value of $60,000 on a 25-year life basis.
The directors desire to set up the appraisal value on
the books, as of June 30, 1925, and ask you to submit
the necessary entries as of that date and also for the
closing of the books on December 31, 1925 and 1926.
No. 5 (23 points) :
An architect (not a member of the American In
stitute of Architects) became party to a contract for
the construction of a building for which he had drawn
the plans.
The actual construction was undertaken by a con
struction corporation and the agreement was that 40
per cent. of the profit of the corporation, after provid
ing for federal tax, should be paid as compensation to
the architect.
Upon completion of the contract, the books of the
corporation showed:
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P rofit before ta x (13½ % ) and before paym ent o f
architect’s compensation ...........................................
E xpenses included in book figures, not allowable
as deductions from profits in com puting tax , but
pro p er deductions fo r com putation o f architect’s
proportion o f profit ....................................................

$232,401.50

13,205.00

The architect’s compensation is deductible from the
corporation’s taxable income.
W hat is the amount of the tax and what is the
compensation of the architect?
Give proof of your answers.
No. 6 (23 points) :
It is desired to retire a loan of $900,000 due in 20
years by the establishment of a sinking fund earning 5
per cent. per annum. No payments are to be made to
the sinking fund until the end of the fourth year.
The first five annual payments would each be of the
same amount. The next five would each be 50 per
cent. more than those of the first five years. For the
remainder of the term, they would each be double those
of the first five years.
W hat would be the respective annual payments?
Given at 5 per cent:
( 1 + i)n
4
5

6
7
11
12
16
17
20

sn

4.3101
5.5256
6.8019
8.1420
14.2068
15.9171

1.2155
1.2763
1.3401
1.4071
1.7103
1.7959
2.1829
2.2920
2.6533

23.6575
25.8404
33.0660
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Commercial Law
MAY 18, 1928, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer no more than ten questions as directed.
Give reasons for all answers.

Negotiable Instruments
Answer three questions.
No. 1 (10 points) :
Is it necessary that a promissory note contain the
words “ for value received” or other words expressing
consideration in order that the note be negotiable?
No. 2 (10 points) :
X represents to Y that he is soliciting money for a
charity and succeeds in getting Y to draw a cheque
payable to X for $100. X endorses the cheque to
A, an innocent third party, who has no notice of any
defenses. X receives from A for the cheque $100,
which X keeps. X, as a matter of fact, did not repre
sent the charity. A fter the cheque has passed to A, Y
learns that he has been defrauded by X, and he there
fore stops payment on the cheque. The bank on which
the cheque is drawn does not pay the cheque when it is
presented by A. A sues Y on the cheque, and Y
defends on the ground that the cheque was originally
obtained from Y by fraud. Is the defense valid?
No. 3 (10 points) :
In the preceding question assume that Y, after the
transactions mentioned and before suit is filed, becomes
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insolvent so that it will be futile for A to try to collect
anything from him. If such were the case, could A
recover from the bank on which the cheque was drawn?
No. 4 (10 points) :
A negotiable promissory note is expressed to be pay
able to the order of X six months after date. Through
error A, the maker of the note, fails to date it “Jan
uary 1, 1927,” the date on which it was given. X fills
in “July 31,1926” as the date, and on January 1 5 , 1927,
endorses the note to B, who is a bona-fide purchaser
of the note for value without notice that there is any
thing wrong with the note. B, on February 1, 1927,
presents the note to A for payment. A refuses to pay.
On February 15, 1927, B sues A, who defends on the
ground that his obligation is not due until six months
after January 1, 1927. Is the defense valid?
Contracts
Answer two questions.
No. 5 (10 points) :
August 1, 1927, A in Baltimore by letter to B in
New York offers to sell to B five hundred bushels
of potatoes. The price, description, terms and place
of delivery are all set forth in the letter and are suffi
ciently definite for a contract. On August 2, 1927, the
price of potatoes rises, and A wires B that he revokes
his offer of August 1, 1927. A few minutes before
receiving this wire B had put in the mail a letter to A
properly addressed and stamped in which he accepted
A ’s offer. A does not receive this letter from B until
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after B has received A’s wire. Was there a contract
between A and B ?
No. 6 (10 points) :
A owes B $500. There is no dispute as to the
amount owed or as to A ’s liability to pay the $500 to
B. A pays B $300, and B gives to A a receipt for
the $300 in which he states that he accepts the $300 in
full discharge of A ’s obligation to pay the $500. Later
B sues A for the remaining $200. Can he recover?
No. 7 (10 points) :
A in writing offers to sell to B three dozen hats.
The description of the hats, the price of them and the
terms of the proposed sale are all set forth in the offer
and are all sufficiently definite for a contract. A also
states in the offer as follows:
“I agree th a t th is offer will rem ain open fo r tw o
weeks and th a t I can not revoke it until the expira
tion o f th at time.”

A t the end of one week A writes B that he revokes
the offer. In reply B writes to A that he accepts the
offer to sell as stated in A’s original letter. This letter
is received by A before the expiration of the two weeks.
Was there a contract ?
Corporations
Answer both questions.
No. 8
(a)
(b)
(c)

(10 points) :
W hat is a cumulative dividend?
W hat is a de facto corporation?
W hat is a de jure corporation?
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No. 9 (10 points) :
Has a corporation, without express statutory author
ity to do so, the power to purchase and hold the stock
of another corporation, assuming, of course, that there
is no statute expressly prohibiting the corporation from
doingthis ?
P a r tn e r s h ip

Answer one question.
No. 10 (10 points) :
Jones, Smith and Brown are partners engaged in
the business of buying and selling real estate. The
name of the firm is “Jones, Smith & Brown.” Brown
resigns and a new firm is formed composed of Jones
and Smith, but the new firm continues to use as its firm
name the name of “Jones, Smith & Brown.” People
who had been trading with the old firm were not
notified of the dissolution. Six months later X, a per
son who had been trading with the original firm for
a number of years prior to its dissolution and who did
not know of its dissolution, entered into a contract with
Jones on behalf of the new firm “Jones, Smith &
Brown.” The contract was breached by the new firm
“Jones, Smith & Brown” and X was damaged. Can X
hold Jones, Smith and Brown individually responsible,
or can he simply hold Jones and Smith individually?
No. 11 (10 points) :
(a) If no time is expressly or impliedly specified in
the articles of partnership for the time that the partner
ship will last, when may the partnership be terminated ?
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(b) Whenever a partner retires or a new one is
admitted to the firm, does that operate to dissolve the
existing partnership and cause the formation of a new
partnership ?

Federal Income Tax
Answer both questions.

No. 12 (10 points) :
A buys a house in 1916 for the purpose of living in
it as a home. In 1927 he sells the house for $5,000 less
than it originally cost him. Can he deduct this $5,000
from his gross income in order to determine his net
income for the year 1927?
No. 13 (10 points) :
(a) How are partnerships taxed under the revenue
act of 1926?
(b) Summarize the provisions of the 1926 revenue
act relating to losses allowed individuals as deductions.

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 18, 1928, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (25 points) :
From the following particulars, prepare a statement
showing the disposition of funds received during the
year ended December 31, 1927, and statement of work
ing capital:
A Company—B alance-sheets
Y ears ended Dec. 31
1927
1926
Cash ..... ............................................................. $300,000 $170,000
Certificate o f d e p o sit.......................................
200,000
M arketable securities ............................. ...... 220,000
100,000
C ustom ers’ notes and accounts receivable 300,000
250,000
Inventories ...........................................................
160,000 100,000
Investm ent in affiliated c o m p a n y ...............
180,000
200,000
Cash and securities in sinking fu n d ...........
70,000
D eposit on account o f new construction....
140,000
P lan t and eq u ip m en t....................................... 2,000,000 1,400,000
G o o d w ill..... ........................................................
200,000
D iscount on funded debt................................
50,000
20,000

Assets

$3,550,000 $2,510,000

Liabilities
Accounts p a y a b le .............................................. $200,000
Purchase-m oney o b lig atio n s..........................
Interest, payroll and taxes accrued...............
40,000
Reserve fo r d ep reciatio n ...............................
600,000
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Y ears ended Dec. 31
1927
1926
Funded d eb t:
F irst-m ortgage six p er cent. bonds.........
$350,000
Serial gold notes _________________
$1,000,000
Prem ium on treasury stock sold___ ____ .....
170,000
Capital s t o c k ...................................................... 1,000,000 800,000
E arn ed s u r p lu s ......... .....
540,000
670,000
$3,550,000 $2,510,000

S urplus A ccount
Balance—Jan u ary 1, 1927 ...............................................
N et income fo r year ended Decem ber 31, 1927...—...
A ppreciation o f m arketable se c u ritie s...........................

$670,000
200,000
70,000
$940,000

Less:
D ividends—cash ... ............
“
—stock .......................................
Goodwill w ritten o f f ....................................
D iscount on b o n d s .......................................

90,000
90,000
200,000
20,000

400,000

Balance—D ecem ber 31, 1927 ........................................... $540,000

No. 2 (22 points) :
The balance-sheet of the Tiber Manufacturing Com
pany, Inc., as at December 31, 1926, prepared by the
company, was as follows:
Assets
C urrent a ss e ts:
$17,500
N otes and accounts re ceiv ab le....................................
165,000
Inventories (a t lower, cost o r m ark et) :
Raw m aterial and su p p lie s....................
$80,000
Goods in process .......................................
35,000
Finished goods .......................................
120,000
Goods on consignm ent .............................
25,000 260,000
T o tal cu rren t a s s e ts ...............................................
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P repaid expenses:
Interest an d insurance ......... ........................................
F ixed assets:
L and ...............................................................
$75,000
B uildings .......................................................
325,000
M achinery and equipm ent ......................
550,000

$1,700

950,000

T o tal ....... .................................................................. $1,394,200

Liabilities
C u rren t liabilities:
N otes payable ..................................................................
A ccounts payable ............................................................
A ccrued liabilities—wages and taxes ......................

$145,000
230,000
7,000

T o tal cu rren t liabilities .......................................
R eserv es:
D epreciation ................................................. $220,000
B ad d e b ts ........................................................
3,500
F o r general purposes ...............................
50,000

$382,000

Stockholders’ equity ..........................................................

738,700

273,500

T o tal ......................................................................... $1,394,200

The authorized capital stock of the company, all of
which is outstanding, consists of 3,000 shares of 6
per cent. cumulative preferred stock and 5,000 shares
of common, all shares being of the par value of $100
each. The former is preferred both as to capital and
dividends and the preferred dividends, payable June
30th and December 31st, have been paid to June 30,
1925.
Advances to officers and employees aggregate $25,
000, for which notes were given. Travel advances to
salesmen amount to $3,500 and the balances due from
customers on open account are expected to realize
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$133,000. Customers’ notes receivable amounting to
$20,000 have been discounted.
The stated liability on notes payable includes trade
acceptances $25,000 and the balance, consisting of loans
from banks, is secured by the hypothecation of finished
goods valued in the inventory at $70,000.
The fixed assets are stated at the appraised value of
December 31, 1926, when the net book value—$500,000
(cost less depreciation)—was adjusted to the appraisal
figures.
Noting these facts, you are asked to comment on the
above balance-sheet making such changes in form as
you consider desirable.
No. 3 (13 points) :
A corporation was formed January 1, 1909.
The buildings, taken over from a predecessor com
pany, were set up on the books of the new company
at cost to that company, in one amount, and deprecia
tion for federal income-tax purposes was based upon
such value.
As of December 31, 1926, an appraisal was made of
the company’s plant in detail and new plant values,
representing depreciated replacement values, were set
up on the books as of January 1, 1927.
As the result of an earthquake in 1927, part of the
walls of one of the buildings collapsed and had to be
rebuilt, the loss sustained not being covered by insur
ance.
State how you would proceed to estimate (1) the
amount of the book loss to be recorded and (2) the
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amount of loss to be claimed on the company’s federal
income-tax return for 1927.
If the loss to be claimed on the tax return is $4,480,
and depreciation on buildings has been taken at the
rate of 2 per cent. per annum, what was the indicated
cost at January 1, 1909, of the walls destroyed?
No. 4 (40 po in ts):
X corporation desired control of corporation B and
to that end began buying its common stock wherever it
could be found. As a result, the price demanded for
the stock advanced so high, that in June, 1927, the X
corporation discontinued this plan of purchase. In the
meantime, it had bought 20,000 shares at prices ranging
from $20 to $50, averaging $36. In addition, it had
acquired 12,000 shares by an exchange, from its own
treasury stock, of one half share of X preferred and
one share of X common for each share of B stock.
In November, 1927, by direct negotiation, the direc
tors of corporation B (who controlled 60 per cent. of
its stock) agreed to sell to X corporation all its assets,
except cash, at December 31, 1927, on the following
basis:
(1) For sound value of fixed assets, as determined
by appraisal, corporation B is to be paid 10
per cent. in cash and 90 per cent. in preferred
stock of X corporation. (A t par, $100 per
share.)
(2) For current assets, at 90 per cent. of book value,
corporation B is to receive cash, less the
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amount of current liabilities, which are to be
assumed by X corporation.
(3) B corporation is to receive common stock of X
corporation (at par of $50 per share) as pay
ment for goodwill, including all intangibles,
the amount to be determined by capitalizing
at 20 per cent. the average net earnings for
the 5 years 1923 to 1927, inclusive, in excess
of $2 per share on 100,000 shares of outstand
ing stock.
In determining such net profits, adjustments are to be
made to bring such items as depreciation and capitaliza
tion of fixed-asset charges in the several years, to the
basis to be determined by a retrospective appraisal.
Administrative salaries, also, are to be adjusted to $24,
000 for each year in which greater amounts were ac
tually paid.
An audit, before the above settlement adjustments,
discloses the following facts:

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

N et
profits
.._______$81,000
.._______ 192,400
............... 178,000
......____ 313,000
.._______ 297,000

N et addition
A dm inis
to fixed
trativ e D epreciation
asset accounts
charges
salaries
$40,000
$198,000
$15,000
207,000
12,000
30,000
214,000
202,000
21,000
242,000
300,000
70,000
84,200
251,000
62,500

The audit also discloses that profits had been aug
mented by gains in sales of fixed assets over depreciated
values as follows:
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1925 ........................................................$14,100
1926 ...................................................... 16,800
1927 ......
1,300

The appraisal report shows the following:
P ro p er additions
T ru e
depreciation
to fixed assets
$140,000
. $62,000
1923
...... —
140,400
. 18,000
1924 ______
. 260,000
146,000
1925 ______
. 297,000
157,200
1926 .............
165,000
. 91,800
1927 .............
R eproduction value o f fixed assets,
...... $6,200,000
December 31, 1927
...... 2,800,000
Depreciation .
......$3,400,000

Sound value

The true depreciation shown by appraisal is pre
sumed to be sufficient to absorb all cost of an asset dur
ing the years of its use, so there should be neither profit
nor loss at time of sale or scrapping.
The condensed balance-sheet of B corporation,
December 31, 1927, is as follows:
Assets
Cash
......
Receivables ........................................................
Inventories ........................... ............................
P repaid expenses ............................................
M ortgage sinking fu n d ....................................
P la n t ......... ........................................................
Less: D ep reciatio n ......................................
O rganization expense ....................................
P aten ts and tradem arks..................................

..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
$4,000,000
2,400,000

$81,000
56,000
574,000
9,000
400,000
1,600,000
80,000
1,000,000
$3,800,000
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Liabilities
N otes and accounts payable.............................................
L ong-term notes .................................................................
M ortgage on plant, due Jan u ary 1, 1928.....................
Comm on stock—100,000 shares, no p ar value.............
Surplus .................................................................................

$200,000
100,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
500,000
$3,800,000

X corporation has sufficient shares of capital stock,
authorized but unissued, to comply with the settlement
terms, but to meet the cash requirements, it issues 6 per
cent. gold notes amounting to $1,000,000, which are
taken by a syndicate for cash at 96 per cent. net.
A fter the deal is consummated, corporation B imme
diately liquidates all liabilities, including costs of settle
ment and liquidation amounting to $20,000, and dis
tributes all assets in kind to stockholders.
From the foregoing, you are required to prepare
(a) a tabulated statement showing the determina
tion of amounts needed for settlement pur
poses,
(b) all journal entries to give effect to above
transactions on the books of corporation B,
(c) all journal entries to give effect to above
transactions on the books of X corporation.
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Examinations of November, 1928
A u d it i n g

NOVEM BER 15, 1928, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (5 points) :
Name and define three classes of proprietorship, and
state how the equity of each class is shown on the
balance-sheet.
No. 2 (17 points) :
You arc called upon to install an accounting system
for a manufacturing concern. State in detail the sys
tem you would suggest for
(a) Cash
(b) Purchases
(c) Payrolls
No. 3 (12 points) :
Engaged by a small corporation to prepare its federal
income-tax return, you are given the balance-sheets as
of the beginning and end of the year, a profit-and-loss
statement for the year and free access to the books.
The accounts are assumed to be correct.
State what steps you would take to insure the accu
racy of the figures for the schedules and items of the
return, and how you would make up the required work
ing papers for future inspection by treasury agents.
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No. 4 (8 points) :
Name eight points the auditor must ascertain in mak
ing a balance-sheet audit.
No. 5 (12 points) :
Auditing a manufacturing concern for the year 1927,
you find, on the balance-sheet, the item “Cost of patent,
$4,900.” Turning to the account in the ledger, you find
the following items debited:
1925

Legal expenses defending validity o f o u r
patent N o .— ..............................................$2,000
1926 Legal expense prosecuting infringem ent
o f o u r patent No.— .................................. 1,000
1927 Legal expense prosecuting same...............
500
Im provem ents m ade on machine covered
by o u r patent N o .—.................................. 1,400
$4,900

There are no credits to the account and no amortiza
tion reserve has been set up on the books.
Upon inquiry, you learn that the patent covering the
machine in question was issued in 1919 and that no
additional patent has been sought for the improvements
made to the machine. The expenditures for fees, ex
periments, etc., for the invention, amounting to $510,
were charged to current expense in 1919.
(a) State what criticism of the above account you
have to offer, (b) prepare the journal entries necessary
to correct it, (c) show the book value of the patent as
of December 31, 1927, and (d) state the advantages
or disadvantages to the concern in thus re-casting the
patent account.
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No. 6 (10 points) :
State three methods of accounting for the profits
made on sales on the instalment plan and what reserves
you would provide in each instance.
No. 7 (8 points) :
Engaged to audit the records of a small retailer, you
find there is but one book kept, viz.: a columnar book
of some fifty-odd columns containing all the accounts
—real, personal and nominal—usually found in an or
dinary ledger. The book is kept on the double-entry
plan.
State the first steps you would take to assure yourself
of the general accuracy of the bookkeeping before pro
ceeding to verify the accounts themselves.
No. 8 (10 points) :
In examining the books of a corporation having
subsidiaries you find that, in addition to inter-company
accounts receivable and payable, there are notes receiv
able from, and payable to, an affiliated company the
accounts of which are not being examined. On the
consolidated balance-sheet only the excess of the notes
receivable over the notes payable is shown. Is this
procedure permissible? State the reasons for your
answer.
No. 9 (8 points) :
The capital stock of the A company of California is
wholly owned by the B company of New York. You
are engaged each year to examine the accounts of the
former company and to render a report thereon to the
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New York company. In verifying these accounts for
the year 1927, you discover that on January 3, 1927,
the manager of the A company withdrew $50,000 from
its funds and it was charged to his personal account
on the books; that the amount was repaid in full on
December 27, 1927; and that on January 3, 1928, the
same amount was again withdrawn and charged to his
personal account as before.
W hat would you say in your report to B company
regarding these transactions ?
No. 10 (10 points) :
The X department store owns and occupies its build
ing. In 1923, the president of the company executed
a lease for a portion of the building without the knowl
edge of the other officers or directors. No rent was
collected from the tenant by the company. In 1927,
the tenant, threatened with bankruptcy, offered a settle
ment to all his creditors including his landlord, the X
department store.
The accounts of the department store had been
audited annually by a public accountant. Should he
have discovered the omission of this lease and accrued
rents? If so, how?
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Accounting Theory and Practice-—Part I
NOVEM BER 15, 1928, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three ques
tions and one other question.
No. 1 (23 points) :
From the data following, prepare profit-and-loss
account for the year ended December 31, 1927. In
addition thereto, show the average gross profit per
pound, the selling expense per pound and the average
operating profit per pound to the nearest cent.
Pounds
Sales ...................... ........................................... 2,963,915
R aw m aterial consumed ................ ............. 3,342,730
Inventory—finished goods—Jan . 1, 1927.. 285,588
M anufacturing expenses .............................
Selling expenses .............................................
W aste recovery .............................................. .

A m ount
$988,114
561,715
80,894
383,508
34,080
18,694

The closing inventory of finished goods was shown
as 271,753 pounds, valued at the cost of goods manu
factured during the year.
No. 2 (20 points) :
Albert Jones died on September 10, 1928. From the
data following, found among his private papers, and
from facts ascertained from other sources (also given),
show how these items and any others indicated should
be set forth in the accounts of the executor, distinguish
ing between the corpus and income of the estate.
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Bonds owned

Cost

M arket
Sept. 10,
1928

$10,000 A m erican Telephone and Telegraph
Co. S inking fund 5’s. o f 1960; in ter
est dates, Jan. 1st and Ju ly 1st......... $100 $105⅛
5,000 A naconda Copper M ining Co. 6’s. of
1953; interest dates, Feb. 1st and
A ug. 1st .................................................. 97
105
5,000 A naconda C opper M ining Co. 7% con
vertible debentures; interest dates,
Feb. 1st and A ug. 1st.......................
95
133¼
10,000 K ansas City S outhern R efunding and
Im provem ent 5’s. o f 1950; interest
99¾
dates, Jan. 1st and Ju ly 1st............... 100

The deceased was president and sixty per cent. owner
of the capital stock of the Crow Hollow Mills, Inc.,
which had, on September 1, 1928, declared a dividend
of ten per cent. payable September 20, 1928, to stock
holders of record at September 8, 1928.
The condensed balance-sheet of the company, as at
August 31, 1928, and summary of earnings for five
years to June 30, 1928, are as follows:
Balance-sheet
P lan t and m achinery........... ........— _____ _ $100,000
P atents ............................................... ............
50,000
C urrent assets .......... ................. .—.........
75,000
$225,000
Capital stock—1,000 shares, p a r value
$100 each ................................................... $100,000
Accounts p a y a b le ..............................— ......... 25,000
Surplus ------------- --------------------------------- 100,000
$225,000
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Sum m ary of earnings
Y ear
P rofit
Sales
ended
Cost
before
June 30th
federal taxes
$265,000
1928 ...................
$170,000
$95,000
1927 ...................
165,000
85,000
1926 ................................... 240,000
150,000
90,000
140,000
1925 ................... ................. 225,000
85,000
1924 _________ ............... 200,000
125,000
75,000

Jones’ account with the bank, according to his cheque
book, showed a balance of $1,978.43. The executor,
notifying the bank of Jones’ death and his appointment
on September 11th, received a statement showing a
balance of $2,782.19.
The executor reconciled the account as follows:
Balance, as per b ank........................................................... $2,782.19
Cheques outstanding:
Sm ith & Co. (ta ilo rs )........................................ $125.00
Collector o f intern al revenue (3 rd q u ar
terly instalm ent o f ta x on 1927 incom e) 328.76
B lack & W hite, Inc. (R en t o f apartm ent
fo r Septem ber) .......................... ..... ........... 350.00
803.76
$1,978.43

A cheque for $397.00 to John Brown had been paid
by the bank on September 10, 1928.
No. 3 (30 points) :
On January 1, 1925, the A company acquired 90
per cent. of the capital stock of the B company at a
cost of $800,000. A t this date, B company held 80 per
cent. of the capital stock of the C company. This
interest had been acquired on January 1, 1922. During
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the period from January 1, 1922, to December 31, 1924,
the profits from operations and the dividends paid were
as follows:
B Co.
P rofits from operations................................... $200,000
D ividends paid .................. .............................. 180,000

C Co.
$35,000
75,000

Companies A and B carry the investments at original
cost and have not taken up the profits nor losses of the
subsidiaries but have credited income with dividends
received.
From the following statements, transcribed from the
books of the several companies, prepare a consolidated
balance-sheet as at December 31, 1927.
Balance-sheets—December 31, 1927

Assets
Cash .......................................... ....
A ccounts re c e iv a b le .............. ....
Inventories .............................. ....
Investm ent in B company.......

“

“c

A
$90,000
700,000
400,000
800,000

P rep aid expenses .................. ...
10,000
F ixed assets, less depreciation 1,700,000
$3,700,000

c

B
$60,000
340,000
200,000

$20,000
100,000
75,000

250,000
10,000
640,000

5,000
200,000

$1,500,000 $400,000

Liabilities
N otes payable ........................ ... $400,000
A ccounts payable .................. ... 300,000
Funded debt ............................ ... 1,000,000
C apital stock .......... .................. 1,500,000
Surplus ........................................ 500,000

$120,000 $100,000
120,000
80,000
500,000
600,000 250,000
70,000*
200,000

$3,700,000 $1,500,000 $400,000
* Deficit
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Surplus accounts

c

A
Balances—January 1, 1925....... $300,000
1925:
175,000
P rofit from operations.............
54,000
D ividends received ..................

B
$150,000
80,000
20,000

40,000

$529,000
225,000

$250,000
60,000

$60,000
25,000

$304,000
1926:
P ro fit from operations........... $225,000
40,500
D ividends received ..........—

$190,000

$35,000

$569,500
225,000

$210,000
45,000

$15,000

$344,500
1927:
P rofit from operations........... $299,500
81,000
D ividends re c e iv e d ....................

$165,000

$15,000

$125,000

$85,000*

$725,000
225,000

290,000
90,000

$70,000*

Balances—December 31, 1927.. $500,000

$200,000

$70,000†

D ividends paid .......... ...............

D ividends paid ..........................

D ividends paid ............. ........—

*Loss.

$20,000

$20,000

$20,000*

† Deficit.

No. 4 (27 points) :
Smith and Jones are engaged, as individuals, in the
same kind of business. They propose to amalgamate
and form a corporation.
Smith owns buildings and machinery having a book
value of $100,000, now appraised at $200,000, and net
other assets having a book value of $50,000. Jones
owns buildings and machinery having a book value of
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$200,000, now appraised at $300,000, and net other
assets having a book value of $150,000.
It is agreed that “net other assets,” in each case, are
worth their book values and shall be transferred to the
books of the corporation at such values. It is further
agreed that the buildings and machinery shall be trans
ferred to the books of the corporation at book values
and that 5,000 shares of capital stock, par value $100,
shall be issued to the property owners.
Jones proposes that the 5,000 shares be divided pro
rata to the total net assets of each individual as shown
by the books b u t. Smith, because of the lower book
value of his buildings and machinery, claims that the
net assets of each individual should first be adjusted
by a redistribution of the total book values of buildings
and machinery pro rata to the appraisals and that the
capital stock should be divided on the basis of the new
total net assets so found.
You are called upon to adjudicate. Show how many
shares Smith and Jones would each receive under the two
proposed plans; also show how many shares you would
apportion to each, giving reasons for your decision.
No. 5 (27 points) :
On a certain date, Mr. Mann borrowed $15,000. As
he expects to inherit $5,000 three years from this date,
he wishes to reduce the loan by $10,000 in the three
years by making equal monthly payments, including in
terest at the rate of one half of one per cent. per month.
W hat would be the amount of the monthly payment ?
Given

v36
( l + i ) 36
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Commercial Law
NOVEM BER 16, 1928, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer no wore than ten questions as directed.
Give reasons for all answers.
Group I
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
Give the essential elements of a contract and define
or explain each element.
No. 2 (10 points) :
Detroit, Michigan, October 2, 1928.
Thirty days after date I promise to pay to the order
of John A. Miller, five hundred and 00/100 dollars at
the Second National Bank & Trust Co.
G eorge M. C hapman .
Give the circumstances in which each of the follow
ing endorsements might have been made on the above
note:
(a) G eorge M. C hapman .
(b) Pay to the order of Lester C. Mayer.
G eorge M. C hapman .
(c) Pay Lester C. Mayer only.
G eorge M. C hapman .
(d) Pay Industrial Savings Bank for deposit.
G eorge M. C hapman .
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No. 3 (10 points) :
A client of yours leases a plot of land for a term of
21 years with a right to renew the lease for a further
term of 21 years. Your client erects a building on his
leased land. The building has an estimated useful life
of 35 years. The lease provides that upon the termina
tion thereof the building shall become the property of
the lessor. Under the federal income-tax law what
yearly deduction, if any, could you take to cover the
cost of the building to your client?
No. 4 (10 points) :
Distinguish between a partnership, a joint stock asso
ciation and a corporation.
No. 5 (10 points) :
Best made a promissory note jointly with Kelly for
Kelly’s accommodation. Kelly altered the note into the
note of a corporation, in which both were officers, forg
ing other signatures and causing Best’s signature to
appear as that of a personal endorser of the note. The
X bank, a holder, in due course, sued Best personally
upon this endorsement. Could it recover ?
Group II
The candidate must answer five o f the following
questions:
No. 6 (10 points) :
Jones lent Smith $50. At the time Jones stated that
he owed Fisher $50 which he had promised to pay the
next day. Smith in consideration of the loan promised
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Jones that he would pay the $50 to Fisher the next day,
which, however, he failed to do. Fisher sued Smith
on Smith’s promise to Jones. Could he recover?
No. 7 (10 points) :
A owes B $10,000. B takes out a policy of $10,000
insuring the life of A. Subsequently A pays the loan
in full but B continues the policy. Is it valid?
No. 8 (10 points) :
W hat is a bill of sale?
No. 9 (10 points) :
In what circumstances is it necessary for a holder to
present a bill of exchange for acceptance?
No. 10 (10 points) :
Are dividends on stock of corporations taxable un
der the federal income-tax law when received (a) by
an individual, (b) by a corporation?
No. 11 (10 points) :
X, stockbroker, is insolvent but refuses to make an
assignment for the benefit of his creditors, or to take
any other action. Is there any way by which his credi
tors can bring about a distribution of X ’s assets pro
rata between them?
No. 12 (10 points) :
You enter into an agreement with the Y Corpora
tion to purchase 100 shares of its preferred stock at its
par value of $100. The Y corporation agrees, upon
receiving payment to issue to you the 100 shares of
preferred stock and 10 shares of its fully paid non96
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assessable common stock of the par value of $10. Upon
payment you receive the stock, the common stock hav
ing printed across its face the words “Fully paid and
non-assessable.” Subsequently the Y corporation be
comes insolvent and its trustee in bankruptcy sues you
to recover $100, the par value of the common stock.
Can he recover ?
No. 13 (10 points) :
A held the note of B for $300 due August 15, 1928.
On July 5, 1928, A accepted from B $275 in full pay
ment of B’s note. Subsequently in August A sought
to collect a balance of $25 from B. Would he succeed ?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEM BER 16, 1928, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions
and two other questions.
No. 1 (25 points) :
A company, engaged in the manufacture of piece
goods, had no cost system. Its sales were made on the
basis of estimated costs, adding 15 per cent. to esti
mated direct cost to cover overhead, then adding to the
total so estimated a profit equal to 12 per cent. of the
selling price.
At the end of the year 1927, the trial balance was as
follows:
B uildings ............................................................ $276,000
M achinery .............................................. ........... 310,000
Spools and other sim ilar items..._____ ___
33,000
A ccounts receivable _______ .... ................... 110,000
A ccounts payable ..............................................
$27,000
Reserves fo r depreciation to Jan . 1, 1927—
Buildings ........
36,000
M achinery .........................................
71,000
Sales ......................................................................
2,013,000
Inventory—Jan u ary 1, 1927...........................
157,000
P urchases—raw m aterial ............................. 1,200,000
L abor—direct ................................
480,000
“
forem en, etc......................................... 213,000
Office payroll ....................................................
76,000
F actory expense ................................................ 280,000
Office and adm inistration expenses.............. 113,000
Capital stock .................................... ................
1,000,000
Cash in bank.......... .............. ...........................
18,000
Surplus—Jan u ary 1, 1927...............................
119,000
$3,266,000 $3,266,000
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An estimated cost, which may be taken as represent
ative of all the estimated costs, was as follows:
Cost per y a r d :
Raw m aterial ........................................................................... $ .89
W eaving—piece-work .....
38
W inding, w arping, etc.................................................................. 03
Forem en and supervision ........................................................... 10
$1.40
F actory and office overhead— 15% o f $1.40.............................. 21
$1.61
P rofit—12% of $1.83 .................................................................... 22
Selling price per y ard ....................................................... $1.83

Inventories were principally of raw material and for
the present purpose may be considered as consisting
entirely of raw material at cost. The inventory at
December 31, 1927, was valued at $376,000.
The rate of depreciation on buildings was 2 per cent,
and on machinery, 7% per cent.; spools, etc., were not
depreciated; replacements were charged to operations
(factory expense).
Before the books were closed, it was realized that a
heavy loss had been sustained. Suggestions were made
—a defalcation, material stolen, etc.
W hat was the amount of the loss and to what do you
ascribe it ? Indicate briefly what is needed to prevent a
repetition of such conditions.
No. 2 (18 points) :
On December 31, 1927, the ledger balances of Smith,
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Brown and Jones—a partnership, each member having
a one-third interest therein—appeared as follows:
Cash .......................................................................
Receivables ........................................................
R eserve fo r bad accounts...................... ..........
Payables ...............................................................
L oan from Jones.................................................
S alary due Sm ith .............................................
C ap ital:
Sm ith ......................................................... .......
B row n ...............................................................
Jones .................................................................

$9,500
98,500
$3,000
38,500
4,500
3,000
25,000
14,000
20,000
$108,000

$108,000

At this date the firm decided to liquidate and a
trustee was appointed to wind up its affairs.
The following represents the results of the trustee’s
activities:
P articu lars
1st period 2nd period 3rd period
Cash collected from customers.... $56,000 $18,000 $17,500
19,000
Liabilities paid in full settlem ent 19,200
. 1,400
2,000
T rustee’s expenses and salary—
2,200
9,900 Remainder
Cash paid to p artn ers ........... .—.. 8,000

Prepare the necessary entries to wind up the partner
ship, and also prepare a statement setting forth the
proper distribution (in your opinion) of the amounts
paid to each partner at the end of each period and show
ing the final result.
No. 3 (27 points) :
Commencing an audit, during February, 1928, of the
books of account of the A B C Manufacturing Co. for
the year 1927, the balance-sheets following, prepared
by the bookkeeper, were presented to you:
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A B C M anufacturing Company

B alance-sheets
Assets

December 31,
1927
1926
L a n d ................................................................... $40,000
$40,000
Buildings ........................................................... 225,000
175,000
M achinery and equipment ........................... 112,000
100,000
Tools ............................................
13,500
12,000
P atents ..........................................
48,000
50,000
U nam ortized bond discount..........................
4,750
P repaid operating services and supplies
on h a n d ............................ - ...........................
6,250
7,500
M arketable se c u ritie s.....................................
25,000
Cash .................................................................
52,000
35,000
A ccounts receivable .................... _................. 160,000
150,000
R aw m aterials .................................................
70,000
60,000
Goods in process o f m anufacture.............
30,000
35,000
Finished goods ....................................
100,000
110,000
T otals

......... .... .................................... $861,500

$799,500

Liabilities
B ank loans .......................................................
N otes p ay ab le...................................................
Accounts payable ...........................................
Bonds .................................................................
R eserves:
F o r depreciation o f b u ild in g ...................
“
“
“ machinery .............
" bad accounts .......................................
C apital stock ...................................................
Surplus .............................................................

$10,000
5,000
62,000
100,000

$40,000
10,000
70,000

21,500
48,800
4,200
500,000
110,000

17,500
44,500
3,000
500,000
114,500

T o ta l s ..................................................... $861,500

$799,500

In the course of the audit, it was ascertained that
(a) Additions to buildings, actually costing $35,000,
were set up on the books at $50,000, based upon unac
cepted bids by outside contractors.
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(b) Machinery, costing $10,000, was sold for $3,000.
The accrued depreciation on these machines amounted
to $5,800 and the loss was charged against surplus.
(c) The bonds were issued on July 1, 1927, at 95.
They mature in ten years and interest at six per cent,
is payable semi-annually.
(d) Tools, costing $4,000, were acquired during the
year and the account was adjusted to a fair value,
December 31, 1927.
(e) The marketable securities were sold during the
year for $32,000.
( f ) Four quarterly dividends of one and one half
per cent. were paid during the year.
(g) Depreciation of buildings at two per cent. was
computed on $175,000 for six months and on $225,000
for the other six months.
Relative to the foregoing, prepare surplus account
showing result for the year after making any adjust
ments you think necessary; also prepare statement
showing the changes in the accounts resulting from
adjustments of surplus and reserves and show the
working capital at December 31, 1927.
No. 4 (15 points) :
The X Y Z Light & Power Co. has an operating
contract with the trustees of a bond issue, under the
terms of which it must expend seven per cent. of its
gross operating revenue for maintenance. Any portion
of the seven per cent. not so expended must be de
posited with the trustees.
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Under the terms of the same contract, the company
must set aside annually a reserve of four per cent. of
its gross operating revenue for depreciation.
A certain built-in production unit has fallen below a
profitable degree of efficiency and must be either rebuilt
or replaced by a new unit.
It is decided to re-build which involves three steps,
viz.:— (1) tearing down, (2) repairing certain parts,
(3) re-erecting. Tearing down is done at the cost of
labor only. Repairing parts requires the purchase of
necessary material and entails cost of labor. Re-erect
ing involves principally cost of labor and incidental
material.
(a) Is any part of the cost involved in the above
process chargeable to maintenance or maintenance re
serve? If so, designate what part and explain why.
(b) Is any part of the cost involved chargeable to
depreciation reserve? If so, what part and why?
(c) Is labor cost a proper charge to depreciation
reserve ?
(d ) Does the expenditure of money for labor retard
the progress of depreciation or is that function per
formed only by material ?
No. 5 (15 points):
The Plebe Machine Company operates under a li
cence from the Omnia Corporation, the owner of cer
tain patents. In terms of the licence agreement the
company agrees to pay the corporation a royalty of five
per cent. of the net sales’ price of all machines sold
each year during the continuance of the licence. Roy
alty settlements on the five per cent. basis are to be
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made quarterly—March 31st, June 30th, September
30th and December 31st, and it is agreed that a mini
mum royalty of $120,000 shall be payable for each of
the calendar years covered by the licence.
During the half year ended June 30, 1928, the net
sales aggregated $700,000 and royalty amounting to
$20,000 was paid thereon, i. e. royalty for the March
quarter. The company’s business is seasonal and it is
claimed by the management that royalty for the calendar
year, calculated on the agreed-upon basis of five per
cent, of the net sales, will at least equal the stipulated
minimum of $120,000.
The Plebe Company’s fiscal year ends on June 30th.
State what amount you would show in the balancesheet as the liability for royalty at the date named. Give
reasons for your answer.
No. 6 (15 points) :
The following are the comparative profit-and-loss
accounts of the Deka Company for the two years ended
December 31, 1926, and December 31, 1927, respec
tively.
Year ended December 31,
Net sales _________________________
Cost of sales ______________________

1926
$1,000,000
800,000

1927
$1,250,000
975,000

Increase
$250,000
175,000

Gross profit __ ___ ..........__ .....__

$200,000

$275,000

$75,000

Selling expenses ....................................
General and administrative expenses....

$70,000
40,000

$75,000
45,000

$5,000
5,000

Total expenses ................................

$110,000

$120,000

$10,000

Net profit on sales ........................
Other income:
Interest on notes receivable ............

$90,000

$155,000

$65,000

5,000

7,000

2,000

Gross income ..................................
Deductions from income:
Interest on notes payable ................

$95,000

$162,000

$67,000

Net income

—.......................
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10,000

4,000

$89,000

$152,000

$63,000
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Prepare a statement accounting for the increased net
income, showing the amounts due to the variation in
the volume and selling prices respectively, assuming
that the cost of goods was the same in both years.
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Examinations of May, 1929
Auditing
MAY 16, 1929, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (5 points):
Define—
(a) Subsidiary corporation.
(b) Investment trust corporation.
(c) Holding company.
(d) Close corporation.
(e) Affiliated company.
No. 2 (12 points) :
State in detail how you would audit the accounts of
an investment trust corporation.
No. 3 (10 points) :
A dispute has arisen between the A corporation and
its creditors as to its solvency and prospects, and you
are called in as an advisor.
W hat statements would you submit, and how would
you use them to convince both sides as to the advis
ability (a) of continuing the business, or (b) of
liquidating the corporation?
No. 4 (6 points) :
State how you would proceed to verify the property
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and plant accounts of a company which has never been
audited before.
No. 5 (10 points) :
The M company has outstanding its entire capital
stock of one hundred thousand shares, $25 par, on
which $12.50 per share has been paid in, the balance
remaining subject to call at the discretion of the direc
tors. Since the business has proved highly profitable
and a surplus of three times the capital stock has been
accumulated, the directors wish to make the capital
stock full-paid. Your advice is asked as to the best
method of carrying out this purpose, with care for the
financial interests of both the company and its stock
holders. W hat would you advise? Give reasons.
No. 6 (9 points) :
(a) Name the factors in determining an amount of
depreciation.
(b) State to what extent each factor is ascertainable
by the auditor.
No. 7 (15 points) :
Prepare in detail a programme for the examination
of the financial condition at a given date of either (a)
a stock brokerage firm or (b) a commercial bank.
No. 8 (15 points) :
The accompanying statement is submitted to you by
the company whose books you are to audit. You find
that the figures are in accordance with the books and
are arithmetically correct.
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A B Corporation
Balance-sheet, December 31, 1928

Assets
Cash .................................................................................
L iberty b o n d s .................................................................
A ccounts an d notes receivable (less reserv e)------Investm ents in other companies ...............................
Cash value o f life in s u ra n c e .....................................
Inventories .....................................................................
F ix ed assets (less depreciation) ...........................
P a te n ts .............................................................................
P repaid items ...............................................................
R eserve fo r depreciation ...........................................
R eserve fo r bond in te re s t...........................................

$14,374.51
10,961.55
143,499.51
127,787.63
6,030.45
253,167.50
911,200.22
1.00
9,749.20
58,604.04
29,168.75
$1,564,544.36

Liabilities
N otes and accounts payable ..................................
A ccrued it e m s ...............................................................
M ortgage bonds ...........................................................
Class A stock ...............................................................
S urplus ............................................
Gain fo r th e period before depreciation and bond
interest ........................................................................

$152,672.45
19,368.69
460,000.00
792,425.00
43,927.29
96,150.93
$1,564,544.36

Profit-and-loss statem ent fo r the year ended December 31, 1928
Sales (n e t) ...........................................
$1284,149.45

D educt:
C ost of goods sold—
M aterials u s e d ...................................
M anufacturing expense (before
bond interest and depreciation)

$463,101.41
437,513.60

G ross profit on sales ............................

900,615.01
$383,534.44

Deduct:
Selling expenses ............................... $265,838.00
G eneral adm inistrative expenses....
112,154.75

377,992.75
$5,541.69
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O th er incom e:
P urchase discount ...........................
In terest received ...............................
Recovered on item s previously
charged off ...................................
Gain on stock p u rc h a s e s.................
Incom e from subsidiary companies

$568.70
650.55
431.15
32,125.00
57,309.29

91,084.69
$96,626.38

O ther charges:
In terest paid .....................................
T a x refunds to bondholders .......
Gain fo r the period before deprecia
tion and bond interest ...................

$331.27
144.18

475.45

$96,150.93

Give a brief report of your assumed findings with
comments on unusual or important items and prepare
a statement showing how the accounts should be pre
sented, with a certificate such as you would feel justified
in giving.
While you are expected to imagine the conditions on
which you comment they must not be inconsistent with
the figures.
No. 9 (10 points) :
A, the administrator of the estate of B, deceased,
finds that B had a business of which he was the sole
owner, and also that B was a partner in another busi
ness. The court directs A to continue the solely owned
business for the present.
(a) W hat accounts should A keep for these two
assets ?
(b) State briefly how these accounts should be kept.
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No. 10 (8 points) :
W hat criticisms have you to make of each of the fol
lowing certificates?
(a) We have audited the accounts of the A B Com
pany for the year ended December 31, 1928, and we
certify that the foregoing statement of receipts and
disbursements is in accordance with the books of
account.
(b) We have audited the books and accounts of the
A B Corporation and of its subsidiaries, the D E Com
pany, and the firm of F & G, for the year ended
December 31, 1928, and we hereby certify that, in our
opinion, the accompanying consolidated balance-sheet
and consolidated statement of income and profit and
loss correctly exhibit respectively the financial position
of the A B Corporation and its subsidiaries at Decem
ber 31, 1928, and the results of operation for the year
ended at that date.
(c) We have audited the books and accounts of the
A B Corporation for the year ended December 31,
1928, have examined the related records of original
entry and supporting documents, including monthly re
ports received from its branches and subsidiaries, and
we hereby certify that the accompanying consolidated
balance-sheet and consolidated profit-and-loss account
correctly exhibit the consolidated financial condition of
the companies and their consolidated income results for
the year.
(d) (A t the foot of the statement) “Audited and
found correct.”
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 16, 1929, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first four questions
and one other question.
No. 1 (35 points) :
Company C was formed, March 31, 1929, to acquire
the interests of companies A and B by the purchase of
their capital stocks as at December 31, 1928.
The balance-sheets of companies A and B, as at
March 31, 1929, were as follows:

C a s h .........................................................
A ccounts receivable............................ ..........
In v e n to rie s............................................ ..........
Land ......................................................
Buildings .............................................. ..........
M achinery and eq u ip m en t................ ..........

Companies
A
B
$15,000
235,000
28,000
500,000
50,000
10,000
600,000
90,000
900,000
190,000
$2,330,000

A ccounts payable—trad e ....... .
Bonds—8% ................................ .
Capital stock—
P referred , 6%, cumulative (p a r value
$100) .....................................
Common (p a r value $100) ...................
Surplus—December 31, 1928 ...................
P rofit—Jan. 1 to M ar. 3 1 , 1929
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$383,000
$48,000
120,000

840,000
40,000

50,000
24,000
96,000
45,000

$2,330,000

$383,000
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It was agreed that the fixed assets were stated on the
balance-sheets at their sound values at December 31,
1928, and that depreciation rates for 1929 should be 2
per cent, per annum on buildings and 6 per cent. per
annum on machinery and equipment.
The 8 per cent. bonds, on which interest had been
paid to March 31, 1929, were to be retired at par out
of the proceeds of $1,500,000 bonds to be sold March
31, 1929, by company C at 95.
A construction fund of $400,000 is. to be established
out of the proceeds of the new bond issue and the
money is to be deposited with a trustee.
Preferred stock is to be exchanged, share for share,
for preferred stock (par value $100) of company C.
The common stock of company C is 12,000 shares (par
value $100), all of which is to be issued to common
stockholders of companies A and B according to their
respective equities in the old companies. At March
31, 1929, the preferred stockholders of the old com
panies had not exchanged any of their stock for com
pany C preferred, and 20 per cent, and 10 per cent. of
the common stockholders of companies A and B,
respectively, had not turned in their stock for exchange.
Federal income-tax returns for 1929 will be made
upon a consolidated basis.
Dividends on the preferred stock of companies A
and B were paid to December 31, 1928, and are guar
anteed by company C to April 1, 1929.
Prepare a consolidated balance-sheet as at March 31,
1929, giving effect to the acquisition of companies A
and B by company C and to the transactions described.
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No. 2 (20 points) :
Company A, an old established concern, wished to
merge with and eventually acquire control of company
B, a relatively new enterprise (incorporated, 1922).
The status of these companies at December 31, 1927,

was:
Company A
P re fe rre d stock—6% ................................................... $10,000,000
Comm on stock—920,000 shares (p a r value $ 50)_
46,000,000
S urplus ......................... ...................................................
17,600,000
Company B
P re fe rre d stock—6% ...... ........... ................................ $25,000,000
Common stock—230,000 shares (p a r value $100)
23,000,000
S urplus
.....................................................................
4,700,000

No intangible assets were included in the accounts

of either company.
The preferred stock of company A was unchanged
during the period from 1922 to date: the common
stock outstanding was 700,000 shares in 1923, 750,000
in 1924 and 1925, 800,000 in 1926 and 920,000 shares
in 1927.
The stock of company B, preferred and common,
had not varied since 1922.
The profits were as follows:
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

......................... ...................
............
.........................
...............................................
...............................................

Companies
A
B
$5,320,000 $1,760,000
5,780,000
2,340,000
6,400,000
3,100,000
6,700,000
3,750,000
7,900,000
4,080,000

It was proposed that company A should issue addi
tional stock, preferred and common, and offer, for the
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preferred stock of B, preferred stock of A, share for
share; and, for one share of common stock of B, onehalf share preferred stock of A and one share of
common stock of A.
The market prices, December 31, 1927, were:
P re fe rre d .......................................
Common ......
---------------------

A
102
98

B
98
146

Compare the value of one share of B common stock
with that of one share of common and one-half share
preferred of A on the following bases:
(1 )
(2 )
(3)
(4 )

Profits.
A ssets a t December 31, 1927.
M arket quotations.
T he indicated tren d o f profits, taking into consideration
the fact th a t company B had been m ore recently estab
lished and h ad passed through a period o f rapidly
increasing profit.

(Disregard goodwill in the solution of this problem.)
No. 3 (15 points) :
A fter the closing of nominal accounts to profit-andloss account but before the transference of profit and
loss to surplus, a company’s books show a profit of
$200,000 for the year ended December 31, 1928.
In arriving at this profit, the company’s bookkeeper
has taken into account actual receipts and disburse
ments during the year with regard to the following
items: interest received, $9,000; interest paid, $1,250;
local taxes paid, $12,000; insurance paid, $7,000, and
cash discount allowed, $12,500.
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(a) Prepare a statement adjusting the profit for
the year, taking into consideration the following ac
cruals :

In terest receivable a c c ru e d .................
In terest payable accrued ___ ...___ ....
L ocal taxes prepaid ..................... ......
Insurance prepaid ....___ .........__....___
R eserve fo r cash discount on accounts receivable ......... ...................

December 31
1928
1927
$2,500
$3,000
200
180
2,500
3,000
3,250
2,000
3,750

2,500

(b) Give the journal entries prepared to explain
your adjustments on the company’s books.
No. 4 (10 points) :
You are called upon to advise the officers of a large
financial organization, whose business involves the in
vestment of increasingly large funds.
They have invested in 6 per cent, first mortgages,
and also in bonds (railroad, industrial, etc.) on which
the gross yield, at present prices, does not average more
than 4.75 to 4.95.
Discuss their problem in a brief report, pointing out
factors such as risks of loss, or expense, that would
tend to make one class more desirable than another.
No. 5 (20 points) :
The Deep Mine Company issued $50,000 worth of
four-year, first-mortgage, sinking-fund, 6 per cent, gold
bonds dated July 1, 1924.
The bonds were sold on September 1, 1924, (with
accrued interest) at $103.59, a price at which they
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were advertised to yield 5 per cent, (semi-annual
coupons).
The bond indenture provided (1) that 25 cents per
ton mined would be deposited on June 30th of each
year with the Central Trust Company for sinking-fund
purposes and (2) that a sinking-fund reserve would be
set aside on a straight-line basis.
The production of coal was as follows:
Y ear ended Ju n e 30,
“
“
“ “
"
“
“ “
“
“
“ “

1925............................... 42,000 tons
1926............................... 56,000 “
1927.___ ....................... 50,000 “
1928......... ..................... 58,000 “

The sinking fund earned 4 per cent, the first year
and 5 per cent. thereafter.
Submit all journal entries necessary to express all
these particulars on the books of the company.
No. 6 (20 points) :
X agrees to rent Y’s store for ten years at the fol
lowing annual rentals payable in advance:
F irst three years......................................................
N ext fo u r years ....................................................
L ast three y e a r s ......................................................

$3,000
3,600
4,000

If money is worth 5 per cent, compounded annually,
what is the value of the lease the day it takes effect ?
Submit proof of your answer.
Given—
V2= 1.85941043;

V6=5.07569206;
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Commercial Law
MAY 17, 1929, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer only ten questions as directed, and give
reasons for all answers.
Group I
Answer all the questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points) :
The X Y Corporation is engaged in the real-estate
business. It owns a building, the cost of which was
$300,000. In July, 1928, it sells the building for a
price which nets it $350,000. It then reinvests the
proceeds of the sale in another building. Other than
the profit on the sale it has only sufficient income to
pay its operating expenses. Can the directors declare
a dividend to the stockholders and, if so, by what
means?
No. 2 (10 points) :
Royce becomes the holder of a negotiable promissory
note in regular form made by A to B and bearing
several full endorsements. He endorses the note to
Church for value, but “without recourse.” When
Church endeavors to collect upon maturity of the note,
it is discovered that A is an infant and refuses to pay.
Church then sues the endorsers, including Royce. Has
Royce any defense?
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No. 3 (10 points) :
A company enters into a contract with Y agreeing to
manufacture and deliver to him, at an agreed price,
5,000 ladies’ sweaters, deliveries to be made in equal
quantities over a five-months’ period. Before any de
liveries can be made the company’s employees go out on
a strike which remains unsettled for a period of two
or three months beyond the last delivery date. Y is
compelled to buy his sweaters in the open market and
brings suit to recover damages for the failure of the
company to carry out its contract. Can he recover ? If
so, could the company have protected itself in the con
tract against such a liability?
No. 4 (10 points) :
You are the owner of 500 shares of common stock
of the Z Company. In 1928 it issued to its stock
holders rights to subscribe for further stock at a
specific price, one right for each share of stock held.
You do not exercise your right to subscribe but you
do sell the rights on the market. Under the 1928
federal income-tax law, how should the sale of the
rights be treated on the tax return?
No. 5 (10 points) :
“$500.
January 1, 1928
“For value received I hereby agree to pay to A. C.
Goodwin or order the sum of five hundred dollars
($500) in five instalments of one hundred dollars each,
on the first day of each of the next following months
of February, March, April, May and June, with in118
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terest on all unpaid principal at the rate of 6 per cent.
per annum payable with each instalment, and in the
event of any default in the payment of any instalment
or interest, the whole balance of said principal sum and
interest shall be and become immediately due and pay
able. All payments to be made at First National Bank.
“ (Signed) John Smith.’’
Is this a negotiable promissory note?
G roup I I

Answer any five o f the following questions, but no
more than five:
No. 6 (10 points) :
You are in the employ of Jones & Co., a co-partner
ship engaged in the stock-brokerage business. Your
employers offer to compensate you for your services
by a share in the profits of the business. An agree
ment is submitted to you to carry out the offer. Before
you sign the agreement, and for your protection, what,
if any, provisions should you insist upon including in
the agreement other than those relating to your sharing
in the profits ?
No. 7 (10 points) :
The X Y Corporation has outstanding $250,000 in 6
per cent, non-cumulative preferred stock and 2,500
shares of no-par-value common stock. During each of
the years 1926, 1927 and 1928, the corporation made
net profits of $25,000. No dividends were declared in
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1926 or 1927, the directors allowing the profits to re
main in surplus. Late in 1928, the directors declared
a dividend of 6 per cent, on the non-cumulative pre
ferred stock and $23 per share on the no-par-value
common stock. The preferred stockholders objected
to the dividend on the common stock, claiming that they
were entitled to receive 18 per cent, of the then existing
surplus before any of it could be available for commonstock dividends. Was the objection valid?
No. 8 (10 points) :
B, a violin expert, ascertained that A owned an old
violin of famous make, worth many thousands of dol
lars. In talking with A, B found that the violin had
been in A ’s family for many years, but that A had
no knowledge of its true value. B, after some persua
sion and by offering what to A seemed an excessive
price ($350), succeeded in buying the instrument.
Later A heard of the true facts and, tendering a return
of the purchase price, sued to recover the. violin. What,
in your opinion, would be the result ?
No. 9 (10 points) :
Explain the difference between personal defenses and
absolute defenses in an action on a negotiable instru
ment, and name some instances of each kind.
No. 10 (10 points) :
Goods shipped to you by railroad, while in the rail
road’s warehouse awaiting delivery to you, are de
stroyed by a fire which is not due to any negligence on
the part of the railroad. W hat are the important facts
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to be determined in order to establish upon whom the
loss falls?
No. 11 (10 points) :
On March 1, 1913, the A Company had an earned
surplus of $500,000. Between that date and January
1, 1928, it added $1,000,000 to the earned surplus. On
January 5, 1928, the directors adopted resolutions
declaring two cash dividends, one of $500,000 declared
as payable out of surplus earned prior to March 1,
1913, and one of $500,000 declared as payable out of
the later accumulated surplus. A stockholder claims
that the first dividend is not taxable for surtax under
the federal income-tax law, because it is paid out of
earnings made prior to March 1, 1913. The examin
ing agent for the internal-revenue bureau disputes this,
claiming that the directors had no power, so far as
the income-tax law is concerned, so to allocate the
dividend payments. Who is correct ?
No. 12 (10 points):
W hat is a statute of limitations and what is its
object?
No. 13 (10 points) :
Explain what is meant by each of the following: act
of bankruptcy, voluntary bankruptcy, involuntary
bankruptcy, composition.
No. 14 (10 points) :
Give an example of a contract on which, in the event
of a breach, specific performance would be granted by
the courts.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 17, 1929, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (35 points) :
On behalf of the First National Bank, you have
been instructed to make an examination relative to the
balance-sheet and statements of income and expense
submitted by the X Jobbing Company. It appears that
the bank is suspicious of the inventory valuation as
shown on the balance-sheet of April 30, 1929.
As set forth in the statements presented, the inven
tory value of April 30, 1929, has been computed by the
gross-profit method to avoid the taking of a complete
physical inventory at that date. There is even some
question as to the authenticity of the inventory value
of December 31, 1928, as reflected in the income-andexpense statement, but there is no doubt as to the accu
racy of the previous inventory, inasmuch as that was
taken under your personal supervision at the time of
your audit for the year ended December 31, 1927.
At the outset of this examination, you decide to make
several test checks with respect to the figures of 1928
since no audit was made subsequent to December 31,
1927. You observe that the rate of gross profit re
flected by the income-and-expense statement submitted
for the year 1928 is unusually large as compared with
the 1927 audit report and, by reference to the com
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modity cost records maintained by the sales department
for purposes of arranging commissions to salesmen, you
observe that there has been a uniform mark-up on the
goods purchased of approximately 25 per cent. on cost
during each month of 1928 and up to April 30, 1929,
and that in the recorded cost figures the invoice prices
have been adjusted by freight paid and discount on
purchases.
After a complete examination of the physical inven
tory sheets, warehouse stock records, etc., you disclose
the fraudulent over-statement of the physical inventory
of December 31, 1928, the actual inventory value at
that date being $276,202.
An analysis of the freight account for the year 1928,
reveals the following:
F reig h t on purchases .................................
F reig h t outw ard ...........................................

$19,106
3,017

In verifying purchases, you find invoices entered in
the purchase record during January, 1929, which are
dated December, 1928, and the receiving tickets show
that the merchandise was received during 1928 to the
extent of $3,062. In discussing this matter with the
warehouse foreman, you ascertain that this merchandise
was included in the actual physical inventory taken.
A fter satisfying yourself that no other irregularities
exist, you are to prepare corrected statements as fol
lows:
Income-and-expense statement for the year ended
December 31, 1928.
Inventory computation as at April 30, 1929.
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Income-and-expense statement for the four months
ended April 30, 1929.
Reconciliation of surplus as shown on corrected
balance-sheet and original balance-sheet—April 30,
1929.
X J obbing Company
Balance-sheet, April 30, 1929
A ssets
Current:
Cash in bank and on hand ....................
Accounts receivable ..................................
L ess: allowance for doubtful accounts

$110,873
15,000

$21,679
95,873

Merchandise inventory (computed) ....

369,539

$487,091

Permanent:
Equipment ............................ ..................
L ess: allowance for depreciation.......

$23,916
7,422

16,494
2,302
100,000

Deferred ...........................................................

$605,887
Liabilities and Capital
Current:

$225,000
53,093
4,918

Accounts payable .................................—.
Accruals ...... ................... ............... ...........
Reserve for federal income tax,
1929—estimated .....................................
Capital stock:
Preferred outstanding —................- .......
Common outstanding ........ .......................
Surplus:
Balance—January 1, 1929 ......................
Profit for period to April 30, 1929........

2,637

$285,648

$100,000
125,000
$75,902
19,337

95,239

320,239
$605,887

Inventory computation, April 30, 1929
Inventory—December 31, 1928 .............
Add:
Purchases
...............................................
Freight on purchases .............................

$318,198
$227,183
6,213

233,396
$551,594
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Deduct:
Cost of goods sold (computed):
Sales ......................................................
L e tt: discounts and allowances......

$260,128
4,792
------------

L e tt: gross profit (28.70%)..—.......

$255,336
73,281

Cost o f goods sold (as computed).— .......

182,055

Inventory—April 30, 1929 (as com
puted) ......................................................

$369,539

Income and expense for the year ended December 31, 1928
Sales
Less : discounts and allowances—

$762,107
12,792

Net sales .......................... ......................
Cost of goods sold:
Inventory—January 1, 1928 ................
Purchases ....................................... .............
L e ts: discount on purchases.— .

$168,472

Inventory—December

31,

1928.........—

$749,315
$690,122
6,129

683,993
$852,465
318,198

Total cost of goods sold— —

534,267

Gross profit (28.70%)__ ...._____________
Selling and administrative expenses:
Officers’ salaries ........................................
Salesmen’s commissions .................... .
Freight—inward and outward ........__
Bad debts written off
......................
Depreciation—equipment .........
Other expenses (summarized)
_
Operating profit
Other income:
Interest earned ..............................
Profit on sale o f capital assets

$215,048
$30,000
44,129
22,123
9,492
2,392

50,629158,765
$56,283

...

$223
619

842
$57,125

Other deductions:
Interest paid
.........

..............

10,630

Provision for federal income tax (12%)..

$46,495
5,579

Net profit to surplus.....

$40,916

Income and expense for the four months ended April 30, 1929
Net sales (see schedule)............... .............
Cost of goods sold (see schedule)...........
Gross profit ..............

............ .................
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Selling and administrative expenses:
Officers’ salaries .........................
Salesmen’s commissions .....
Freight outward ........................................
Bad debts written off............ ..........
Depreciation—equipment ........................
Other expenses (summarized) ..............
Operating profit

$10,000
13,791
4,978
3,623
793
17,360

.......................

Other income:
Interest earned ....................... ...............
Cash discount on p u r c h a s e s . . ....

50,545
$22,736

$103
3,297

3,400
$26,136

Other deductions:
Interest paid ..........................

$4,162

Provision for federal income tax (esti
mated)............................................... .........

2,637

Net profit to surplus ........................

$19,337

No. 2 (15 points):
The balance-sheet of Broad and Wall, a partnership,
as at December 31, 1927, was as follows:
Assets
Cash .................................... ...............
A ccounts receivable .........................
Inventory ................................................
F ixed a s s e ts ..........................................

$10,000
90,000
60,000
50,000
$210,000

Liabilities
Notes payable .....................................
A ccounts p a y a b le _________
.
C apital:
B road ...............................................
W a l l ............................................

$20,000
30,000
100,000
60,000
$210,000

Profits were shared in the following proportions:
Broad, three-fifths; Wall, two-fifths.
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On payment of $75,000, Roe was admitted to part
nership with a one-fifth interest in the capital and
profits of the new firm of Broad, Wall and Roe, whose
total capital on Roe’s admission, December 31, 1927,
was agreed upon as $250,000.
The profit for the half year ended June 30, 1928,
amounted to $40,000.
During the half year, the partners’ withdrawals
were: Broad, $14,000; Wall, $10,000, and Roe, $6,000.
Prepare (a) the journal entries recording the trans
actions on Roe’s admission to partnership and (b) state
ments of the individual partners’ accounts at June 30,
1928, after crediting the respective proportions of profit.
No. 3 (20 points) :
A testator leaves $1,000,000 invested in securities
yielding 5 per cent. per annum and other property,
specifically bequeathed, valued at $500,000.
Preferred pecuniary legacies to be paid by the execu
tors amount to $50,000. Provision is made for four
annuities of $500 each for five years, two annuities of
$1,000 each for five years and two annuities of $1,000
each for ten years, and the executors are to receive
5 per cent. of all bequests distributed by them. Fed
eral and state estate taxes on the whole estate, and
state inheritance taxes on preferred legacies to be dis
tributed by the executors and those on all annuities
amount to $60,000.
A t the end of two years, during which interest re
ceived on securities aggregated $96,000 and legal, ac
counting, clerical expenses, etc., amounted to $20,000.
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the executors transferred the balance of the estate to
trustees who were entitled to receive $10,000 per annum
as salaries and 3 per cent. commission on all bequests
distributed by them. They received, further, $2,000
per annum for expenses.
The terms of the will instructed the trustees to con
tinue the trust until twelve years after the testator’s
death, or five years longer if necessary, to pay a special
legacy of $100,000 (inheritance tax to be paid by
legatee) five years after the testator’s death and finally
to distribute certain deferred legacies aggregating
$1,000,000, pay a 7 per cent. inheritance tax thereon
and hand the balance to the residuary legatee who
would pay his own inheritance tax.
W ith the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the
terms of the will, as specified, are workable, you are
required to prepare statements showing (a) the amount
paid to the trustees by the executors and (b) the
amount paid to the residuary legatee by the trustees
with the date of such payment, i. e., the number of
years after testator’s death.
Assume that funds can be invested to yield 5 per
cent. per annum and use simple interest only in each
step of your computations.
No distinction need be made between principal and
income in either executors' or trustees’ accounts.
No. 4 (20 points) :
From the trial balance following and accompanying
data, prepare the balance-sheet of the X Y Z Company
as at December 31, 1928.
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T rial balance—D ecember 31, 1928
Cash in banks
...........................................
Petty-cash f u n d s ..............................................
Notes receivable ..............................................
A ccounts receivable .......................................
T reasu ry notes ................
Loans on call ....................................................
Investm ent—A B C Company ...................
Inventories .............. .........................................
L and and building ..........................................
M achinery ......................................... ..............
Office fu rn itu re ................................................
Goodwill ............................................................
A ccounts payable ....................... ................—
N otes p a y a b le ....................................................
Capital stock—first p r e f e r r e d ......................
C apital stock—com m o n .................................
S urplus ..............................................................
Reserve fo r d oubtful a c c o u n ts ....................
Reserve fo r depreciation—building _____
Reserve fo r depreciation—m achinery.......
Reserve fo r depreciation—office fu rn itu re

D r.
$40,000
500
11,000
75,000
65,000
100,000
25,000
80,000
75,000
125,000
5,000
50,000

Cr.

$85,500
50,000
200,000
200,000
75,000
1,000
5,000
30,000
5,000
$651,500

$651,500

(1) Notes receivable discounted aggregate $30,000.
(2) Accounts-receivable account is made up as fol
lows :
Trade accounts—debit balances $66,000, credit
balances, $1,700.
Advances to A B C Company in 1910, $10,000.
Advances to officers (collected since December
31, 1928), $500.
Claims (collected since December 31, 1928),
$200.
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(3) Trade accounts regarded as doubtful of collec
tion, $800.
(4) Treasury notes are pledged to secure notes pay
able.
(5) Call Ioans represent temporary investment of
funds accumulated to acquire new plant.
(6) Investment—A B C Company (100 shares of
"
$100 each) is at cost; market value, December
31, 1928, $45,000.
(7) Cost of land, $25,000; building, $50,000.
(8) Machinery—chiefly manufactured by company
and set up at estimated cost.
(9) Accounts-payable account includes a debit bal
ance of $2,000, representing advance payment
on merchandise.
(10) Capital stock:
First preferred—7% cumulative, authorized
$300,000, par value $100 per share.
Common—authorized $400,000, par value $100
per share.
(11) Federal income tax for the year 1928, $25,000.
(12) Dividends declared in December, 1928, payable
January 3, 1929:
First preferred stock, $3,500.
Common stock, $2,000.
No. 5 (10 points) :
From the following balance-sheets of companies A
and B prepare a consolidated balance-sheet, using the
figures here presented which appear on the books of
the respective companies.
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Criticize or make recommendations for the correction
of the resulting statement, if you think any are re
quired, bearing in mind that for purposes of local taxa
tion, company B’s books must show correct results for
that company as a unit.
Company A owns 100 per cent. of the stock of com
pany B.
Company A
Buildings and m achinery ...........................
Less: Reserve fo r d ep reciatio n ...............

$700,000
200,000

Investm ent in Company B ...........................
C urrent assets ..................................................
A dvances to Company B ..............................................

$500,000
100,000
150,000
25,000
$775,000

C apital stock—5,000 shares (p a r value
$100) .............................................................
C urrent liabilities ...........................................
Surplus— free ................. ..............................
A ppropriated fo r advances to Company B

$500,000
50,000
$200,000
25,000

225,000
$775,000

Company B
L and ...................................................................
B uildings (a t cost) ........................................
Less: Reserve fo r d ep reciatio n ...............
A dditions to b u ild in g s...................................
Less: R eserve fo r depreciation .............
C urrent a s s e t s ..................................................

$10,000
$115,000
15,000
$25,000
5,000
-----------

100,000

20,000
10,000
$140,000
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Capital stock ................................... — ------L oan from Company A ......... ..—...............
C urrent liabilities ............................................
Surplus .................... .

$100,000
25,000
5,000
10,000
$140,000

£32

Examinations of November, 1929
Auditing
NOVEM BER 14, 1929, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
(a) Define the following methods of depreciation—
(1) Straight line
(2) Reducing balance
(3) Sinking fund
(b) State briefly conditions under which you would
recommend each method, and why.
No. 2 (10 points) :
You are called to audit the books of the Blank Cor
poration of Syracuse, N. Y., and you find a number of
canceled voucher-cheques for considerable amounts
drawn to the order of the X Company of the city of
New York, with invoices attached but without bills of
lading. Also there is a balance of account due the X
Company for which you have received confirmation by
mail. None of the materials invoiced appears in the
inventory at the end of the year. The voucher-cheques
are signed by the treasurer and approved for payment
by the president, who is also the general manager.
The bookkeeper tells you that the goods invoiced
were delivered by a motor-truck company which does
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not issue bills of lading but merely takes the receipt
of any employee receiving the goods.
W hat would you do ?
No. 3 (10 points) :
(a) Securities owned may appear under three cap
tions on the balance-sheet. Name them, and state what
class of securities should be shown under each heading.
(b) How would you verify such securities in pre
paring a balance-sheet to submit to a bank ?
No. 4 (10 points) :
State fully the principles that would guide you in
verifying the valuation of
(1) raw materials,
(2) work in process,
(3) finished goods,
in making a detailed audit of a manufacturing concern.
Explain your reasons.
No. 5 (10 points) :
Outline a programme for the audit of the first year’s
operations of an investment company of the type
usually known as an “investment trust,” managed by
a firm of investment bankers.
No. 6 (10 points) :
The C & D Manufacturing Co., Inc., engages you
to audit its accounts for the year ended Dec. 31, 1928,
and to certify its balance-sheet as at Dec. 31, 1928, and
its profit-and-loss statement for the year.
W hat examination of the books and accounts prior
to Jan. 1, 1928, would you consider necessary?
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No. 7 (10 points) :
While auditing the books of the E F Corporation
you find an item of $5,000 debited to notes-payable
account; that it is a part payment on a note for $15,000
signed by the president individually; that the proceeds
of the note were used to purchase certain stocks for
the corporation; and that the certificates for those
stocks are in the name of the president personally.
Against the loan of $15,000 were pledged other securi
ties (belonging to the corporation) of the book value
of $20,000. The only entry of these transactions on
the books of the corporation is the $5,000 mentioned
above. You note further that the president alone has
access to the safe-deposit box containing the corpora
tion’s securities.
(a) What is your opinion of the liability of the cor
poration on this note?
(b) W hat recommendations would you make?
No. 8 (10 points) :
In February, 1929, you are retained to audit the
accounts of an investment company for the year 1928.
You find that the accounts were audited for 1927 by a
certified public accountant, and you are asked to accept
his list showing quantities and costs of securities owned
at Dec. 31, 1927, making in your certificate whatever
qualification seems desirable. You are furnished with
a similar list of securities owned at Dec. 31, 1928,
which you find to agree as to quantities with the securi
ties on hand as examined by you, plus those hypothe
cated as collateral duly confirmed by the holders; and,
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as to total cost, with the balance of “securities owned’’
account in the general ledger.
(a) Do you consider the foregoing a sufficient veri
fication of the “securities owned” account ?
(b) If not, what additional verification would you
consider necessary?
No. 9 (10 points) :
W hat are the (a) advantages and (b) disadvantages
of no-par stock?
No. 10 (10 points) :
When called in to check and approve the income-tax
returns of the members of the firm M & L, you find
the following conditions:
Capital investment of each partner, $50,000.
During the year M has drawn $4,500 and L, $6,500,
as salaries in accordance with the partnership agree
ment.
Including these salaries as expense, the firm’s books
show a loss of $11,000 for the year, but as partners’
salaries are not a deductible expense it is admitted that
for income-tax purposes there has been neither loss nor
gain.
As the partners share equally in gains or losses, they
write the word “none” under income from partnerships
on their individual returns.
(a) Are they correct?
(b) If not, state what net income or loss should be
returned for this item by each partner and explain how
you reach your conclusions.
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I

NOVEMBER 14, 1929, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions
and one other question.
No. 1 (38 points) :
You are employed to certify a balance-sheet of the
Bed Manufacturing Company as at December 31, 1928.
A t the date of your examination—March, 1929—the
company had closed its books for the year 1928 and
prepared therefrom the following income-and-expense
statement:
T he B ed M anufacturing Company
Incom e-and-expense statem ent—year ended Decem ber 31, 1928
S a le s:
M odel 1120 (11,246 u n its) .......................
$269,904
“
1220 (1,824 " ) ...........................
48,336
R epairs (both m odels) ........................... .
9,040
$327,280
19,094

Less: trad e discounts (6% ) ...................

$308,186
Cost o f sales:
Inventory—Jan u ary 1, 1928 ...................
Purchases— raw m aterial and supplies....
Enam eling cost (outside w ork) .............
C r a tin g ..................................... ................... ..
O th er productive labor ................ .............
M anufacturing expenses .........................

$215,422
82,911
19,605
14,271
48,343
36,202

Less: inventory—December 31, 1928 ....

$416,754
214,930

Gross profit ................. ...................................
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Selling and adm inistrative expenses:
Salaries—salesmen .....................................
“ —officers ..........................................
“ —clerical .........................................
T raveling—salesmen .................................
Stationery, etc...............................................
Telephone and telegram s .........................
T axes—l o c a l .................................................
Incidentals ......
O perating profit ............................................
A dditions to incom e:
Interest on bank balances and notes — .
D iscounts on p u rc h a s e s.............................

$25,026
32,500
6,125
6,130
1,115
896
800
1,275

$73,867
$32,495

$43
128

171
$32,666

D eductions from in co m e:
In terest on notes p a y a b le ................ .........
Discounts on sales (cash ) ------- ---------N et income before federal income ta x ......

$1,823
3,613

5,436
$27,230

You ascertain that the company maintains no cost
finding records, as part of the general bookkeeping sys
tem, but fixes its prices on the basis of estimated pro
duction costs.
Your attention is directed, almost immediately, to the
fact that the relative balance-sheet presented shows an
inventory value of approximately 75 per cent. of the
total current assets, an analysis of which discloses the
following:
Sum m ary o f inventory—December 31, 1928
M odel
Q uantity U nit
T o tal
price
Finished stock in w arehouse—c ra te d :
1120 M ahogany ...................... 1,089
$17.75
$19,329.75
1120 W alnut ................... ....... 1,527
17.75
27,104.25
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1220 M ahogany .....................
1220 W alnut ...........................

477
686

$21.50
21.50

$10,255.50
14,749.00

Finished
1120
1120
1220
1220

stock w rapped but not c ra te d :
M ahogany .....................
220
118
W alnut ...........................
86
M ahogany .....................
22
W alnut ...........................

17.35
17.35
21.00
21.00

3,817.00
2,047.30
1,806,00
462.00

Finished
1120
1120
1220
1220
1120
1120
1220
1220
1120
1120
1220
1220

parts in stock-room :
M ahogany—head ends ..
W aln u t — “
..
M ahogany— “
..
W alnut — “
..
M ahogany—foot ends....
..
W aln u t — “
" ..
M ahogany— “
W alnut — “
..
M ahogany—side rails.....
W alnut — “
“ ....
M ahogany— “
..
..
W aln u t — “

9.00
9.00
11.50
11.50
7.00
7.00
8.75
8.75
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

23,787.00
4,239.00
21,574.00
9,234.50
16,905.00
2,814.00
17,010.00
9,730.00
6,022.50
1,502.50
5,170.00
1,915.00

Cast-iron and sheet-iron parts—not enam eled:
1120—head ends...........
,. 465
8.75
1220— “
“ ...........
.. 205
11.25
1120—foot ends...........
.. 407
6.75
1220— “
“ _____
8.50
,. 226
1120—side rails...........
. 1,013
1.15
1220— “
“ ...........
1.15
,
600

4,068.75
2,306.25
2,747.25
1,921.00
1,164.95
690.00

C a sters:
1120..................................
1220..................................

1,350.00
1,207.50

2,643
471
1,876
803
2,415
402
1,944
1,112
4,818
1,202
4,136
1,532

72 gross
46 “

18.75
26.25

Details of the inventory, as at January 1, 1928, were
not available.
With the foregoing data before you, prepare a report
in detail containing comments on existing conditions
and suggestions for improvement.
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No. 2 (30 points):
The directors of five corporations, all situated in the
same state, desire to consolidate. W ith that end in
view they draw up and sign an agreement to be sub
mitted to all stockholders of record, setting forth the
plan of the proposed consolidation and stating its pur
poses and advantages.
You are called upon to audit the books of account
and records of the five companies and to present a
certified balance-sheet showing the book value of the
capital stock of each company. You are then to pre
pare a schedule showing how much stock of the new
corporation should be issued in payment for the stock
of the companies about to be consolidated.
You are next required to prepare a balance-sheet giv
ing effect to the consolidation, after it has been unani
mously approved.
The result of your audit of the individual companies,
as of January 1, 1929, accepted by the several boards
of directors, was as follows:
Assets
Cash ............................
Inventories ..................
Fuel and supplies ....
Accounts receivable—
Selling agents ......
Other .......................
Mill store account ....
Insurance unexpired .
Interest accrued ......
Property and plant ....
Other real estate ......
Investments ...............

Carter
Yarn
Co.
$3,198
402,649
17,270
24,756
2,200
2,500
1,451
950,000
75,000
25,000

Atlas
Mills

Ladd
Reliable :Excelsior
Cotton Finishing Print
Mills
Co.
Works
$167,071
$54,316
$8,464
$7,800
376,476
32,904 265,644
384,627
18,759
2,876
20,241
14,290
130,974
55,402

42,420
2,125
17,846
16,241
4,250
2,341
1,298
1,054,674 1,265,455
24,000
655,810

98

10,456

387
963
175,602

564
1,400
141,750

$1,504,024 $1,809,947 $2,484,379 $221,294 $441,904
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Liabilities
Notes payable ...........
Accounts payable .......
Wages accrued ............
Reserves for 1928 in
come taxes ................
Reserves for deprecia
tion ............................
Surplus ..........................
Profit for previous six
months ........................
Capital
stock—com
mon

Carter
Yarn
Co.
$175,000

Reliable Excelsior
Ladd
Cotton Finishing Print
Co.
Works
Mills
$75,000 $62,850 $110,000
$300,000
8,444 121,864
22,380
3,675
2,675
5,437
Atlas
Mills

14,645

16,245

14,475

650,000
179,024

452,853
38,774

928,332
486,223

30,743
62,147

500,000

1,000,000

500,000

450,762
150,000

100,000

$1,504,024 $1,809,947 $2,484,379 $221,294 $441,940

The Carter Yarn Co. owns 250 shares of capital
stock of Excelsior Print Works, and Ladd Cotton
Mills owns 12,260 shares of Atlas Mills. Both blocks
are carried on the books at cost.
The capital stock of the companies is as follows:
Carter Yarn Co.............. 25,000 shares, par value
“
“
Atlas Mills ................... 20,000. “
“
“
Ladd Cotton Mills ...... 5,000 “
“
Reliable Finishing Co.... 1,500 “
“
Excelsior Print Works 1,000 “
“

$20
50
100
100
100

The new corporation is organized under the name of
the Carter Ladd Corporation with an authorized capital
stock of 75,000 shares, par value $100 each.
The Reliable Finishing Co. and Excelsior Print
Works are taken into the merger at 100 per cent. of
their capital stock, surplus and all reserves; the other
three companies at 80 per cent. This is to be com
puted to the nearest whole number of shares and the
balance applied to surplus.
No. 3 (17 points) :
The balance-sheet of A, B and C, a partnership, as at
December 31, 1928, was as follows:
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Assets
C a s h .............................................................. $4,000
A ccounts receivable ............................... 70,000
Inventory .................................................... 40,000
D eferred c h a rg e s .....................................
500
F ixed assets .............................................. 65,000
G o o d w ill....................
20,500
$200,000

Liabilities
N otes p a y a b le ............................
A ccounts p a y a b le ......................
Loan from B .................... ........
C ap ital:
A
B
C

.... $20,000
.... 60,000
.... 10,000
.... 75,000
.... 50,000
.... 5,000
$200,000

A t this date (December 31, 1928), owing to a dis
agreement, it was decided to dissolve the partnership
and, forthwith, assets were realized, liabilities were liq
uidated and resultant cash distributions were made to
the partners on January 31, 1929.
The accounts receivable realized $55,000, the inven
tory $30,000 and the fixed assets $47,000.
The profits of the partnership had been shared in the
following proportions: A one half, B three eighths and
C one eighth.
A preliminary preparation of the partners* accounts,
toward the end of January, 1929, indicated a debit bal
ance on C’s account which was of doubtful collect
ibility.
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Prepare the necessary journal entries recording the
realization and liquidation and submit statements of the
partners’ accounts, as at January 31, 1929, after the
cash distribution.
No. 4 (15 points) :
(a) W hat is meant by the present worth of a given
sum of money, due a given number of years hence,
compounded at a given rate of interest?
(b) A corporation deposited $24,700 as security for
the rent of a lease, with the understanding that the de
posit would be returned in full, but without interest,
at the end of nine years and seven months.
On the assumption that money can earn 5 per cent.
interest per annum and that the present worth of one
dollar due nine years hence at 5 per cent, compound
interest is $0.6446, calculate the cash value to the cor
poration of the deposit of $24,700 immediately upon its
being made.
No. 5 (15 points) :
W hat equal amounts must be deposited in a fund,
annually, from January 1, 1930, to January 1, 1935,
(both inclusive), to provide the following annuities
payable January 1st of each year:
$1,500 per annum for five years beginning Jan. 1, 1936
1,000 “
“
“ the next five years, and
750 “
“
“ the next five years following?
Calculated interest earned at 4 per cent. during the en
tire period.
Given ( 1+ i ) 5 =1.2166529
v5 = .8219271
( l + i ) 10= 1.4802443
v10= .6755642
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Commercial Law
N O V EM BER 15, 1929, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Group I
Answer all the questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points) :
Define and explain the following terms or expres
sions relative to contracts: Special damages, liqui
dated damages, legal tender, substantial performance.
No. 2 (10 points) :
Lamb & Son were engaged in business under the
name of Alpha Paper Works. They became insolvent.
They entered into an agreement, in the nature of a
deed of trust, with their creditors under which certain
creditors, as trustees, were to carry on the business
under the name Alpha Paper Company, to divide the
profits among the creditors pro rata, and when all were
paid to return the business to the original proprietors.
The trustees, as such, gave a note to one Reim, who,
upon non-payment of the note, sued the creditors alleg
ing them to be partners in the conduct of Alpha Paper
Company. W hat should be the decision ?
No. 3 (10 points) :
While touring during the past summer an accident
occurred in which your automobile was so damaged
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that it was a total loss except for salvage of a small
amount for tires and a few accessories. Can you de
duct your loss in your federal income-tax return for
the year 1929?
No. 4 (10 points) :
You are elected a director of a corporation which has
issued 6 per cent. preferred stock and also common
stock. W hat information, other than the fact that there
were earnings available, would you deem it necessary
to have in order to enable you to vote properly on a
resolution to declare a dividend on the common stock?

No. 5 (10 points) :
Define a negotiable instrument. Name and explain
the two characteristics which distinguish a negotiable
instrument from an ordinary contract.
G roup I I

Answer any five (5) o f the following questions hut
no more than five:
No. 6 (10 points) :
Jones, on an automobile trip from New York to
Boston, agreed to take a valuable parcel for his friend
Smith and to deliver it to Smith’s son in Providence.
Jones stopped in Bridgeport for dinner. He took his
own property out of the car at the hotel, but Smith’s
parcel, which was left in the car, was stolen while the
car was parked. Discuss the principles involved.
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No. 7 (10 points) :
Detroit, Mich., July 5, 1929.
Sixty days after date I promise to pay to the order
of O. R. King six hundred dollars at the Citizens’
National Bank, Detroit, Michigan. Value received.
F rederick T hompson ,
By J ames T hompson,
Attorney-in-fact.
Actually James Thompson had no authority from Fred
erick Thompson to execute the above note. From
whom can a holder in due course recover ?
No. 8 (10 points):
Burns and Sanford are partners, conducting a profit
able business. Sanford, however, is so much of a
spendthrift that he falls deeply in debt and is forced
into bankruptcy by his creditors. W hat effect, if any,
does this have on the partnership?
No. 9 (10 points) :
Knapp became an accommodation endorser on a note
made by Styles. When the note matured Styles failed
to pay and it was paid by Knapp. Knapp sued Styles
on the note for the amount due. Styles set up the
technical defense that the note was discharged by
Knapp’s payment and that therefore no suit could be
based on it. W as he correct ?
No. 10 (10 points) :
In 1921 A purchased real estate for the sum of
$20,000. In 1929 he made an exchange with B, re
ceiving another parcel of. property, having a value of
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$25,000, and $5,000 in cash.
income from the transaction?

W hat was A’s taxable

No. 11 (10 points) :
W hat income-tax cases may be appealed to the board
of tax appeals and when must such appeal be taken?
No. 12 (10 points) :
Park sold certain goods to Markoe, shipping them
by express and forwarding a negotiable bill of lading
therefor to Markoe. Markoe was insolvent and while
the goods were in transit he made an assignment of his
property, including the bill of lading, for the benefit of
his creditors. Park, on being advised of the facts and
before the goods were delivered, exercised a right of
stoppage in transitu by proper notice to the express
company. Markoe’s assignee claimed the goods by rea
son of holding the bill of lading, maintaining that the
transfer to him of the document ended Park’s right of
stoppage in transitu. To whom should the goods be
awarded ?
No. 13 (10 points) :
Frank, who owned an apartment house, borrowed a
sum of money from Sloane, giving Sloane a power of
attorney to collect rents of the apartment house and
apply them to reduction of the loan until paid in full.
Frank died before the loan was repaid. Was the
power of attorney revoked by such death?
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A ccounting T heory and P ractice—P a rt II
NOVEM BER 15, 1929, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (38 points) :
From the data following, you are required to prepare
an accounting for the trustees (three brothers, herein
after mentioned), for the year ended December 31,
1928, embodying (a) a statement of cash receipts and
disbursements and (b) a schedule of the payments of
principal and income to each beneficiary.
James DeBritt died March 1, 1906. By the terms of
his will, the estate was to be divided into seven equal
parts as follows:
One seventh to the widow (Jane DeBritt) to be held
in trust during her lifetime, with power to will the
principal; all income from her share to be paid to her
direct. One seventh to each of three daughters—Alma
DeBritt McMahon (married), Mira and Susan (both
single) ; each share to be held in trust under the same
conditions as the widow’s, all income therefrom to be
paid to each. One seventh to each of three sons (ap
pointed trustees)—James, Andrew and H erbert; each
of these shares was to be divided into two equal parts,
one to be a trust fund under the same conditions and
terms as the widow’s full share, the other to be paid
to them outright.
A t the date of his death, the testator owned 15,000
acres of unimproved land on Long Island. This land
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could not be sold except at a great sacrifice, so the
trustees received permission from the surrogate to
continue the operation of the estate until a satisfactory
sale of the property could be made. The surrogate
further ruled that all taxes paid on this property should
be added to its value and not treated as an expense
chargeable to income. By an expert appraisal, as at
March 1, 1913, this land was valued at $1,160 an acre.
The total value of the estate at the date of death of
the testator, as shown by the appraisal for inheritancetax purposes, was $2,800,000 which included a value of
$840,000 on the Long Island real estate. On the basis
of this appraisal, each of the sons was entitled to re
ceive, on account of his free fund, the sum of $200,000.
On November 1, 1911, Alma DeB. McMahon (the
married daughter) died, widowed and without issue.
H er entire estate consisted of her share in her father’s
estate. In her will, she made several specific bequests
amounting to $350,000. These were paid by the trus
tees of the estate of James DeBritt and charged to her
share as advances. The balance was left to her brothers
and sisters in equal shares.
On December 31, 1927, an intermediate accounting
was made to the surrogate. All expenses and commis
sions were paid to this date and all income was dis
tributed to beneficiaries as stipulated.
The following assets remained (all securities having
been purchased at par) :
Cash in b a n k ............................................................................ $20,000
Office building in New Y ork, inventoried a t................. 340,000
A partm ent house in New York, inventoried at............. 280,000
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15,000 acres o f L ong Island property, on w hich taxes
an d assessm ents, am ounting to $39,300, had been
paid to M arch 1, 1913, and $88,200 from M arch 1,
1913, to Decem ber 31, 1927, m aking its book value,
as a t the latter d a t e ........................................... ................
N ew Y ork City 5 per cent, corporate stock, p ar value
S. governm ent farm -loan bonds, 4 p er cent., p ar
value ..... ................................................................................
F oreign governm ent 5 per cent, bonds ............................
R ailroad and industrial 5 p er cent, bonds, on w hich a
2 per cent. ta x is paid a t the source...........................
4,000 shares o f 7 p er cent, p referred stock o f A m er
ican M etals Co. (p a r value $100) ..................... ..........

U.

$967,500
330,000
200,000
100,000
420,000
400,000

Advances on account of beneficiaries’ free fund
shares, at December 31, 1927, were as follows: James,
$250,000; Andrew, $325,000; Herbert, $300,000; and
of the estate of Alma DeB. McMahon, $350,000.
The trustees’ transactions during the year 1928, were
as follows:
On June 30th, 5,000 acres of the Long Island prop
erty were sold for $10,000,000, net, i. e. after all com
missions and adjustments had been deducted. The sale
was made to the R. E. Development Co. which paid 40
per cent, cash, the balance remaining on mortgage at 6
per cent. until sales of the property were made in in
dividual plots, when substituted first mortgages were
to be taken by the estate for 50 per cent. of the mort
gage released and the balance in cash. On September
30th, $250,000 of substituted first mortgages were re
ceived, bearing interest at 6 per cent., payable quar
terly, commencing December 31, 1928.
Regular dividends were received on the shares of
stock owned.
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Rents received from office building during the year
were $54,000 and the attendant expenses were wages
$12,000, repairs, etc., $6,000 and taxes $2,000.
Rents received from the apartment house during the
year were $48,000 and the attendant expenses were
wages $14,500, repairs, etc., $4,000 and taxes $1,500.
Interest received on bank balances, apart from other
interest, was $66,750.
Taxes on unimproved property, amounting to $10,
500 for the full year of 1928, were paid in March,
1928.
The general operating expenses of the estate were
$12,500 for the year.
Interest on advances to the beneficiaries is to be
charged at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum.
In lieu of commissions, for services during the year
1928, the trustees received $25,410, which was divided
among them equally.
On December 30, 1928, the trustees paid the net
income due to each beneficiary. They then decided that
they were in a position to make further payments, on
account of principal, to those beneficiaries entitled
thereto, and proceeded to distribute the sum of $2,
650,000 in accordance with this decision.
The final transaction for the year 1928 was the in
vestment of $1,500,000 in U. S. government farmloan, 4 per cent. bonds at par.
No. 2 (27 points) :
Following is the trial balance of Filbert & Com
pany, Inc., December 31, 1928, before closing:
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A ccounts payable .................... .............................
A ccounts receivable _ _____ __________ ....___ $46,914
A dm inistrative s a la rie s ........... ............................ 10,000
A d v e rtis in g ...........................................................
7,800
A uto expense—salesmen ...................................
450
B ad debts ...............................................................
2,784
B ranch store—account cu rren t ................ ........ 21,505
C apital stock
..............................................
Cash in office ............................. .....................
1,685
D iscounts allowed .............................................
128
D iscounts taken .....................................................
F irs t N ational bank account ........................... 48,423
F reig h t inw ard—m erchandise ......................... 19,544
F reig h t outw ard and delivery .........................
2,118
F u rn itu re and fixtures ...............
43,420
Insurance, fire—m erchandise ---------- ---- ----3,000
In terest ................
600
Inventory—Jan u ary 1, 1928 .............................. 218,932
L ife insurance—m anager ......-------------— ........
1,520
N otes payable .................................—---------- -—
N otes receivable ................................... - ..............
3,575
Office salaries and expenses ...........................
8,800
Purchases—m erchandise .................. ................ 401,004
R ent ................... ......................................................
7,200
Sales—m erchandise .............................................
Salespeople—wages .................. ................. ....... 28,960
Store—general expenses ................ .............. ..
7,285
S urplus—Jan u ary 1, 1928 .................................
T axes—personal property ........................ ........
3,200
W rapping and shipping ........................ - ...........
3,472

$38,296

250,000

7,554

50,000

492,515
53,954

$892,319 $892,319

On January 1, 1929, before the stock-taking could
be completed, a fire occurred, resulting in such damage
to merchandise that it was impossible to determine
accurately the value thereof. It is known, however, that
sales realized a gross profit of 20 per cent, or 25 per
cent. on cost of sales (freight inward included)
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Wrapping supplies on hand (undamaged) were valued
at $572.
Ten per cent, is to be charged for depreciation of
furniture and fixtures.
From the branch-store books, the following is gath
ered:
January 1, 1928—Cash on hand $1,000, mer
chandise inventory $27,005 and furniture and fix
tures $3,500. During the year 1928, the mer
chandise purchases were $83,290, sales $108,769,
expenses $12,768 and cash remittances to main
store $10,000. Bad debts written off were $25.
Depreciation of furniture is to be computed at
10 per cent.
On December 31, 1928, the cash on hand was
$1,986, merchandise inventory $23,280 and ac
counts receivable (good) $1,700.
You are required to close the books, present balancesheet, profit-and-loss account and inventory of mer
chandise, placing the branch-store account current at
December 31, 1928, on the main-store books and setting
up a reserve for federal income tax.
No. 3 (25 points) :
Following is the balance-sheet of the Margo Manu
facturing Company as at December 31, 1928:
Assets
C u rre n t:
Cash in banks and on hand............................................
C ustom ers’ notes and accounts receivable, less re
serve ..............................................................................
Inventories ........................................................................

$50,000
300,000
1,000,000

T o tal current a s s e ts ................................................. $1,350,000
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Land, buildings and machinery, as appraised, less
reserve fo r depreciation ............................................. $6,200,000
P repaid expenses .... ...........................................................
20,000
Goodwill ............................................................................... 1,000,000
$8,570,000

Liabilities
C u rre n t:
N otes payable—banks .................................................... $800,000
T rad e acceptances .............................................................
400,000
Accounts payable and accrued expenses......................
500,000
T otal cu rren t liabilities ..................................... $1,700,000
F unded deb t:
F irst-m ortgag e 6½ p er cent. gold
bonds ......................................................... $2,100,000
Serial gold notes ........................................
400,000 2,500,000
C apital stock:
A uthorized and issued—
P referred , 20,000 shares, 6 per cent.
cumulative, p ar value $100 e a c h ..... 2,000,000
Common, 15,000 shares, p ar value

S u rp lu s:
E arn ed ...........................................................
F rom appraisal o f p l a n t ...........................

70,000
800,000

870,000
$8,570,000

In order to provide working capital necessary for
the continuance of the business, it is proposed to reor
ganize according to the following plan:
(1) The authorized capital stock to consist of 50,000
shares of 6 per cent. cumulative preferred of
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a par value of $50 a share and 100,000 shares
of no-par common.
(2) The preferred and common stock now outstand
ing to be surrendered, the present stockholders
to receive, for each share of preferred stock
now held, one (1) share of new preferred of
$50 par, one (1) share of common, no par,
and warrant entitling to purchase, on or be
fore June 1, 1929, one-half ( ½ ) share of nopar common at $35 a share; for each share
of common stock now held, two (2) shares of
no-par common with warrant entitling to pur
chase, on or before June 1, 1929, one-half
( ½ ) share of no-par common at $35 per
share.
(3) Sale, for a cash consideration of $600,000, of
one of the branch plants and taking up the
serial gold notes of $400,000, a security for
which the plant is mortgaged. The plant to
be sold is carried on the books and included
in the fixed assets at $750,000, the appraised
value, less depreciation.
(4) Issuance and sale of $1,250,000 seven (7) per
cent. debentures at 95, the sale carrying with
it a bonus of 5,000 shares of no-par common
stock.
(5) Application of the proceeds of the proposed
financing to the reduction of bank loans, trade
acceptances and accounts payable by $600,000,
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$350,000 and $400,000, respectively, and the
balance to additional working capital.
Prepare a balance-sheet, as at December 31, 1928,
after giving effect to the transactions set forth in the
foregoing plan of reorganization.
The expenses relative thereto may be disregarded.
No. 4 (10 points) :
You are called upon to ascertain the extent of the
fraud committed and the disposition made of the funds
so acquired by an individual real-estate operator—Mr.
A—who, from certain trustworthy information, seems
to have been issuing bogus mortgages.
An obviously incomplete cashbook, practically all the
canceled cheques and a partial list of properties and
mortgages owned constitute the only available account
ing records covering the apparent defaulter’s transac
tions.
State, in detail, your method of procedure.
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Examinations of May, 1930
Auditing
MAY 15, 1930, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
State the principal objects for which auditors’ work
ing papers are made and preserved.
No. 2 (10 points) :
Having received letters from several local customers
questioning statements of account rendered them, your
client engages you to make a detailed audit of the
branch store from which the statements were sent.
You direct a senior to make the audit after informing
him of the circumstances. He finds in the course of a
week many discrepancies for which the local cashier,
who also keeps the books, offers vague and unsatisfac
tory explanations. At the close of a day the senior “as
usual” (he says) puts all his working papers in his
brief-case, which he locks and places in the store safe.
The next morning he finds the office in confusion, the
safe looted, and his brief-case gone—likewise the
cashier. Several pages have been torn out of the cash
book, and the customers’ ledger has disappeared. All
this is reported to you and you take personal charge.
(a) Will you complete or retire from the audit?
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(b) W hat fees, if any, will you charge your
client?
No. 3 (10 points):
W hat special facts should be ascertained and how
may they be verified in a detailed audit of accounts of
any one of the following:
(a) Automobile dealers
(b) Stockbrokers
(c) Farmers
No. 4 (10 points) :
The church of X engages you to audit the books and
certify the annual report of its treasurer. You find
that the revenues consist of open plate collections, pew
rents, envelope pledges, donations and interest from an
endowment fund. The expenses are those ordinarily
to be found in such cases. A good system of depositing
all receipts in bank and making all disbursements by
cheque is in force.
Assuming that you find the books correct as far as
you can verify them, write a brief report of what you
have done, closing with your certificate.
No. 5 (10 points) :
In auditing the books of the A B Company you find
an item of $1,000 debited to notes-payable account, but
no canceled note is produced in support thereof, nor
can you find a similar amount previously credited to
this account. For good and sufficient reasons you do
not desire to question the officers of the company until
you have more information regarding the transaction.
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(a) How would you proceed to obtain that in
formation ?
(b) W hat may you expect to learn?
No. 6 (10 points) :
Entering upon an audit of the A B Company you
are handed the general books of account and a trial
balance thereof. You learn that the company owns all
or a controlling amount of the stock of several subsid
iaries, carried on the books at cost. The trial balance
shows open accounts with each of the subsidiaries.
State what influence this knowledge would have upon
you, and why, in respect to
(a) Proving the accuracy of the trial balance
(b) The steps you would take
No. 7 (10 points) :
State three methods, with your arguments for and
against each one, of showing as an investment the
premiums paid by a corporation on a policy in its favor
on the life of its president.
No. 8 (10 points) :
In auditing the books of Roe & Co. you find among
the notes receivable one endorsed by John Doe, which
is six months overdue, the maker having refused to
pay it. You learn that Roe & Co. have neglected to
notify John Doe of the default.
At the same time you happen to be auditing the books
of John Doe, have already learned of this endorsement
and propose to show it in a footnote on his balancesheet as a contingent liability, with his knowledge and
consent, though he “thinks” it has been paid.
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Bearing in mind that, under the laws of the state in
which this transaction occurs, John Doe is now dis
charged as endorser, how will you handle this matter
in order to show it correctly on the respective balancesheets ?
No. 9 (10 points):
State in detail the proper methods of verifying the
securities owned by a “fixed investment” company.
No. 10 (10 points) :
A purchased bonds in 1910 for $100,000. Their fair
market value March 1, 1913, was $112,000. He sold
them in 1929 for $90,000. His only other income for
1929 was a salary of $45,000 and interest $5,000, with
no deductions claimed. Disregarding any exemptions
or credits to which he might be entitled, show the calcu
lations you would make to ascertain the income-tax
A will have to pay. (Surtax on $50,000 is $2,980; on
$28,000, $720.)
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Accounting Theory and Practice-—Part I
MAY 15, 1930, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first four questions
and one other question.
No. 1 (38 points):
You are engaged by the X Company, Inc., manufac
turers of cotton cloth, to prepare (a) statement show
ing cost per pound of cloth sold, (b) profit-and-loss
statement for the year 1929 and (c) balance-sheet as at
December 31, 1929.
A trial balance, taken from the books and covering
the period from June 19 to December 31, 1929, was as
follows:
P roperty—real estate and plant (co st) ....
Investm ents .— ...........—.....__ .........—.........
Cash .................. - ............................................... .
Accounts receivable .................. — .................
Inventories, Jan u ary 1, 1929:
Raw m aterial—cotton ...... ... ......................
In p ro c e s s ....................................... ..
Finished goods .................... ........................
Fuel .................................................................
Mill su p p lies...................................................
Property m ain ten an ce........................ ......
Purchases—raw m aterial ...............................
“
— fuel
Expenses .......
Insurance ..........
M ill supplies —
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D r.
$676,170
378,114
86,425
17,444
$69,080
62,437
86,940
2,097
4,910
815
77,594
4,600
2,116
1,546
7,389

Cr.
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R epairs .............................................................
P ro p erty m aintenance ....................................
T ax es .................................................................
W a te r rent ........................................................
L abor ..................................................................
B rokerage ..........................................................
E xecutive s a la rie s ...........................................
P repaid in s u ra n c e ...........................................
B ad debts .........................................................
Y arn account ...... ............................................
Accounts payable ......................................... .
Sales—finished m erchandise .....................
“ —w aste ...................................................
R eserv es:
F o r depreciation .........................................
“ plant im p ro v em en t.............................
Income from investm ents ...........................
"
"
rentals ....................................
W ages and salaries accrued .......................

D r.
$3,488
2,242
4,023
4,310
116,043
2,770
6,400
2,154
450

C r.

$6,250
4,362
328,757
13,250
384,126
100,000
8,844
2,233
9,128

Capital stock:
400,000
200,000
162,607

P referred ......................... ............................
Common .......................................................
Surplus and profit and loss .......................

$1,619,557 $1,619,577

The items following, representing transactions from
January 1 to June 18, 1929 (inclusive), were trans
ferred to the profit-and-loss account as at the latter
date:
Sales—finished m erchandise .......................
Purchases—raw m aterial ...........................

Fuel ............................................................
Expenses .....................................................
Insurance .........................................................

Mill supplies ..............................................
R epairs .............................................................
P ro p erty maintenance ...................................
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T axes (local) .................................................
W a te r rent .......................................................
Y arn account ...................................................
L abor .................................................................
B rokerage .........................................................
Executive salaries .........................................
Income from in v estm en ts.............................
“
“
rentals ....................................

$3,600
4,250
6,250
100,468
3,001
4,400
$6,494
1,946
$215,130

$250,322

The inventories, by pounds, were as follows:
Jan. 1 Dec. 31
1929
1929
R aw m aterial ................................ 306,663 150,155
Goods in process (estim ated
50% com pleted) ........
101,752 104,287
Finished product .............................
86,229 23,343
Purchases o f raw m aterial d u r
ing the year ....
.........— .....
557,706 lbs.
W aste sales d u ring the year........
214,214 “

In the preparation of the cost statement, all manu
facturing expenses, with the exception of labor, may be
grouped under one caption.
Because of an internal check by processes and accu
rate waste records, it has been customary to value the
inventories on the basis of the cost statement.
Depreciation on fixed assets was determined to be
$26,541.
No. 2 (12 points) :
Electrical sound-producing equipment is leased to a
theatre company under a ten-year agreement which
provides for (a) the return of the equipment, at the
expiration thereof, in good condition, allowing for rea163
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sonable wear and tear and for obsolescence; (b) an
initial payment of $6,000 plus weekly payments of $300
for the first two years (104 weeks) and $75 per week
during the remaining eight years.
The initial payment represents part of the licence
fee and entire cost of installation of equipment.
Fifty per cent. of the amounts payable weekly during
the two-year period represents licence fee and the other
50 per cent, insurance and interest under deferredpayment plan.
Subsequent payments represent service and inspec
tion charges.
You may consider five years (260 weeks) as a con
servative basis of amortization, regardless of the longer
life of the lease, in view of the frequent improvements
in motion-picture equipment.
Give specimen initial and weekly entries you would
recommend to be set up on the theatre company’s books.
No. 3 (15 points) :
Selected Securities, Inc., a corporation organized for
the purpose of investing in securities, was managed,
during the calendar year 1929, by the Specialized Man
agement Corporation under an agreement which in
cluded the following provisions:
“Specialized Management Corporation agrees to
manage the financial operations of Selected Securi
ties, Inc., and to provide, in addition to financial
counsel, all necessary office facilities and personnel.
Expenses, such as interest, taxes, legal and account164
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ing fees and custody of securities, will be paid by
Selected Securities, Inc.
“Selected Securities, Inc. agrees to pay the
Specialized Management Corporation for its serv
ices as financial adviser, etc., 12 per cent. of the
net profits realized each year and accrued at the
close of each year upon securities held. Such
compensation shall not be included as an expense
in determining the amount of net profit upon which
the compensation is payable.”
From the following trial balance of Selected Securi
ties, Inc., at December 31, 1929, prepare the journal
entries required to bring taxes and management com
pensation accrued upon the books. Prepare, also, a
profit-and-loss statement for the year ended December
31, 1929, and a balance-sheet as at the close thereof.
Determine the liquidating value of the company’s
stock at December 31, 1929.
S elected S ecurities, I nc.
T rial balance, Decem ber 31, 1929
Cash a t bank ...............
Cash on loan at call ....... ............... ....
Securities (a t cost)* . . . . . .
D ividends receivable ...........................
Cost o f securities sold .......................
Legal fees ...............................................
A uditing fees .........................................
Interest p a i d ...........................................

$30,349.02
100,000.00
1,628,741.20
1,250.00
1,369,520.00
5,000.00
2,600.00
8,362.00

* The market value of the securities held at December 31, 1929, was
$1,657,150. All rights sold were in respect to securities which had been
sold at December 31, 1929.
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D ividends p a i d ........................... ..........
Securities s o l d ............................ ...........
D ividends re c e iv e d .............................
In terest received ................................
R ights sold ............................................
Capital (40,000 shares, no p a r value)

$4,000.00
$1,307,400.00
28,450.00
9,685.32
4,286.90
1,600,000.00
$3,149,822.22 $3,149,822.22

No. 4 (20 points) :
You are engaged by a firm of attorneys to advise and
aid in a general reorganization of their offices, with
particular reference to accounting procedure, cost, etc.
Upon investigation you find that it has been the prac
tice to keep a chronological record of hours spent upon
each undertaking and, upon completion of a matter, to
bill the client from this record, taking into consideration
pre-established minimum rates per hour for the various
partners and attorneys, the nature of the work, etc.
The operations of the firm as a whole result in a
profit, but no attempt beyond rough estimates has ever
been made to determine the cost per hour to the firm
of each member of the staff. Further investigation
leads you to believe that much individual work is done
at less than cost.
You discuss the situation with the firm members and
you are requested to prepare for their consideration a
comparative table showing the direct, overhead and
total costs per hour to the firm of each partner and
attorney, in comparison with the minimum billing rates
in effect.
From the above information and the following data,
construct the required table, bearing in mind the fact
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that the partners wish the accounting system, which
you are about to install, to provide for recording the
direct cost of available time, sickness, holidays and
other non-chargeable time.
(a) The three partners are actively engaged in the
practice of law.
(b) The legal staff, including the partners, numbers
nine, and may be designated by numbers in
your solution, numbers 1 to 3 being the part
ners.
(c) The normal working year per man is conceded
to be 1,981 hours and 181 hours per annum
are considered a reasonable allowance per man
for all non-chargeable time.
(d) The partners draw $1,000 each per month which
they consider as salary. The annual salaries
of the members of the legal staff a re :
Number 7— $3,600
Number 4— $5,400
8— 3,600
“
5— 4,800
9— 2,400
“
6— 4,200
(e) The minimum billing rates per hour a re : Num
bers 1, 2 and 3, $10; Number 4, $7.50; Num
ber 5, $6.50; Number 6, $4.50 and Numbers
7, 8 and 9, $3.
( f) The firm’s actual expenses for the year under
review (exclusive of partners' drawings) were
as follows:
S alaries:
Legal staff .................. ..........................................
Stenographers .......................................................
O thers .................................................................... .
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R ent ........................................................................... - $18,301.00
S tationery and supplies .................................. —...
3,730.51
Telephone and telegraph
........................... .
3,101.15
D e p re c ia tio n ....................................................... ........
2,514.63
M iscellaneous expenses ............. —........................
3,066.98
$78,510.27

No. 5 (15 points):
The stock transactions following were made by A :
Jan. 5, 1926 Purchased 300 shares of X Corporation
for $3,000.
Sept. 1, 1927 Twenty per cent. stock dividend re
ceived.
Feb. 1, 1928 Purchased 100 additional shares of X
Corporation for $6,800.
Jan. 1, 1929 Twenty-five per cent. stock dividend re
ceived.
Jan. 2, 1930 Stockholders of record, on this date,
were entitled to purchase one (1) ad
ditional share of stock for $50 for
every five (5) shares held, option
expiring February 2, 1930.
300 rights sold for $3 each.
125 shares of X Corporation sold for
$ 1 0 ,0 0 0 .

Feb. 1, 1930 Exercised option on remaining rights.
Market value of stock was $90.
You are requested to ascertain (a) the profit on the
sale of rights, (b) profit on sale of stock and (c) cost
of remaining stock held, as required by the federal tax
regulations.
N ote :—Make your computations to the nearest cent,
disregarding extended decimal figures.
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No. 6 (15 points) :
An individual inherits a one-sixth royalty in coal
lands, estimated to contain 188,160,000 tons of coal.
The property is leased on a royalty basis of 25 cents
per ton, payable annually, and it is expected that the
coal will be extracted in equal amounts annually over
a period of 40 years.
Calculating interest at 6 per cent., what is the in
dividual’s interest in the property?
Six million tons of coal were mined during the first
year.
W hat proportion of the royalty received should be
treated as income and what as return of capital ?
Given (1.06)40=10.285718.
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Commercial Law

MAY 16, 1930, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Give reasons for all answers.
Group I
Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points) :
$5,000
No. 657
T h e F irst N ational B ank
Newark, N. J., Jan. 15, 1929.
E. R. Cater has deposited in this bank Five Thousand
Dollars payable to the order of himself on the surrender
of this certificate properly endorsed, with interest at
4½ %.
J. H. B enedict, Cashier.
Is the foregoing a negotiable instrument? W hat is
it called? W hat is its use?
No. 2 (10 points) :
Jones decides to purchase a tractor for use on his
farm. The George Tractor Company manufactures
and markets a tractor under the trade name of “Chal
lenge Tractors.” Jones purchases a “Challenge” tractor
but after about two weeks’ use he finds that it is not
of sufficient power for his work because his farm is
largely soft muck land used for raising market vege
tables. He seeks to return the tractor and the George
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Tractor Company seeks to recover an unpaid balance of
the purchase price. Which of them would succeed?
No. 3 (10 points) :
Jones, Johnson and Perry form a partnership. Jones
contributes $5,000, Johnson $3,000 and Perry $1,000.
The partnership agreement omits any provision indicat
ing how the profits are to be divided. If the business
results in profit how will such profit be shared by the
partners ?
No. 4 (10 points) :
A man dies on August 15, 1929. His estate is still
in process of settlement on December 31, 1929. How
is the income of the decedent and of his estate for 1929
returned for federal income-tax purposes ? W hat per
sonal exemptions would be allowed against the 1929
income of the decedent, his estate and his widow?
No. 5 (10 points) :
You become secretary of a large corporation and,
among other duties, have charge of all transfers of the
corporation’s stock. To safeguard the corporation what
formalities would you require with reference to each
certificate presented for transfer ?
Group I I
Answer any five of the questions in this group, but
no more than five.
No. 6 (10 points) :
W hat is the distinction between insolvency laws and
bankruptcy laws ?
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No. 7 (10 points) :
The M Company, a boatbuilder, selected certain ma
hogany lumber in the Y Company’s yard and bought
and paid for it. The Y Company agreed to load the
lumber on a railroad freight car to be placed on the sid
ing in its yard. Before the Y Company had the oppor
tunity to do so, the lumber was destroyed by a fire
which was not due to any fault of the Y Company.
On whom does the loss fall?
No. 8 (10 points) :
Assume that in question No. 7 the Y Company had
loaded the lumber on the freight car and had consigned
the car to the M Company, but before the car was
started on its journey fire had destroyed the car and its
contents. Would there be any responsibility different
from that developing from the conditions given in ques
tion 7 and, if so, why?
No. 9 (10 points) :
Allen, by fraud, induces Bates to issue a negotiable
promissory note to him. Allen then sells the note to
Cameron, who is a holder in due course. Cameron, in
turn, negotiates the note to Davis who, while not a
party to the fraud, has full knowledge of it. Can
Davis recover from Bates? State the rule involved
and the reason for it.
No. 10 (10 points) :
The board of tax appeals, in a case known as “Matter
of McNeil,” decided that commissions paid to brokers
by owners for consummating leases of space in build172
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ings are deductible in the year when paid, instead of
in annual instalments spread over the terms of the
leases as previously ruled by the commissioner of
internal revenue. The commissioner announced his
non-acquiescence in this decision. W hat is the signif
icance of this action and how would you advise a client
to handle similar commissions in his income-tax return
for 1929?
No. 11 (10 points) :
X, Y and Z entered into a partnership which, by the
provisions of the partnership agreement, was to con
tinue for a term of three years. Z, however, during
the first year disagreed many times with X and Y as to
business policies, such disagreements resulting in
strained personal relations between the partners. At
the close of the first year X and Y decided to drop Z
from the partnership and so informed him. Could
X and Y compel Z to withdraw ?
No. 12 (10 points) :
A owns 100 shares of stock of the X Steel Corpora
tion. At a meeting of the board of directors held in
January, 1929, a dividend was declared, payable April
1, 1929, to stockholders of record March 1, 1929. A
died on March 15, 1929, leaving a will under which
everything that he owned at the time of his death was
left in trust, the income thereof only to be paid to his
wife during her life. When the dividend was paid to
the executors on April 1, 1929, was it proper to treat
it as part of the trust estate or as income payable to the
wife?
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No. 13 (10 points) :
The commissioner of internal revenue has ruled
adversely to your contentions on certain items of an
income-tax return of your client and has assessed an
additional tax. To what tribunals may the case be taken
for review of the commissioner’s action ?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 16, 1930, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (25 points) :
Following are the balance-sheets of companies M and
N as at December 31, 1929:
Company M
Assets
C u rre n t:
C ash ...................................................................
$50,000
A ccounts receivable—custom ers .................
800,000
“
“
— N company ...........
100,000
Inventories .......................................................
480,000
---------------$1,430,000
F ixed—less reserve fo r depreciation .......
3,500,000
Investm ent in N C o m p a n y ............................
800,000
(C ost o f 3,800 shares of p referred and
23,520 shares o f comm on stock, ac
quired July 1, 1929)
P repaid expenses ............................................
20,000
Goodwill ............................................................
1,000,000
$6,750,000

Liabilities
C u rre n t:
N otes p a y a b le ................................................
Accounts “
D ividends “
A ccruals ........................................................

$400,000
200,000
105,000
45,000
$750,000
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F unded debt:
F irst-m ortgage bonds ................................
$2,000,000
C apital stock:
P re fe rre d —6 per cent. cum ulative, 10,000
shares of $100 each .... ....... $1,000,000
Common—30,000 shares, no p ar value.... 2,500,000
------------- 3,500,000
S urplus ..............................................................
500,000
$6,750,000

Company N
A ssets
C u rre n t:
Cash ................................................................
Accounts receivable—custom ers ...........
Inventories ....................................................

$15,000
300,000
150,000
-------------

F ixed—less reserve fo r depreciation .......
P repaid expenses ............................................
Goodwill ............................................................

$465,000
800,000
5,000
250,000
$1,520,000

Liabilities
C u rre n t:
N otes p a y a b le ................................................
A ccounts “
D ividends “
A ccruals ........................................................
Funded debt:
Serial gold notes ........................................
Capital stock:
P re fe rre d —4,000 shares, no p ar value;
cum ulative dividends of
$5 per share, per annum
Common—24,000 shares, no p ar value....
S urplus .................. ...........................................

$100,000
150,000
29,000
21,000
-------------

$300,000
400,000

300,000
400,000
-------------

700,000
120,000
$1,520,000
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Particulars of the surplus accounts of the respective
companies are shown as follows:
C o m pa n y

1929
Jan. 1
M
ar. 31
June 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 15
Dec. 31

M

Preferred dividends, March quarter ........ $15,000
Net income for the half year........... .........
Dividends—preferred, June quarter ..........
15,000
“
—common, half year ................
90,000
Preferred dividend, September quarter ....
15,000
Dividend received on N company pre
ferred stock for quarter ended Septem
ber 30th ..........................................................
Net income for the half year ......................
Dividends—preferred, December quarter ..
15,000
90,000
"
—common, half year ....................
Balance down .................................................. 500,000

$345,250
120,000

4,750
270,000

$740,000 $740,000
1930
Jan.
1

Balance ......

..........................................—.....
Co m p a n y

1929
Tan.
1
Mar. 31
June 30

$500,000

M

Balance .............................................................. .
Preferred dividend, March quarter ..........
$5,000
Net loss for the half year .............................
50,000
Preferred dividend, June quarter ..............
5,000
Sept. 30
“
“
September quarter ....
5,000
Dec. 15 Increase on appraisal of fixed assets ........
31 Net income for the half year ........ ..........
Dividends—preferred, December quarter ..
5,000
“
—common stock ............................
24,000
Balance down
120,000

$44,000

90,000
80,000

$214,000 $214,000
1930
Jan.
1

$120,000

Balance

From the foregoing, you are required to prepare a
consolidated balance-sheet, as at December 31, 1929.
No. 2 (10 points) :
On January 1, 1915, the H J Corporation sold to a
broker $300,000 (face value) of its 5 per cent. bonds
at 92 net, receiving cash therefor.
The bonds contained a clause permitting the H J
Corporation to call bonds on December 31st of each
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year, beginning December 31, 1918, but not more than
$40,000 (face value) of bonds could be called in any
one year and provision was to be made for the payment
of all remaining unredeemed bonds on December 31,
1929.
Bonds are called as follows:
December
“
“
“
“
“

31,
“
“
“
“
“
“

1918..........
1919 ___
1921..........
1922..........
1925..........
1926..........
1928..........

____
____
.........
.........

“

25,000
35,000
20,000
40,000

“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“

Formulate an account for the discount on bonds,
setting forth therein the credits at December 31st of
each year for charges made to the income account of
the corporation from 1915 to 1929.
No. 3 (30 p oints):
From the following trial balances of the Standard
Products Company, Inc., prepare balance-sheet as at
December 31, 1929, and income and profit-and-loss
account for the year ended December 31, 1929, after
setting up reserve for 1929 federal income tax. Also
prepare a statement of cash receipts and disbursements
for the year ended December 31, 1929:
Cash
Accounts receivable
(trade) ..................
Inventories
Investments .......__
Life-insurance poli
cies—cash surren
der value _____.....
Land and buildings
Vouchers
payable
(expenses) ............

January 1, 1929
$52,349.12

December 31, 1929
$22,383.37

155,036.45
95,024.20
100,000.00

262,274.43
110,096.70
100,000.00

5,605.20
285,000.00

7,675.70
635,000.00
$6,026.12
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January 1, 1929
Accounts payable—
trade ......................
P u r ch a se-m o n ey
mortgage, payable
June 30, 1934 ....
Reserve for depre
ciation ..................
Capital stock 7 %
p referred ... ..........
Capital stock—com
mon .....................
Surplus ...... - ...........
Sales ..........................
Interest on invest
ments ....................
Cost of merchandise
(see note 5 ).......
Returns and allow
ances—sales ........
Returns and allow
ances—purchases..
Selling, general and
administrative ex
penses ....................
Interest paid ............
Life insurance .....

December 31, 1929

$82,030.78

$201,783.97
100,000.00

75,000.00

87,500.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

200,000.00
229,958.07

200,000.00
422,958 07
1,542,768.40
5,000.00
1,134,964.90
15,470.92
8,742.50
387,547.92
3,000.00
6,279.50

$693,014.97 $693,014.97 $2,684,693.44 $2,684,693.44

The statements submitted should disclose all informa
tion available.
Note that no dividends were paid on common stock.
From increase in land and buildings account, less
write-up reflected in surplus and $100,000 purchasemoney mortgage ascertain cash payment for new land
and buildings.
Note that increase in inventories—$15,072.50—was
credited to cost-of-merchandise account.
No. 4 (18 points) :
Following is the trial balance, after closing, of X
and Y, a partnership:
Cash ............................................................
A ccounts receiv ab le................................
Inventory .... .............. ...........................
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D r.
A utomobiles ....... ...
$5,000
Accounts payable ....................................
Loan from X ............ ..............................
Capital—X .......................
Y ...............................................

Cr.
$15,000
5,000
10,000
21,000

$51,000 $51,000

X and Y have disagreed to such an extent that a
dissolution of the partnership is mutually decided upon
and you have been engaged to realize the firm’s assets
and liquidate its liabilities. The partnership agreement
provides that profits and losses shall be shared equally.
The automobiles are disposed of for $2,500 and the
inventory, in its entirety, is sold to another firm for
$13,500. The cash received from these sources, to
gether with the cash shown in the trial balance is dis
tributed forthwith.
Subsequently, you collect the accounts receivable and
pay expenses as follows:
Accts. rec. D iscount Cash Expenses
paid
face am ount allowed received
$500
$300
$1,700
1st period ....................... $2,000
500
9,500
2nd
“
........ .............. 10,000
3 rd
"
........ ............... 10,000
600
600
9,400
500
8,000
200
7,800
4th
“
........ ..............

A t the end of each period indicated above, you make
the proper cash distributions.
Prepare a statement showing the separate distribu
tions and the liquidation of the liabilities and capital.
No. 5 (17 points) :
Your examination of the accounts of the Smithtown
Home for Children discloses the following:
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The home was founded on January 1, 1930, by two
men who contributed as follows: mortgages, $100,000
bonds valued at $200,000; land valued at $75,000;
buildings and equipment valued at $120,000 and cash
$20,000 for general purposes.
According to the trustees’ minutes, the following
funds were established: Smith endowment fund,
$150,000, and Taylor endowment fund, $150,000, rep
resenting investments in mortgages and bonds, the in
come therefrom to be used for general purposes; prop
erty and equipment fund, representing the property
and equipment of the institution, and general fund,
representing the general funds of the institution.
The following transactions were recorded in the cash
book during the three months ended March 31, 1930:
R eceipts:
O riginal contribution fo r general purposes $20,000
M ortgage principal ............................................ 10,000
D onation fo r im provem ents to b u ild in g s__ 15,000
D onation fo r painting and repairs to build
ings .....................................................................
5,000
Bond interest .............-----------------------------2,500
M ortgage interest ......
2,500
B oard and maintenance o f children ......---5,000
$60,000
P a y m e n ts:
Ice plant .................................— ....................—
P etty cash f u n d ..... ............................... .............
B oard and m aintenance o f c h ild r e n ..............
General and adm inistrative expenses ..........
Balance—M arch 31, 1930 ............................

$5,000
100
17,900
2,000

25,000
$35,000

At March 31, 1930, bond interest due and uncol
lected amounted to $500; uncollected charges for board
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and maintenance of children $6,000; unpaid bills for
general expenses $500 and for board and maintenance
of children $500.
In accordance with the above information, prepare a
balance-sheet as at March 31, 1930, and a statement of
income collectible and expenditures for the three
months ended that date.
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Examinations of November, 1930
Auditing
NOVEM BER 13, 1930, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
No. 1 (10 points) :
Under which, if any, of the following conditions
would you permit interest to be considered a part of
manufacturing cost and of inventory valuation? State
the general governing principle. Give reasons.
(a) A manufacturing company in leasing its prem
ises in lieu of a fixed rental pays the lessor a stipulated
rate of interest upon his investment in the premises
plus a royalty upon the quantity of products manu
factured.
(b) A timber company, having held a tract of timber
for a long period, has capitalized the interest upon the
mortgage on the tim ber; and now, upon manufacturing
the timber into lumber, proposes to write off depletion
based on book values.
(c) A sugar plantation and factory, newly organ
ized, has set up interest on money borrowed to raise its
first sugar-cane crop as part of the cost of the crop
during the two years required to raise it.
(d) A cocoanut-oil manufacturer buys copra in the
Philippines, accepting in settlement an interest-bearing
draft which is forwarded by the sellers to their bankers
in San Francisco with bill of lading attached. The
same copra could have been purchased f.o.b. San Fran
cisco at a higher price.
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No. 2 (10 points) :
State how you would proceed in making a detailed
audit of a bank.
No. 3 (10 points) :
One of the duties of an auditor is to ascertain wheth
er or not any liabilities exist which are not shown on
the books. W hat procedure would you follow ?
No. 4 (10 points) :
In auditing the accounts of a corporation for the first
year of its existence what records and documents should
be examined before starting on the regular books of
account? State reason for each step.
No. 5 (10 points):
The following certificate was appended to the con
solidated balance-sheet of the Blank Corporation and
its subsidiaries:
We have examined the books and accounts of the
Blank Corporation and its domestic and South
American subsidiaries and affiliated companies for the
year ended December 31, 1929, and have had submitted
to us the audited statements of the remaining foreign
subsidiary companies. The assets and liabilities of sub
sidiary companies other than the South American com
panies are embodied in the above balance-sheet. South
American and affiliated companies are treated as invest
ments. In accordance with the decision of the direc
tors, no charge for depreciation of plants was made
during the year. We certify that upon the foregoing
basis the balance-sheet is in our opinion correctly pre184
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pared so as fairly to set forth the financial position of
the companies at December 31, 1929.
W hat qualifications are there in the above certificate ?
No. 6 (10 points) :
The Y Corporation on December 31, 1929, shows
the following balances in its accounts with banks:
1st N at.
2nd “
5th “

D ebit bal................................ $20,000
O v erd raft .............................
5,000
D ebit bal................................ 10,000

T o tal agreeing w ith cash account $25,000

State how you would show these balances on your
balance-sheet and explain why.
In what circumstances would you modify your deci
sion?
No. 7 (10 points) :
The X Corporation was organized in 1914 with a
capital stock of $10,000, paid in cash, and all owned
by John Doe, unmarried and without dependents. By
1925 it had accumulated a surplus of $50,000. The
capital stock was then increased to $50,000, and a stock
dividend of $40,000 was declared and paid to John
Doe. During the next four years the average profit
from the business, after deducting a salary of $10,000
a year to John Doe as president and general manager,
was $2,500 a year, so that on December 31, 1929, the
net assets of the corporation were $70,000, represented
by $50,000 capital stock and $20,000 surplus, all of
both being invested in plant and equipment.
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In addition to the federal income tax, the corporation
pays a state property tax of ½ % on the book value
of its capital stock; and John Doe, of course, pays a
federal normal tax and surtax on his salary plus other
income.
In 1930, exasperated by the increasing taxes and the
annual state and federal reports he must make on behalf
of the corporation, John Doe consults his lawyer who
advises him to liquidate the corporation by turning in
his stock in exchange for the net assets, to surrender its
charter, and thereafter to conduct business individually.
You are engaged to supervise the accounting details
of the proposed reorganization, and your opinion of
the lawyer’s suggestion is asked.
W hat would you advise, and why?
No. 8 (10 points) :
You are auditing the accounts of a restaurant and
find that the cost of food supplies is too high in propor
tion to the receipts from sales.
The restaurant is on the street level of an office build
ing in a busy district of the city. There are four
entrances to the restaurant, one on each of three differ
ent streets and one from the office building. There is
a receiving cashier at each entrance, and cash registers
are used. All meals are served at tables and bills are
given to customers who make all payments to the
cashiers. The kitchen is separated from the dining
room, and two doors are used for service both ways.
As the restaurant is open 16 hours daily there are two
shifts of employees.
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The kitchen manager, who buys all food supplies,
contends that the kitchen has issued more meals than
have been accounted for in the receipts.
You are asked to suggest a method by which all food
taken from the kitchen can be accounted for more
exactly. The method suggested must not increase the
expense, it must not affect the speed of service in rush
hours, and the number of entrances must not be re
duced.
W hat would you suggest?
No. 9 (10 points) :
You are engaged to draw up a partnership agreement
for a firm about to be organized. State at least ten
important points to be covered in such an agreement.
No. 10 (10 points) :
In making a balance-sheet audit of the A B Corpo
ration you have received a certificate, signed by the
president and general manager, of inventory amounting
to $60,000, which you have tested to your satisfaction
as to prices and clerical accuracy. Later before the
close of the audit you discover that the corporation has
filed an income-tax return showing an inventory of
$50,000.
W hat will you do?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part

I

NOVEM BER 13, 1930, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions
and one other question.
No. 1 (35 points) :
From the information following, prepare:
(a) Journal entries, recording the purchase of the
investments at April 1, June 30 and September 1, 1929.
(b) Statement showing amount of goodwill and
capital surplus arising from consolidation, as at Decem
ber 31, 1929.
In making an audit of the books of account and
records of the Smith Theatre Company and its subsid
iaries—the Brown Pictures, Incorporated, and the
Green Amusement Company—for the year ended
December 31, 1929, you find the following conditions:
The Brown Pictures, Incorporated (hereafter al
luded to as ‘‘the corporation” ), was organized January
1, 1929. The incorporators, owners of theatres in fa
vorable locations, leased their theatres, with equipments,
to the corporation for a period of twenty years com
mencing January 1, 1929, and received, in consideration
therefor, all the capital stock of the corporation in addi
tion to an annual fixed rental payable by the lessee in
equal monthly instalments in advance on the first day
of each month.
The capital stock of the Brown Pictures, Incor
porated, consists of 10,000 shares of no par value and
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was issued, according to the articles of incorporation,
for leaseholds appertaining to the leased theatres, ap
praised by the incorporators at date of organization at
$120,000. With reference to the issue of the stock, you
find the following journal entry on the books of the
corporation:
Leaseholds ........................... $120,000
T o capital stock __ ___ _
$120,000

You also find that during the year 1929, the corporation
has amortized the leaseholds by charges to profit-andloss account on the basis of the lives of the leases.
On April 1, 1929, the Smith Theatre Company pur
chased from individual stockholders of the Brown Pic
tures, Incorporated, 5,000 shares of the capital stock
of that corporation for $70,000 in cash, and on Sep
tember 1, 1929, acquired from the remaining stock
holders the balance of the stock, which was paid for
in the following m anner:
(a) 100 shares of the Smith Theatre Company’s no
par-value common stock held in the treasury, purchased
at $35 a share, the market value being $45.
(b) A sum in cash equal to the increase in the rental
under an amendment of the lease of the Star Theatre,
one of those originally leased to the Brown Pictures,
Incorporated, which had been rented by the Brown Pic
tures, Incorporated, at date of organization from the
stockholders now desirous of selling their stock. The
original Star Theatre lease agreement provided for a
rental of $60,000 per annum and stipulated that the
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corporation deposit with the lessors the sum of $60,000
bearing interest at 6 per cent, per annum, which was
to be applied as rental for the last year of the term.
The deposit was made by the corporation on January
1, 1929. The amended lease agreement contained the
following provisions:
T erm —O ctober 1, 1929, to Decem ber 1, 1948
R ental—$72,000 per annum from Oct. 1, 1929, to S e p t 30, 1939
$70,000 per annum fro m Oct. 1, 1939, to Dec. 1, 1947
(payable as in the case of the first lease)
$60,000 fo r th e balance of the term , covered by the
lease deposit originally m ade by th e lessor.

The original lease was canceled and settlement for the
lease deposit was made in cash.
(c) Cancellation of the interest accrued on the lease
deposit from January 1, 1929, to September 1, 1929,
the amount thereof to be credited to the Brown Pic
tures, Incorporated.
The Green Amusement Company was organized Jan
uary 1, 1929, with an authorized capital stock of 1,000
shares of no par value issued for cash, in amount
$35,000. This company was indebted to the Smith
Theatre Company on a note of the face value of
$15,000. Owing to the unsatisfactory financial condi
tion of the Green Amusement Company, the Smith
Theatre Company accepted the note only after endorse
ment thereof by 95 per cent, of the stockholders of the
Green Amusement Company.
W ith consent of the Smith Theatre Company, the
endorsers of the note, anxious to free themselves of
their contingent liability, which was likely to become
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actual, entered into an agreement on June 30, 1929,
with the Brown Pictures, Incorporated, whereby they
sold to that corporation all their capital stock of the
Green Amusement Company upon condition that the
Smith Theatre Company cancel the note and that the
Brown Pictures, Incorporated, assume the liability
therefor on open account.
The books of the respective companies were closed
quarterly. An analysis of the surplus accounts at
December 31, 1929, was as follows:
Balance—January 1, 1929................. ...
(as certified by you)
Profits or losses (*):
3 months ended Mar. 31, 1929 ..
3
“
“
June 30, “
3
“
“
Sept. 30, " .....
3
“
“
Dec. 31, “
..

Smith
Theatre
Co.
$840,000

Brown
Green
Pictures, Amusement
Inc.
Co.

150,000
140,000
175,000
178,000

$120,000
130,000
135,000
140,000

$5,000 *
9,000 *
12,000 *
15,000 *

Balances— December 31, 1929 ....... ,. $1,483,000

$525,000

$41,000 «

The capital stock of the Smith Theatre Company con
sists of 10,000 shares of no-par-value common stock,
issued at $15 a share.
Wherever it becomes necessary, in your calculations,
to assume an interest rate, use 6 per cent. per annum.
The profits or losses for the three months ended
September 30, 1929, may be assumed to have occurred
in equal amounts by months.
Given:
The present worth of an annuity payable $1.00
monthly for ten years, the first payment to be made in
one month, is $90,075. The present worth of an
annuity payable $1.00 monthly for eight years and two
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months, but with the first payment of the annuity be
ginning in ten years, or directly after the former
annuity ceases, is $42.500083.
No. 2 (30 points) :
Following, is the trial balance of the recently organ
ized Glenview Golf Club as at December 31, 1929:
D r.
Cr.
Cash in b a n k .......................................................... $7,225
A ccounts receivable, m em bers ........................ 11,160
Buildings .................................................................. 54,500
E q u ip m e n t................................................................
8,500
G olf-course construction .................................... 130,000
L abor _____ .............................................................. 26,285
G olf-course supplies and e x p e n se ................... 12,446 .
G eneral expense ....................................................
4,213
Interest paid ..........................................................
5,617
R ent .........................................................................
6,000
Commissions—soliciting mem bership ...........
1,100
N otes payable—b a n k ..................................
...
$10,000
A ccounts p a y a b le .................... .............................
2,341
E ntrance fees ........
146,250
D ues ..........................................................................
22,950
“Green” fees ....................... ................ ...............
5,015
T ax es on dues and entrance f e e s .....................
490
E ntrance fees underw ritten .............................
80,000
$267,046 $267,046

A proprietary membership in the club costs $1,000,
plus $100 tax.
An analysis of entrance-fees account shows that it
includes $110,000 paid in, fully paying 110 member
ships, and $36,250 collected from 60 members. The
balance due from these 60 members, plus the tax
thereon, is secured by notes for their original unpaid
balance. These notes are on hand but not entered.
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In September, 1929, a special committee, appointed
for the purpose, handed in a statement with a list of 80
members, each of whom promised to obtain a new
member and to advance the entrance fee of such mem
ber at once, subject to repayment when the new member
paid in his fee; accordingly, the following entry was
then made:
A ccounts receivable, m em bers____ .... $80,000
T o entrance fees u n d e rw ritte n ........
$80,000

O f the above $80,000, $70,000 had been collected
from the underwriters at December 31, 1929. Nothing
had been repaid to the underwriters on account of new
members, although 10 such new members had been
elected in December and had paid in $8,800 in cash
and signed notes for $2,200 for entrance fees and taxes.
Dues are $200 a year, plus 10 per cent. tax, payable
quarterly in advance, and have been chargeable and
entered on April 1, July 1 and October 1, 1929.
Included in “accounts receivable, members,” are ac
counts totaling $330 for dues and taxes against 2
members who have been delinquent for nine months,
and accounts aggregating $770 for dues and taxes of 8
other members. Collections can be enforced only by
deduction from the proceeds of sale of such member
ships after the complement of 300 members is attained.
The building account includes:
Caddy and locker h o u s e ........................................................ $10,000
A rchitect’s plans fo r a club house, discarded as pro
posal appeared too expensive ..........................................
3,000
A rchitect’s fees fo r new h o u s e ...................................- .......
1,500
Paym ents under a cost-plus contract fo r the club house
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(under construction December 31, 1929) w ith a
guaranteed m axim um cost of $50,000 ........................... $40,000
$54,500

The golf course was finished and opened on June 30,
1929. At that date, the club being obliged to maintain
the course since the original construction contract was
completed, the operating accounts stood as follows:
Debits—
L abor ........ .................................................$10,116
G olf-course supplies and expense ____ 4,539
G eneral e x p e n se ........................................
916
In terest paid ............................................ 2,890
R e n t ..............................................................
6,000
Credits—
D ues ........................... .—............____ __
5,950

The club leases its real estate, for which it pays an
annual rental of $6,000, payable January 1st in ad
vance.
The estimated life of the equipment is five years from
June 30, 1929.
O f the liability on the books for taxes on dues, $390
is now payable to the collector of internal revenue,
representing collections in December.
Prepare the journal entries which should be made
on the books as of December 31, 1929, and January 1,
1930, disregarding closing entries, as the fiscal year
ends June 30th.
Submit, also, statement of assets and liabilities as of
the opening of business on January 1, 1930.
No. 3 (20 points) :
You are called upon to audit the books of account
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and records of the S. P. mills for the year 1929 and
are given a copy of the trial balance, taken from the
books as at December 31, 1929, before closing, which
is as follows:
Cash in bank and on h a n d ............. ...........
A ccounts receivable ........................ ..........
Y arn .................................................................
Goods in process .......... .................................
Supplies ....................................... ...................
F uel .................................................................
Finished g o o d s ...............................................
Insurance prepaid .... ..................................„.
Interest prepaid ..................................„...... ...
P la n t and equipm ent ....................................
A ccounts payable ...................... ....................
N otes payable ......................................—.........
L abor accrued ----------------- -------------------Reserve fo r depreciation .............................
Reserve fo r contingencies .......... ................
C apital stock — .............................................
S urplus ................................................. .
L abor—w eaving ............................. ............
" —finishing .......... .................................
Supplies used .................................. ....... .......
R epairs to m achinery ................... .............
P ow er and light ......................
Fuel .................. ........................ ......................
Insurance .........................................................
T ax es ..................................—..........................
D epreciation ............................ .......................
F acto ry overhead a p p lie d ..... .......................
Sales ........... ................................................. —
D iscounts and allo w an c es......... .................
Cost o f goods sold ........................................
Commissions—selling .............. ...................
Salaries—executive ...........- ..........................
“ —office ................................................
Office and general expenses -----------------195

D r.
$12,205
118,496

Cr.

28,607

104,293
9,467
275
99,097
904
1,205
276,433
$55,535
110,000
1,521
29,875
2,000
206,000
104,456
55,234
20,429
4,210
3,407
10,249
5,200
1,620
4,194
9,998
161,908
641,455
2,788
482,018
24,298
8,783
6,104
1,684
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In terest ...........................................................
D ividend on p referred stock
.................

D r.
$7,132
14,420

Cr.

$1,312,750 $1,312,750

In the course of the audit you discover (1) that ma
chinery which cost $4,280 was sold for $1,720, cash,
and this amount was credited to plant-and-equipment
account (depreciation taken thereon amounted to $1,
284); (2) that among the accounts receivable an
account of $12,925 for goods billed at regular selling
prices actually represented merchandise on consignment
(the inventory value of this merchandise was deter
mined to be $8,404); (3) that prepaid insurance was in
excess to the extent of $121; (4) that depreciation
charged was overstated by $624, and (5) that accrued
labor (finishing department) was understated by $506.
Before making the corrections necessary from the
above findings, you decide to verify the inventories and
make an analysis of the merchandise accounts. From
this analysis, you establish the following:
Goods in process (m an u factu rin g )
Inventory—Jan u ary 1, 1929 ............................. $103,802
Y arn used ............................................................ 317,805
O verhead applied ................................................ 161,908
Finished goods, tran sferred (see below) ....
$477,164
W aste sold ............................................................
2,058
Inventory—December 31, 1929 .......................
104,293
$583,515
Finished goods
Inventory—Jan u ary 1, 1929 ............................$103,951
M erchandise tran sferred (see above) ....... 477,164
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C ost o f goods s o l d ....................................... .....
Inventory—Decem ber 31, 1929 ...................

$482,018
99,097
$581,115

$581,115

From the data given and facts disclosed prepare and
submit your working-sheet, setting forth thereon all
requisite adjustments, and present profit-and-loss state
ment.
No. 4 ( 15 points):
Several companies, manufacturing the same—or
similar—products, realize that the keen and ill-advised
competition which is constantly being encountered is
creating unprofitable conditions, and the officers of the
companies believe that a merger of all interested com
panies, coupled with the retirement (from active par
ticipation in the conduct of the business) of a number
of senior executives who are in receipt of excessive
salaries, is the only procedure to adopt.
At a conference of the interested parties, at which
the proposal was discussed, you were instructed to out
line the accounting procedure to be followed and the
financial statements to be submitted by the respective
companies.
Prepare the necessary memoranda, embodying
therein all the instructions you would issue and the
recommendations you would offer, to the end that the
accounts of all companies involved may be thoroughly
illuminating and may set forth all pertinent facts.
N ote.—The time devoted to the answer to this ques
tion should not exceed forty minutes.
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No. 5 (15 points) :
“Annual payments made by a corporation under an
annuity contract entered into in consideration for the
conveyance of realty to the corporation are deductible
to the extent that each annual payment is in excess of
the present value of such payment at the time the con
tract was entered into. . . .
“Cost of real estate acquired under an annuity con
tract is fixed for depreciation purposes as the sum
of the present values, at the time the contract was made,
of the annuity payments to be made over the life
expectancy of the annuitant.”
This quotation is the synopsis of an income-tax case
recently decided. The vendor was an individual who
was expected to live for about twelve years and was to
receive equal annual payments in advance during his
life. The purchaser was a real-estate corporation.
Using your own figures, which may be approxima
tions, explain and discuss this synopsis.
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Commercial Law
NOVEMBER 14, 1930, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Group I
Answer all questions in this group, giving reasons for
your answers.
No. 1 (10 points) :
In the course of an audit you find that your client has
recently purchased improved real estate. He shows you
an unexpired fire-insurance policy accurately describing
the buildings but payable to the former owner and not
assigned or transferred to your client. He says he is
fully protected because the buildings are insured and
the policy “runs with the property insured.” Is his
statement correct?
No. 2 (10 points) :
On July 7, 1930, a stranger called at the office of
Dunham, a public accountant, exhibited the card of a
well-known stationery house and obtained an order for
analysis paper. On the next day the analysis paper
was received by Dunham, together with an invoice pay
able in 30 days. On July 15, 1930, the stranger called
and asked Dunham whether he would pay then for the
paper. Dunham paid in cash and the stranger receipted
the bill. It developed that the stranger was a solicitor
who received a commission on any order accepted and
filled, and that he had disappeared without accounting
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for the collection from Dunham. Can the stationery
house collect from Dunham for this paper?
No. 3 (10 points) :
Blair, a public accountant, rendered professional
services to Jenkins without agreement in advance as to
the amount of the fee. Upon completion of the work,
Jenkins gave Blair his negotiable promissory note for
$2,000 payable 30 days after date, in payment for
Blair’s services. Two weeks thereafter Jenkins had
Blair’s work appraised by three disinterested experts,
all of whom agreed that the fair value of it was $500.
In an action by Blair on this note, can Jenkins success
fully defend on the ground of inadequacy of considera
tion?
No. 4 (10 points):
A corporation had a deficit of $40,000 at January 1,
1929. During that year it earned a net income from
all sources amounting to $35,000. In January, 1930,
the board of directors declared a dividend of $10,000
out of the 1929 profits. Would this dividend have been
legal in your state ?
No. 5 (10 points) :
Brown, Coates and Danforth were partners sharing
profits in proportions of one fourth, one third and five
twelfths, respectively. Their business failed and the
firm was dissolved. At the time of dissolution no finan
cial adjustments among partners were necessary but
the firm’s liabilities to creditors exceeded its assets by
$24,000. Without contributing any amount toward
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the payment of the liabilities, Coates moved to Europe,
where he was not subject to legal process. Brown and
Danforth are financially responsible. How much must
each contribute?
Group II
Answer any five of the questions in this group, but
no more than five.
No. 6 (10 points) :
Curtis, a public accountant, was engaged by Black
to make an audit of Black’s books, at specified perdiem rates. During the course of this audit, Curtis
uncovered a defalcation whereby Black saved $25,000.
After the audit was concluded and Curtis had rendered
his report, Black promised to pay Curtis an additional
fee of $5,000 for uncovering the defalcation. Can
Curtis hold Black to this promise ?
No. 7 (10 points) :
Thompson gave a promissory note, endorsed by
Sherwood, to Babcock. This was a demand note for
$5,000 with interest at 6 per cent. Later, without Sher
wood’s knowledge, Babcock made a valid agreement
with Thompson reducing the interest rate to 5 per cent.
Upon Thompson’s failure to pay the note, Sherwood
contended that he had been discharged from liability
because Babcock had changed Thompson’s agreement.
Is his contention sound ?
No. 8 (10 points) :
At 11:30 a. m. Shaw wired Brauer, “Subject prompt
reply will engage you to make audit $2,000 fee.”
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Brauer received this wire at 12:16 p. m. At 12:28
p. m. Brauer wired Shaw accepting the offer. At 1
p. m. Shaw had not received Brauer’s wire and Shaw
wired Brauer revoking his offer. At 1 :43 p. m. Shaw
received Brauer’s wire accepting the offer. Was there
a contract ?
No. 9 (10 points) :
Hughes was a bookkeeper for the Sutton mills, re
ceiving his salary monthly under a contract providing
that if he left without giving two weeks’ notice he
should receive nothing for wages accrued during the
current month. On June 14, 1930, Hughes was ar
rested, convicted and sentenced to jail. The damage to
the Sutton mills from want of notice was greater in
amount than one half of Hughes’ salary for June. Can
Hughes recover his salary for the period from June
1st to June 14th?
No. 10 (10 points):
Bishop, a public accountant, desiring to retire from
practice, sold all his assets including his goodwill to
Palmer for a stated sum. As a part of the sale Bishop
covenanted that he would not engage in the public
practice of accounting anywhere for a period of ten
years. Is this agreement by Bishop valid ?
No. 11 (10 points) :
C. A. Nimocks was a promoter engaged in effecting
the organization of the Times Printing Company. On
September 12, 1928, on behalf of the proposed corpo
ration, he made a contract with McArthur for his
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services as comptroller for the period of one year
beginning October 1, 1928. The Times Printing Com
pany was incorporated October 16, 1928, and at that
date McArthur commenced his duties as comptroller.
No formal action with reference to his employment was
taken by the board of directors or by any officer, but
all the stockholders, directors and officers knew of the
contract made by Nimocks. On December 1, 1928,
McArthur was discharged without cause. Has he cause
of action against the Times Printing Company?
No. 12 (10 points) :
Section 12 of the revenue act of 1928 provides that
there shall be no surtax upon a net income of a speci
fied amount; section 25 provides for certain credits
against net income; section 22(b) provides that certain
items shall be excluded from gross income; section 23
allows certain deductions from gross income. Assume
an individual’s total income from all sources to be
$100,000. Using round amounts to illustrate one or
more of the items covered by each of the last three
sections listed above, show the computation of his net
income subject to normal tax and of his net income
subject to surtax (the computation of the tax is not
required).
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEM BER 14, 1930, 1 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (30 points) :
Following are the balance-sheets of company A and
its subsidiaries B and C as at December 31, 1929:

A

Assets

Companies
B

c

Inv estm en ts:
P re fe rre d capital stock o f
company B—60% ......... ..... $300,000
Common capital stock o f
company B—90% ......... .....
800,000
Common capital stock o f
company C—90% ............... 1,300,000
Bonds o f company B a t cost
270,000
N otes receivable—company B ..
20,000
O ther assets ............................... 2,000,000 $2,180,000 $2,000,000
$4,690,000 $2,180,000 $2,000,000

Liabilities
Capital stock :
P referred —6% .......... ..............
C o m m o n ................................ .....

$500,000
1,100,000
$1,600,000

S u rp lu s:
Balance—Jan u ary 1, 1929 .......$1,100,000
N et profits fo r th e year 1929
400,000

$500,000
150,000

$500,000
500,000

$650,000 $1,000,000

$150,000
200,000

$300,000
300,000

$1,500,000
Dividends deducted ..........

$350,000
30,000

$600,000
30,000

Balance—December 31, 1929 $1,488,000

$320,000

$570,000
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F irs t mtge., 6% bonds o u t
standing ...................................... $1,000,000
N otes receivable discounted—
company B ................................
10,000
N otes payable—company A
Other liabilities ........................
592,000

$600,000
20,000
590,000

$430,000

$4,690,000 $2,180,000 $2,000,000

The dividends on the preferred stocks of the respec
tive companies have all been paid during the year 1929.
The bonds of company B, which mature December
31, 1936, were acquired by company A on July 1, 1929,
at 90.
Company A acquired its holdings of the stock in
companies B and C at the date of their incorporation
and has taken up its share of the surplus and earnings
of these companies.
From the foregoing, prepare a consolidated balancesheet as at December 31, 1929, showing surplus at the
beginning and end of the year, dividends paid and net
profit.
No. 2 (28 points) :
The X company formed a new corporation—the Y
company—and on January 1, 1930, paid $100,000 for
the entire authorized capital stock, viz.: 10,000 shares
of no par value (stated value $5 a share).
On the same date the new corporation acquired the
business formerly conducted by A and B, for $100,000
in cash. The tangible assets acquired and liabilities
assumed as recorded on the books of A and B were as
follows: accounts receivable, $25,200; inventory, $9,
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600; four per cent. bonds, par value, $5,000; land,
$15,400; building, less depreciation, $25,000; equip
ment, less depreciation, $4,300; mortgage payable,
$15,000; accounts payable, $25,000.
The building was purchased January 1, 1920; $5,000
of equipment on January 1, 1919, and $6,000 on Jan
uary 1, 1928. Depreciation is said to have been re
corded on a straight-line basis at the following rates:
equipment, 10 per cent. per annum; building, 5 per
cent. per annum to December 31, 1924, and 2½ per
cent. thereafter.
The cash transactions of the Y company for the three
months ended March 31, 1930, are summarized as
follows:
Receipts
10,000 shares o f capital s t o c k ............. ............................. $100,000
Accounts receivable collected ...........................................
65,000
$3,000 par value o f 4% bonds—sold F eb ru ary 28, 1930
2,800
A ccrued interest on bonds sold .......................................
20
$100,000 p a r value 5% debentures o f Y company due
January 31, 1940 (issued Jan u ary 31, 1930) ............
90,000
$257,820

Disbursements
Paym ent to A and B ............................................................ $100,000
M erchandise ............................................................................
60,000
M ortgage and accounts payable at Jan u ary 1, 1930 .... 40,000
Selling, general and adm inistrative expenses ...............
20,000
L ife-insurance prem ium .......................
2,000
O rganization expenses
..................................................
1,500
$223,500

At March 31, 1930, accounts receivable amounted to
$80,000; accounts payable for merchandise $35,000,
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for expenses $3,000; the inventory was valued at $40,
000 and prepaid expenses were computed at $1,000.
According to the directors’ minutes, the building and
equipment are to be valued for accounting purposes and
recorded at cost to A and B, less depreciation on a
straight-line basis at 2½ % and 10% per annum re
spectively, and the other assets at the value shown by
the books of A and B. Organization expense is to be
written off in January, 1930, and depreciation is to be
provided on the revised basis stated in the minutes.
Prepare balance-sheet as at March 31, 1930, includ
ing provision for federal income tax at 12%, and in
come account for the three months ended March 31,
1930.
No. 3 (27 points) :
The Pine Lumber Company is the owner of a tract
of timber, of which it is estimated there will be 1,330,
000,000 feet remaining to be cut at January 1, 1931.
It intends to cut off this timber and manufacture it over
the ensuing ten years, and its present plant, main-line
railroad and equipment will be adequate for that pur
pose with normal replacements.
In the analysis of the accounts for the three years
ended June 30, 1930, the following items of expendi
ture were shown:
N ew plant extension ...... .... ............................................... $385,750
P lan t and main-line railroad rep lacem en ts... ............... 101,070
Equipm ent replacements ______ _________ .....____ ...... 116,480
Construction o f logging spurs ......... ............................ ... 217,300
$820,600
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Plant and main-line railroad replacements as above
may be considered normal for a three-year period under
the usual operating conditions. Equipment replace
ments may, likewise, be assumed to be normal, but it is
to be expected that necessary purchases of new equip
ment will depend on the number of feet cut.
It is estimated that the construction of logging-rail
road spurs into 1,000,000,000 feet of the remaining
timber will cost $900,000; spurs already constructed are
available for logging 330,000,000 feet.
The company’s operations for the three years from
June 30, 1927, to June 30, 1930, during which it manu
factured 364,000,000 feet of lumber, are summarized as
follows:
Net sales of lumber and inventory adjustments ....
$8,736,000
Cost of sales:
Logging, manufacturing labor and expense ........ $6,576,770
Amortization of logging-railroad spurs — ...........
172,900
Depreciation, plant and main-line railroad.....___
213,500
Depreciation, equipment ........................................ .
133,910
Depletion of timber ................................... .
728,000 7,825,080
Gross profit .....................................................................
Selling and administrative expenses, taxes, etc.......

$910,920
976,230

Operating loss ................................................................
Interest paid ........................................................

$65,310
158,850

Net loss for the three-year period ...........................

$224,160

In order to liquidate all of its present indebtedness,
the company is about to negotiate a loan for $1,000,000,
to be dated January 1, 1931, with interest at 6 per
cent. per annum on the unpaid balance, the principal
payable in ten equal annual instalments beginning
December 31, 1931.
Using sales prices and expenditures as experienced
for the three years to June 30, 1930, as a basis:
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Prepare a statement of the “conversion value” of
the timber remaining at January 1, 1931, that is, the
cash funds to be realized from the operations of the
company available for liquidation of the principal under
the proposed loan or for other purposes. Calculate
the “conversion value” or cash funds to be realized
per thousand feet of timber to be cut, to the nearest
tenth of a cent.
Prepare also a statement comparing payments to be
met in each year under the proposed loan with the cash
funds to be available each year, assuming that all the
timber will be cut and manufactured in equal annual
amounts.
N ote.—The foregoing relates to the determination of
“conversion value” now commonly required by long
term creditors of timber operators, and requires state
ments other than the orthodox balance-sheet and profitand-loss statement.
No. 4 (15 points) :
You foot the cashbook of the M Manufacturing
Company for October, 1930, reconcile the bank ac
counts as at the close of business on October 31, 1930,
and list the cash and cash items on hand at the begin
ning of business the following morning, with results
as follows:
Cash in bank and on hand at close o f business on
October 31, 1930, including office cash fund
of $3,500, ascertained as fo llo w s:
Balance as at Septem ber 30, 1930 .......................
Receipts fo r O ctober ...............................................

$26,250.25
179,750.00
$206,000.2 5
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Payments during October .................................

$174,311.42

Balance as at October 31, 1930, per cashbook....

$31,688.83

Bank balances, as reconciled:
First National Bank, Blankville ........................
Downtown Trust Company ...............................
Downtown Trust Company—Payroll account ....
Cash and cash items on hand:
Cash .......................................................................
*Receipt of mail clerk for postage fu n d ..............
*Receipt of shipping clerk for expressage fund
Unentered vouchers for sundry payments made
in cash ............................................................
I.O.U.’s for payroll advances (approved by fac
tory manager) .................................................
Cheque dated September 15, 1930, cashed for
purchasing agent, returned by bank September
22, 1930, “account insufficient funds’’; pur
chasing agent has promised to "make good’’_
Cheque of cashier, dated October 31, 1930, which
he states was to cover cash withdrawn by him
for personal use ............... ...............................
Unentered cheque from the Transylvania Rail
way Co., dated October 20, 1930, which, accord
ing to the covering letter in the files, was
received October 22, 1930, and relates to a claim
filed by the M Manufacturing Company under
date of June 9, 1930 ..........................................
Cheque of Green & Co. for bill of M Manufac
turing Company, dated September 20, 1930,
returned by bank October 31, 1930, account
payment having been stopped by Green & Co....
Undeposited cheques from customers, as follows:
Clark & Son, dated September 22, 1930, entered
in cashbook September 24, 1930 ......................
Jackson & Bro., dated September 22, 1930, entered
in cashbook September 24, 1930 ......................
Miller & King, dated September 26, 1930, entered
in cashbook September 29, 1930 ......................

$21,413.28
5,260.10
1,515.45
1,189.32
25.00
10.00
504.87
213.43

100.00
50.00

124.65

358.95
287.50
240.75
394.60

* Assume that these funds were checked later on the same day and
found to be in order.
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Thom pson Stores, Inc., dated Septem ber 29, 1930,
to be entered in cashbook as o f Novem ber
1 , 1 9 3 0 .................. ....................................................
R etail-stores collections to noon, October 31,
1930, to be deposited and entered in cashbook
as o f November 1, 1930 .........................................

$150.30

211.45

Consider the propriety of the foregoing items and
list any that you would be prepared to exclude in ascer
taining the actual status of the cash account. Give
reason for exclusion in each case.
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Examinations of May, 1931
A u d itin g

MAY 14, 1931, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
Name and describe the principal groups in which the
financial transactions of a municipality should be sum
marized in its annual statement.
No. 2 (10 points) :
In listing the balances from creditors’ ledger (as
sumed to be in agreement with controlling account)
you find several debit balances. State
(a) three causes which may account for these
balances;
(b) how you would treat cases arising from each
cause.
No. 3 (10 points) :
(a) When a company carries its own fire insurance
should a reserve therefor be provided by a periodic
charge to insurance expense, or by an allocation of
surplus ?
(b) Assuming such a reserve to be ample in amount,
in what circumstances would you question its protec
tion?
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No. 4 (10 points) :
Define each of the following and explain how it
arises:
(a) Earned surplus
(b) Capital surplus
(c) Surplus through appreciation.
No. 5 (10 points) :
You are called upon to audit the books of a corpora
tion, the assistant controller of which is in complete
charge of all cash transactions and of the bookkeeping
records. He has been known to you for years as a man
of high standing and unblemished reputation, and it is
through his good offices that the audit has been assigned
to you.
Your first step is to request authority for the imme
diate examination of the cash and accounts of the
individual cashiers. The assistant controller states that
these accounts are regularly examined by himself or
one of his assistants, that no need exists for you to
examine them, and that you have his personal assur
ance that all such accounts and funds were correct at
the beginning and the end of the period under review.
W hat would you do in such circumstances ?
No. 6 (10 points) :
A partner in a stock-brokerage firm, not active in the
management, suspects his firm of conducting a “bucketshop.” He makes an examination of the customers’
accounts and finds them all, both long and short, amply
margined. The market has been rising steadily for
nearly a year.
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He obtains a balance-sheet from the firm’s books and
submits it to you for your advice. The balance-sheet
shows the following pertinent items:
Cash .......................................................................
D ue from custom ers, long .............................
D ue from brokers fo r stock borrow ed .......
Securities on hand ...................... ......................
F irm trad in g accounts, long ...........................
D ue to custom ers, s h o r t ...................................
D ue to brokers fo r stock lo a n e d ...................
F irm trad in g accounts, short .........................
Capital, surplus, and profit and loss ...........

$400,000
2,500,000
25,000
75,000
450,000
375,000
150,000
2,850,000
75,000

W hat would be your advice, and why?
No. 7 (10 points) :
In auditing the accounts of a small manufacturing
company you find that the sales manager (who is not
a stockholder) has a contract with the company which
provides that he is to receive, in addition to a stipulated
salary, a commission on all the company’s sales in
excess of $400,000 for the year. The books show net
sales of $850,000. You also note that the sales man
ager acts as office manager, supervising the accounts
and the granting of credits.
Under these conditions, what matters would receive
your special attention during the audit?
No. 8 (10 points) :
State the scope of
(a) a detailed audit;
(b) an audit of the type commonly requested for
credit purposes.
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No. 9 (10 points) :
You have been engaged by a prospective purchaser
to prepare a certified balance-sheet and earnings state
ment from the books and accounts of a wholesale-cloth
ing corporation.
The minute-book shows that the following officers’
salaries were authorized for each of the years 1927,
1928 and 1929:
W illiam Jones, president ............................
John Sm ith, vice-president .......................
H enry B row n, se c re ta ry -tre a s u re r___ .....

$25,000
25,000
25,000

An inspection of the salary cheques shows that Jones
and Smith received $25,000 each year, respectively.
The salary cheques of Brown show that he received
$416.67 each month, and that at the end of each year
he received two cheques of $10,000 each which he en
dorsed to Jones and Smith respectively. Questioned,
Brown readily admits that his actual salary was only
$5,000 a year, although he had reported it as $25,000
in his individual returns, but that Jones and Smith had
reimbursed him for the income tax he had paid on
income over $5,000.
You call the three officers together and at the con
ference learn that the procedure outlined above had
been adopted in all good faith, on the advice of a public
accountant, as a legitimate means of reducing the in
come taxes of the corporation; that by reimbursing
Brown for his income tax Jones and Smith have,
indirectly at least, paid what was due the government
on the additional amounts they received through
Brown; and that anyway the returns of the corporation
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and of the three individuals, who incidentally own all
the stock, have been investigated by an internal-revenue
agent and agreements of final determination have been
executed under section 606 of the revenue act of 1928
for the three years 1927-29, although it is admitted that
the agent did not discover the facts about Brown’s
salary.
On being informed of the serious position in which
they stand, the officers ask your advice with respect to
past returns of the corporation and of the individuals.
(a) Does the above situation affect the balance-sheet
you are preparing? If so, how will you show it?
(b) W hat advice would you give the officers?
No. 10 (10 points) :
State briefly the method of verifying the income from
bonds and stocks in an investment-trust company.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 14, 1931, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (35 points) :
From the following information, prepare
(a) Balance-sheet as at December 31, 1930;
(b) Statement of operating surplus for the year,
showing as specific items the provision for
federal income tax and the manager’s
bonus.
The balance-sheet of the Alpha Corporation, as at
December 31, 1929, was as follows:
Assets
C urrent assets ...............................................
$4,000,000
D eferred charges .........................................
50,000
F ixed assets—at c o s t:
L and .............................................................
300,000
Buildings ..................................................... $2,000,000
M achinery and equipm ent ..... ............... 5,000,000

Less, Reserve fo r depreciation
Goodwill ........... ..............................................

7,000,000
650,000

6,350,000
1,000,000
$11,700,000

Liabilities
C u rren t and accrued liabilities ...............
F unded debt .................................................
Capital sto c k :
S ix per cent. cumulative preferred —
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30,000 shares o f $100 each (redeem 
able at 110) ...........................................
Common—70,000 shares o f no par value
S urplus ...........................................................

$3,000,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
$11,700,000

The following data relate to the transactions for the
year ended December 31, 1930:
The fixed assets were adjusted to the values as ap
praised at January 1, 1930, as follows:
A s appraised
R eproduc A ccrued
tion cost
dep’n
L and ...........................................
$350,000
B uildings ...................................
2,200,000 $250,000
M achinery and equipm ent.....
5,500,000 600,000

Sound
value
$350,000
1,950,000
4,900,000

$8,050,000 $850,000 $7,200,000

Before providing for income tax, manager’s bonus
and depreciation, at the rates given below, the opera
tions for the year resulted in a profit of $1,000,000, ac
counted for as follows:
Increase in cu rren t assets ...........................
Increase in cu rren t and accrued liabilities,
including interest and p referred dividend
for half y ear to D ecem ber 31, 1930.......
D ividends on p referred s to c k .......................
R etirem ent o f p referred stock
...............
A ddition to plant—
B uildings .......................................................
M achinery and equipm ent ........... ............

$360,000
325,000

$35,000
165,000
550,000

50,000
200,000

250,000
$1,000,000
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The manager is entitled to a bonus of 5 per cent. of
the net profit after charging all costs and expenses,
including the bonus and income tax.
Provision for depreciation is to be made at the
following rates:
Buildings ............................... 2 per cent. per annum
Machinery and equipment .... 5 “
“
“
“

Disregard depreciation on the additions, which were
completed toward the close of the year.
Five thousand shares of preferred stock were called
and retired on July 1, 1930.
No. 2 (16 points) :
The M Company was organized January 1, 1929,
with an authorized capital of $3,000,000 represented by
10,000 shares of 6 per cent. cumulative preferred stock
of the par value of $100 each and 20,000 shares of
common stock having no par value but recorded on the
books as having an issued, or declared, value of $100
each.
All the capital stock was immediately issued for the
acquisition of the assets of two companies having a
combined value of $3,500,000, which the M Company
entered on its books at this same value.
The provisions of the preferred-stock issue stipu
lated that 10 per cent. of the profits of each year, in
excess of preferred dividends payable, were to be set
aside and used in acquiring and retiring preferred
stock.
The earnings—after provision for income taxes but
before the payment of dividends—were $500,000 for
the year 1929 and $300,000 for 1930.
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That part of the earnings for the year 1929 set aside
for the retirement of preferred stock was used for that
purpose in January, 1930, the whole amount being
expended in acquiring this stock at par.
Dividends on the preferred stock were paid for both
the years 1929 and 1930, and a dividend of $350,000
on the common stock was also paid in January, 1930.
In December, 1930, an appraisal of the fixed assets
was made which exceeded by $200,000 the net values
as shown by the books. Adjustments were made on
December 31, 1930, to conform with the values as set
forth by the appraisal.
You are required to show how you would set up
the capital and surplus accounts as they would appear
on your certified balance-sheet, expressly stating—for
the benefit of the directors—the amount of surplus
available for the payment of dividends on the common
stock, as at December 31, 1930.
No. 3 (12 points) :
The C Fruit-Growers’ Association purchased equip
ment for which $12,000 was paid in cash on January
1, 1927, and four notes were also given, as of this
date, each in amount $12,000 and payable January 1,
1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931 respectively.
The face value of each note included principal and
interest (not compounded) at the rate of 7 per cent.
per annum.
At December 31, 1930, all the notes, except that due
January 1, 1931, had been paid as they fell due, and
the payments—together with the initial cash payment—
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had been charged to the account “Association equip
ment.”
An audit of the books of account and records being
conducted as of December 31, 1930, it was decided to
ascertain the actual net profit for each of the years men
tioned.
W ith this object in view, prepare whatever entries
are necessary to adjust the accounts in view of the con
ditions described.
No. 4 (22 points):
Mr. Andrews, who is a client of yours and a stock
holder of the B Company, although not active in its
management, presents to you the comparative state
ments and other data on the following pages. He
advises that he has been a stockholder of this company
for several years and has received $1.00 per share in
dividends consistently.
The president of the company, who is “getting along
in years,” has offered to sell him a substantial block of
stock at book value and has explained to Mr. Andrews
that the loss in 1930 was due to the general depression.
Your client asks you to make a detailed analysis of
the statements and give him your opinion as to whether
or not it would be a good investment; further, to advise
him in detail of whatever may be reasonably interpreted
from the statements as to the company’s financial con
dition, efficiency, management policies, and prospects,
together with suggestions as to what should be watched
or corrected, etc.
List the principal points that you would discuss in a
letter to your client.
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Regarding the co-insurance clause, show how much
the company would collect in cases of a fire loss of
$100,000 and one of $600,000.
N ote : Although the company deals in stoves, as
sume that this fact makes no difference as to what
might be destroyed by fire.
B

C o m pa n y

Comparative balance-sheets
Assets
December 31
1930
1929
$40,000
$15,000
Cash ........ —............................
Notes receivable — customers’
17,500
coal stoves and ranges ---2,000
Customers’
accounts — gas
65,000
stoves and ranges .......
45,000
Customers, accounts — coal
140,000
115,000
stoves and ranges — —.........
Merchandise inventories—gas
110,000
145,000
stoves and ranges ......------Merchandise inventories— coal
275,000
225,000
stoves and ranges ...... .........
Real estate, machinery and
equipment: less, allowance
for depreciation (a) ..............
Salesmen’s drawing accounts ..
Deferred expenses ..................

Liabilities
Notes payable—bank (secured,
for money borrowed) ----- .....
Notes payable—bank (unse
cured, for money borrowed)
Accounts payable and accrued
Capital stock (par value $10)
Surplus -----.................

Increase
Decrease *
$25,000
15,500
20,000
25,000
35,000 *
50,000

$647,500

$547,000

$100,500

375,000
15,000
5,000

325,000
2,000

50,000
15,000
3,000

$1,042,500

$874,000

$168,500

$100,000
50,000

200,000
25,000

$5,000
300,000
75,000
$380,000
450,000
212,500 (b)
$1,042,500

$5,000

$150,000
450,000
274,000 (b)

$230,000

$874,000

$168,500

61,500 *

(a) Appraised sound values:
Land ..... .......................-...
$50,000
$50,000
Foundations ....................
10,000
10,000
Buildings, machinery and
equipment ....................
340,000
400,000
(b) Regular annual dividend of $45,000 paid during the year.
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C o m pa n y

Statement of income and expense
Net sales—coal stoves and
ranges ....... ............ .........
Net sales—gas stoves and
ranges (a) ----------- -------

1927

1928

1929

1930

$925,000

$900,000

$825,000

$675,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

725,000

$1,325,000 $1,400,000 $1,425,000 $1,400,000
875,000
960,000 1,025,000 1,026,500
Cost of goods sold ..............
Gross profit ..................
Salesmen’s drawings, com
missions and expense—
coal stoves and ranges ...
Salesmen’s (two) salaries
and expenses— gas stoves
and ranges
...............
President’s salary ..............
Other expenses (including
federal income taxes) ....

Net profit (or loss) ....

$450,000

$440,000

$400,000

$373,500

$92,000

$90,000

$85,000

$75,000

30,000
20,000

37,500
20,000

50,000
20,000

70,000
20,000

225,000

225,000

225,000

225,000

$367,000

$372,500

$380,000

$390,000

$83,000

$67,500

$20,000

$16,500

(a) Sold entirely to a utility company and to a mail-order house.

N ote.—A t December 31, 1930, the company carried blanket
insurance coverage on buildings and contents to the total
am ount o f $500,000 w ith a 90 per cent. co-insurance clause.

No. 5 (15 points) :
John Smith is the principal stockholder in the Smith
Oil Company and in the past year has advanced large
sums of money to the company.
The officers of the company call upon you to audit
the accounts and records and certify certain statements
to be used for credit purposes.
Following is a trial balance, together with other data:
T ria l balance—December 31, 1930
D r.
Cash _______
........................... ..............
$3,500
Accounts receivable ....................................... .
45,000
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Inventory—crude oil ........................................
Lease A ...............................................................
Lease B ................................................................
F u rn itu re and fixtures ......................................

D r.
$5,000
775,000
440,000
1,500

Cr.

Notes payable .........................................................

$10,000

John Sm ith ....................................................................
Reserve fo r depletion and depreciation—
Lease A ........................................................................
C apital stock ..................................................................
Surplus—Jan u ary 1, 1930 .............................................
O il sales—Lease A ......................................................
Production expense—Lease A .....................
125,000
P rovision fo r reserves—Lease A ....... ........
75,000
G eneral expense ................................... ..........
15,000

400,000

125,000
500,000
100,000
350,000

$1,485,000 $1,485,000
E x tra c t from m inutes o f directors' meeting
“O ffer o f John Sm ith to forgive indebtedness ow ing by the
company to him, explaining in his offer th a t his action is due
to losses in drilling d ry holes on Lease B, the advances having
been made by him fo r purpose o f development o f this lease.
T h e directors accept th e offer and instru ct th e officers to cred it
the donation against losses on Lease B."

Examining the accounts, you find sundry credits to
the account of Lease B for material salvaged but, upon
inquiry, ascertain that all material has been removed
from this lease. Other accounts are found to be in
order.
Statements prepared by the company’s bookkeeper
and approved by the officers, show total assets $705,
000; total liabilities $510,000; surplus available for
dividends $195,000, and net income for the year
$95,000.
Would you accept these and certify the balancesheet? If not, why?
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Submit your balance-sheet and relative profit-andloss statement in accordance with the facts given and
explain the reason, or reasons, for the differences be
tween your findings and those of the bookkeeper.
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Commercial Law
MAY 15, 1931, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Group I
Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points) :
In what circumstances, if any, may a declared divi
dend be revoked and by whom must the revocation, if
allowed, be made ?
No. 2 (10 points) :
Jones executed a negotiable promissory note payable
to the order of Brown. Prior to maturity of the note,
Brown met Jones on the street and told him that he
expressly renounced his rights against Jones on this
note because he felt that Jones was not financially able
to pay it without imposing undue hardship on Jones’
family. Brown died before the note fell due, his
executor found the note among his papers, and the
executor brought action against Jones. For whom
should judgment be given?
No. 3 (10 points) :
X owned a stationery business which for a number
of years had earned a net profit of $3,000. By falsely
stating that the net profit had been $10,000, X sold the
business to Y, who would not have bought it if the truth
had been disclosed by X. In an action by Y for rescis
sion, X defended on the ground that Y had made in226
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quiries of other persons and that if Y had been more
diligent Y could have discovered the truth. For whom
should judgment be given?
No. 4 (10 points) :
The president and owner of one half of the stock of a
corporation executed as president a conveyance covering
a large part of the property of the corporation in con
sideration of the other half of the outstanding stock,
which was duly assigned to the corporation and was
placed in its treasury. He failed to call a stockholders’
meeting or to obtain the assent of 60 per cent. of them
as required by the corporation’s by-laws in case of a
sale of capital assets or a purchase of treasury stock.
Alleging that omission as grounds for their claim, the
assignors of the stock who received the property now
seek to have the transaction annulled. Will they suc
ceed?
No. 5 (10 points) :
Who are the parties to, what is the purpose of, and
what are some of the provisions of a trust indenture
in a bond issue ?
G roup I I

Answer any five o f the questions in this group, but
no more than five.
No. 6 (10 points) :
Henry Alexander was a licensed fire-insurance
broker. Frank Simpson made an oral application to
Alexander for insurance on a building owned by Simp227
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son. Thereafter Alexander delivered the policy and
collected the premium. (a) For whom, if anyone, was
Alexander an agent? (b) If he was an agent, when
if at all did his principal change?
No. 7 (10 points) :
A contract for the construction of a building recites
that the consideration to be paid by the owner shall be
“the cost of materials, wages, and direct expenses plus
ten percentum of the sum of such costs. Direct ex
penses shall include the salary of a fulltime superin
tendent and his assistants, the expense of a field officer,
employees’-compensation insurance, public-liability in
surance, travel expense, and two percentum per month
of the cost of equipment used for wear and tear.”
Would fire-insurance premiums upon equipment be a
direct expense to be included ?
No. 8 (10 points) :
Mullen and Gage, partners in a manufacturing busi
ness, purchased a factory site. Gage died during the
existence of the partnership. In a state where dower
is recognized, has his widow any dower or other right
in this land?
No. 9 (10 points):
A sold goods to B and shipped them by a common
carrier, to be delivered to B upon the payment of the
purchase price. Through the negligence of the carrier,
B obtained possession of the goods without paying for
them and sold them to C, a bona-fide purchaser for
value without notice. Can A or the carrier recover the
goods or their value from C?
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No. 10 (10 points) :
Hopkins by his will made certain gifts and left the
rest, residue and remainder of his estate in trust, the
income to be paid to his widow during her life and the
trust fund to be turned over to his son upon her death.
Hopkins left income-producing assets of $500,000.
Legacies of $300,000 were given by the will and debts,
taxes and administration expenses amounted to $100,
000. Assume that administration of the estate required
one year, that all of the payments for legacies, debts,
taxes and administration expenses were made at the
end of that year, and that income during administration
amounted to $25,000. In your opinion as accountant
for the trustee, to whom should this $25,000 be given?
No. 11 (10 points) :
Smith executed a valid contract with Hess whereby
he agreed to convey certain real estate to Hess. Hess
made a payment on account and incurred expense in an
examination of the title. While the contract was in
force, Smith conveyed the real estate to another person
at a price exceeding that specified in the contract with
Hess. W hat remedies has Hess?
No. 12 (10 points) :
On April 17, 1928, Blair & Co., Inc., purchased
vacant and unimproved land for $30,000. The com
pany made no improvements upon it and spent no
money on it except for current taxes. On February
1, 1929, it sold this land for $40,000, receiving $15,000
in cash and a purchase-money mortgage for $25,000,
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on which no payments were received during 1929.
Blair & Co. makes its federal-income-tax returns on a
calendar-year basis.
(a) Must it report the $10,000 profit as 1929 in
come ?
(b) If your answer to (a) is “no,” how may it state
the transaction in its 1929 income-tax return?
(c) If Blair & Co. has a choice of methods, upon
what considerations would you base your advice to its
officers ?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 15, 1931, 1 :30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (40 points) :
John Roberts died on June 30, 1926, leaving a will
which appointed Jane Walters his executrix.
On July 15, 1926, the will was admitted to probate
and an inventory was filed listing the following assets:
Cash in F irst N ational B a n k ..... ........................
$20,000
100 shares o f A tlas stock—cost $15,000:
M arket value, June 30, 1926 ........................... $20,000
“
“ , July 15, 1926
22,000
$10,000 p a r value 6 per cent. Colonial bonds:
M arket value, June 30, 1926 .... ....................... 11,500
“
“ , July 15, 1926
10,800
H ousehold fu rn itu re .......... .................................
5,000
Rolls Royce autom obile ........................................
8,000

The will provided that James Brown, the faithful
servant of Roberts, was to receive $5,000; that Miss L.
Ryan was to receive $5,000 par value Colonial bonds;
that Jane Walters was to receive the household furni
ture and the automobile; and that Tom Green was to
receive $5,000, payable out of the testator’s account in
the First National Bank.
The will further provided that all the assets remain
ing after the payment of all lawful debts were to be
held in trust for W alter Roberts, nephew of the testa
tor. It further stipulated that in the event of there
being unpaid debts at the time of death, or if any debts
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were incurred or losses sustained on the sales of assets
subsequent to death, neither the payment of these debts
nor the losses should be applied in reduction of the
residue, but rather in the following order:
1 General legacies
Specific legacies
equal rank
2
Demonstrative legacies
The clause creating the trust provided that the net
income of the residue be used for the education and
support of W alter (nephew) and that upon his reach
ing the age of twenty-five years, the corpus of the
trust be turned over to him, thus terminating the trust.
The interest on the Colonial bonds is payable April
1st and October 1st.
The transactions of the executrix for the year were
as follows:
1926
July 15 Paid preliminary probate expense....
Aug. 1 Collected dividend from Atlas stock,
declared June 15, 1926...................
15 Ralph Cohen presents a one-year
note signed by Roberts on August
15, 1925, in amount $3,000 bearing
interest at 6 per cent. per annum.
Cohen was holding, as security,
$5,000 par value Seaboard 6 per
cent. bonds. The interest on the
bonds (coupons), payable October
1st and April 1st, has been col
lected by Cohen. The court or232
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Sep. 1
15
Oct. 1
15
Nov. 1
Dec. 1

15

dered the executrix to pay the note
with interest and to take over the
bonds. On June 30, 1926, the
Seaboard bonds were worth par.
Paid funeral expenses......................... $ 800
Dividend declared on Atlas stock,
payable October 15, 1926...............
400
Collected interest on Colonial and
Seaboard bonds
Collected dividend on Atlas stock
Paid to guardian of W alter for his
education and support...................
500
W ith the consent of the court, the
executrix sold the Colonial bonds
which were being held for the bene
fit of Walter, at $110 and accrued
interest
Paid expenses of last illness of testa
tor .....................................................
1,000

1927
Jan. 1 W ith the consent of the court, the
executrix purchased $3,000 par
value, 6 per cent. Corporation
bonds at $98 and accrued interest.
Interest payable February 1st and
August 1st
Feb. 1 Paid debts of decedent.......................
Collected interest on Corporation
bonds
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Mar. 15

Dividend declared on Atlas stock,
payable April 15, 1927................... $ 800
Apr. 1 Sold 50 shares of Atlas stock, with
the consent of the court, at $190
ex-dividend
Collected interest on Colonial and
Seaboard bonds
15 Collected dividends on Atlas stock
July 15 The court ordered the legacies paid
and the residue turned over to the
trustees.
The specific legatees have agreed to furnish the
executrix with enough cash to cover charges against
their legacies for debts and losses in order that they
may take the specific property willed.
You are required to prepare journal and cashbook
entries to record the above transactions and submit
charge and discharge statements as to principal and
income.
N ote.—T h e follow ing are acceptable definitions o f term s in
the problem :
General legacy—a legacy payable ou t o f the general assets of
th e estate, as distinguished from a dem onstrative o r a specific
legacy.
Specific legacy—a g ift by w ill th a t specifies a particular
thing.
D em onstrative legacy—a legacy to be paid out o f a p articu 
la r am ount o f money o r quantity o f oth er property th at is
pointed out.

No. 2 (30 points) :
From the data following, prepare the journal entries
necessary properly to adjust the accounts for the pur234
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pose of consolidation and submit a consolidated balancesheet, together with working papers.
The results of examinations of the books of the
Kerry Dairy Company and its subsidiaries, as of June
30, 1929, were shown as follows:
Kerry
City Watson Newport
Dairy Cream & Roan, Dairy
Co.
ery
Inc.
Co.
$7,500 $4,500
Cash ..........................................................
$8,000 $1,500
Notes receivable ......................................
10,000
5,000
2,000
Accounts receivable .............................
24,000 10,000
17,500
6,800
Merchandise inventories ..................... — 15,000
8,000
13,000
4,000
Investments:
City Creamery .....
28,000
Watson & Roan, Inc.
52,000
Newport Dairy Co.
30,000
11,500
Land ...................- ........
7,000
Buildings .....................
26,000
28,000
Plant equipment -----34,000 25,000
35,000 42,000
Delivery equipment —
8,000
3,000
9,000
7,000
Deficit ............................
2,400

Assets

$246,000 $50,500 $122,500 $65,700
Liabilities
Notes payable -----------Accounts payable ..........
Bonds payable .............
Reserves for depreciation ___ ...........
Capital stock ----- ...
Surplus .......................

$15,000
20,000
40,000
35,000
125,000
11,000

$7,500
6,200
6,000
25,000
5,800

$10,000 $12,000
2,700
4,200
20,000
18,600
9,500
65,000 40,000
6,200

$246.000 $50,500 $122,500 $65,700

During the course of the audit, the following facts
were discovered:
The holding company purchased 90 per cent. of the
capital stock of the City Creamery, July 1, 1926 ; 80
per cent. of that of Watson & Roan, Inc., July 1, 1925,
and 75 per cent. of that of the Newport Dairy Co.,
July 1, 1927, when this company was organized.
The investment in the City Creamery was arbitrarily
increased on the books of the holding company in 1929
by a charge thereto and a credit to surplus of $2,000.
Except for this entry, the book value of the investment
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represented cost. The investment in the Newport
Dairy Co. was also carried at cost. The holding com
pany had, however, taken up its share of the profits
and losses of Watson & Roan, Inc., through the in
vestment account.
An analysis of the surplus accounts of the subsidiary
companies was as follows:
City W atson & N ew port
Cream Roan,
D airy
ery
Inc.
Co.
$15,200
2,500

Balance—June 30, 1925 .......
P rofit—1925-1926 .

Balance—June 30, 1926 ..— ___ $3,500
____ 2,400*
P rofit—1926-1927 .

17,700
8,000*

Balance—June 30, 1927 ....... ____
____
P rofit—1927-1928 .

1,100
1,500

9,700
2,700*

$1,500*

Balance—Ju n e 30, 1928 ....... ____
P rofit—1928-1929 .
____

2,600
3,200

7,000
800*

1,500*
900*

Balance—June 30, 1929 ___ ___ $5,800

$6,200

$2,400*

The intercompany accounts were as follows:
Kerry
Dairy
On the hooks of
Co.
Notes receivable—
Kerry Dairy Co. ........................
Watson & Roan, Inc....................
Notes payable—
City Creamery ....... ................... $2,000
Watson & Roan, Inc. - .... .......... 3,000
Newport Dairy Co. .................... 5,000
Accounts receivable—
Kerry Dairy Co. ........................
City Creamery ..............................
Accounts payable—
City Creamery ............................. $2,200
Watson & Roan, Inc. ................ 1,600
Newport Dairy Co. ...................... 1,500
* Representing loss.
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City Watson & Newport
Cream
Roan,
Dairy
ery
Inc.
Co.
$2,000

$3,000

$2,400

$1,700

$5,000
3,000

3,000

600

$1,800
600
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The inventories of the subsidiary companies contain
goods purchased from the holding company on which
the latter made a profit of 10 per cent., viz., City
Creamery $3,000, and Watson & Roan, Inc., $1,200.
In June, 1929, the Newport Dairy Co. purchased
plant equipment from Watson & Roan, Inc., and paid
$12,000 therefor. The cost to Watson & Roan, Inc.
(less depreciation) was $10,000.
The differences in intercompany accounts represent
remittances in transit at the date of closing.
No. 3 (20 points) :
From the items following, prepare a detailed state
ment of the condition of the X Bank and Trust Com
pany as at the close of business on December 31, 1930.
The balance applicable to undivided-profits account
must be determined by the candidate.
Acceptances anticipated ..........................................
Acceptances outstanding ....................................................
B ank p re m is e s ........................................
Bonds—o th er than U . S. governm ent ........___ _____....
Capital stock ............................. ...........................................
Cash on hand ......................................................................
Certificates o f deposit ......__ ............................................
Certified c h e q u e s....................................................................
C hristm as clubs ....................................................................
Commercial deposits .......................... .................. ..............
Coupon deposits ....................................................................
C ustom ers’ liability fo r acceptances e x e c u te d ..............
Dem and collateral loans ....................................................
D iscounts ................................................................................
D ividend payable Jan u ary 1, 1931 .....................
D ue from F ederal R eserve b a n k ..................................
D ue from sundry banks ................... ................................
D ue to banks ........................................................................
E xchanges fo r clearing house...........................................
F ederal R eserve bank stock (50% o f subscription)
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$45,000
425,000
1,250,000
2,750,000
3,000,000
600,000
250,000
125,000
171,000
6,250,000
20,000
425,000
2,375,000
4,500,000
30,000
1,000,000
350,000
585,000
200,000
100,000

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS—MAY, 1931
Furniture and fixtures .................................................
Interest receivable accrued ..........................................
Letters of credit—customers’ liability ........................
Letters of credit executed for customers................
Miscellaneous real estate ............................................
Official cheques ............................................................
Overdrafts .....................................................................
Real-estate loans ..........................................................
Rediscounts ...................................................................
Reserve for contingencies ............................................
Reserve for interest, taxes and other expenses ..........
Savings deposits ............................................................
Securities borrowed .....................................................
Stock—other than Federal Reserve bank stock .......
Surplus ...........................................................................
Time collateral loan s.....................................................
Undivided profits (?) ...................................................
Unearned discount.........................................................
United States government bonds..................................
United States government bonds pledged ............... ..
United States Postal Savings deposits .....................

$100,000
5,000
50,000
50,000
75,000
46,000
4,000
6,250,000
1,250,000
225,000
60,000
8,750,000
250,000
175,000
1,500,000
3,025,000
40,000
1,250,000
250,000
115,000

No. 4 (10 points) :
A block of real estate, owned by one of your clients,
is assessed for local taxation at $200,000. The rate of
taxation is $30 per thousand and the net income for
the year 1930, after deduction for local taxes but
before provision for federal income tax, is $10,000, or
5 per cent. of the assessed value.
Upon appeal, the assessors agree to reduce the assess
ment in order that the net income for 1930 (before
provision for federal income tax), shall be 7 per cent.
of the reduced assessed value.
Accordingly, you are requested, on behalf of your
client, to compute the amount of such reduced assessed
value as shall leave a return of 7 per cent. thereon.
N ote.—T his problem can readily be solved w ithout recourse
to algebraical methods.
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Examinations of November, 1931
Auditing
NOVEMBER 12, 1931, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (10 points) :
Define turnover in merchandising or manufacturing,
and state how it is to be ascertained.
No. 2 (10 points) :
In a qualified certificate appears the following sen
tence :
“Depreciation of capital assets has been charged
on the basis of the cost of such assets and not on
appreciated values.”
In the accompanying balance-sheet surplus is stated
as a single item.
Your client, a prospective investor in the stock of the
corporation in the case, asks you to explain what the
sentence means, and to advise him as to what further
information he should obtain.
W hat explanation and what advice would you give
him?
No. 3 (10 points) :
You are instructed to make the first audit of the
accounts of an estate covering a period of two years
from date of decedent’s death. His assets comprised
bonds, stocks, mortgage notes, notes and accounts re239
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ceivable and cash. A t the same date there were direct
liabilities consisting of notes and accounts payable and
contingent liabilities in respect to notes payable en
dorsed by decedent, who, however, was not engaged
in business.
You find that appropriate investment records and
ledger accounts have not been kept, that journal en
tries without explanations have been made in the cash
book, and that the final cash balance in the cashbook
is not in agreement with the balance shown by the bank
statement.
State what audit procedure you would follow in
verifying the gross and net estate, and the gross and
net income of the estate for the two-year period under
review.
No. 4 (10 points):
To what extent is a public accountant liable to a
creditor of his client who relies upon his certified state
ment and suffers a loss because of a condition existing
in the affairs of the debtor-client which was neither
disclosed nor indicated in the accountant’s report?
State your reasons and discuss.
No. 5 (10 points) :
You are employed by the estate of A, deceased, to
audit the books and render a statement of the affairs
of the firm of A & B, of which A was a member. In
the course of your audit you find an item debited to
insurance expense designated merely “life-insurance
premium.” On inquiry you learn from the book
keeper that it was paid on a joint-life policy of the two
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partners. You find no record of the receipt of the
face of the policy.
W hat does this suggest to you, and what steps will
you take in the matter?
No. 6 (10 points) :
Define the following term s:
(a) Cost less accrued depreciation.
(b) Cost of reproduction new less accrued depre
ciation.
State the conditions under which each method may
be used in valuing capital assets.
No. 7 (10 points):
You are auditing an importer’s accounts in behalf of
a bank which has established commercial letters of
credit for large amounts in favor of the importer. The
latter signs “trust receipts” when he receives the goods
he imports.
How far would you pay attention to the practice of
the importer in paying the bank drafts drawn under
these credits, and why?
No. 8 (10 points) :
In making an audit of a stock-broker’s accounts you
find the following accounts of customers:
(a ) Customer Abbot:
Ledger debit balance, $9,500.
Market value of “long” securities held by
broker to protect the account, $6,000.
Above account is guaranteed by Customer
Brown.
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(b) Customers Carter & Davis, joint account:
Ledger debit balance, $75,000.
Market value “long” securities held, $95,000.
(c) Customer Elliott:
Ledger debit balance, $25,000.
Market value “long” securities held, $6,875.
Above account is guaranteed by Customer
Flynn, whose debit balance is $88,000, and
Market value of “long” securities held is
$191,000.
Elliott also guarantees the account of Gaunt,
whose debit balance is $100,000, and
Market value of “long” securities is $60,000.
(d) Customer (1) Harris, and
(2) Harris, special:
(1) Harris’ account shows debit balance,
$12,500 and “long” securities, $15,000.
(2) H arris’, special, account shows debit bal
ance, $2,100. No securities held.
W hat procedure should be followed in confirming
these accounts ? Give reason for each case.
No. 9 (10 points) :
When accounts receivable have been sold or hypoth
ecated, how should they appear on the books and/or
the balance-sheet which you are certifying without
qualification ?
No. 10 (10 points) :
Criticize the following description of the verification
of income in an audit report:
24a
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“Cash received from the rental of boats by the
hour or day has been verified from the daily
appointment schedules kept by the dock tender
(and not by the bookkeeper or cashier). All other
receipts for monthly rentals, berth privileges, etc.,
are received in the form of cheques by mail. As
daily receipts recorded agreed with deposits as
shown by bank statements, we accept as correct
the original entries for these revenues as found
in the journal.”
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
NOVEM BER 12, 1931, 1 :30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions
and one other question:
No. 1 (30 points) :
The trial balance (condensed) of Company A, as at
December 3 1 , 1930, was as follows:
D r.

Cr.

Cash _______ _________________________ _____ $2,438
A ccounts rec e iv a b le ................................................ 37,097
Inventories—Jan u ary 1, 1930:
R aw m aterial ...
............
7,492
Jobbing goods ......................................................
2,564
Finished goods ................
10,473
M achinery and equipm ent ................................... 14,622
P repaid insurance .................
1,300
P u rc h a se s:
R aw m aterial ...................................................... 88,838
Jobbing goods — --- ------------------------------- 44,045
S a le s:
M anufactured goods—net ......... ...................
$163,721
Jobbing goods ....................................................
54,601
S undry accounts, a p art fro m those detailed,
applicable to cost o f m anufacturing and
cost o f sales ........................................................ 43,232
S undry expense accounts, applicable to profit
and loss ................................................................ 51,312
N otes and accounts p a y a b le ......... ......................
24,215
R eserves:
F o r depreciation .........
12,021
F o r doubtful acco u n ts...................................................
3,500
T o reduce “Com pany B ’s” account to
inventory cost value—Ja n u ary 1, 1930 .....
144
Capital s t o c k ................ ...........................................
18,500
Surplus ................—........ .........................................
26,711
$303,413 $303,413
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Included in the accounts receivable of Company A
is an account with “Company B,” which is in reality a
title only, used by A in selling merchandise on con
signment to certain small dealers.
An analysis of this account, as it appears in the
accounts-receivable ledger of Company A, is as follows:
D r.

Cr.

Balance—Jan u ary 1, 1930 ........................................ $3,600
632
Shipm ents during 1930 ..............................................
58
Selling expenses .........................................................
Cash collections during 1930 ..................................
$2,344
C redit memos. issued in 1930 fo r goods returned
2,560
$4,290 $4,904
4,290
$614

All cash collected from the customers of “B” is cred
ited to this company’s account on the books of A. This
procedure has been in vogue for several years.
A list of balances of customers’ consignment accounts
of “B” totals $1,218 (which is accepted as correct),
representing the prices at which the garments are sold
to the public by the customers of “B.” These customers
remit only for garments actually sold and deduct 20
per cent, for their profit. A garment billed to “B” by
Company A at the latter’s regular selling price of $2
is then sold to the public by the customers of “B” for
$2.90. The same proportion holds throughout. Ship
ments, inventories and sales consist of 75 per cent. of
manufactured goods and 25 per cent. of jobbing goods.
On the articles handled by “B,” Company A earns a
gross profit of 35 per cent. on its selling price on manu
factured goods and 25 per cent. on jobbing goods.
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A physical inventory of goods on hand at the plant
of Company A, at the close of business, December 31,
1930, was as follows:
Raw material .......................................... $6,780
Jobbing goods ........................................ 4,463
Finished goods ....................................... 7,246

From the foregoing trial balance and following data,
prepare
(1) Journal entries necessary to adjust the account
of “Company B” ;
(2) Statement of cost of goods manufactured and
cost of sales;
(3) Statement of profit and loss for the year ended
December 31, 1930;
(4) Balance-sheet as at the close of business,
December 31, 1930.
No. 2 (25 points) :
Companies M and P are engaged in the exploitation,
development and production of minerals. They decide
to consolidate and form a Company K with a capital
stock of 100,000 shares of no par value.
Under certain rights, acquired for nominal considera
tions, the holdings of Companies M and P have proved
to be very valuable, principally because of discoveries
of extensive underground deposits, the cost of which
was considerably less than the present intrinsic values.
A disinterested appraisal has been made, and, based
upon this appraisal and other assets apart from those
appraised, the capital stock of K is to be issued to the
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stockholders of the subsidiary companies in the follow
ing proportions: for each share of M, two shares of
K and for each share of P, four shares of K.
The appraisal shows the value of the properties of
M to be $2,600,000 and those of P, $4,400,000.
All the stock is exchanged, with the exception of 100
shares of M. Later, 20,000 shares of K stock are sold
for cash at $100 a share.
The accounts of M and P, as at the date of consolida
tion, were as follows:
M
Cash ................................. ....... ........... .............. $200,000
P roperty ......................... .............. .................... 1,600,000
S undry other a s s e ts ___ ..... ............................ 500,000

P
$100,000
1,800,000
100,000

$2,300,000

$2,000,000

$300,000
Sundry liabilities ......... ..........
Reserves fo r depletion and depreciation 800,000
1,500,000
C apital stock .............. ............
300,000
Surplus (deficit) ------- ________________

$600,000
600,000
1,000,000
200,000

$2,300,000 $2,000,000

From the foregoing information
(a) Prepare journal entries to record transactions on
books of K.
(b) Prepare a consolidated balance-sheet (in detail)
explaining eliminations and adjustments.
(c) Explain basis on which minority interests are
computed.
(d) How do you show capital accounts on the con
solidated balance-sheet and why?
(e) How do you show property accounts on the
consolidated balance-sheet and why?
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( f) In preparing a consolidated balance-sheet and
income statement as of a subsequent date,
what adjustment, if any, would you make with
regard to reserves for depletion of mineral
deposits ?
No. 3 (35 points) :
E xplanatory N otes
A logging company buys timberland (standing tim
ber), cuts it down, saws it into logs and sells the logs.
The timber is first “cruised” by an expert, who re
ports upon the approximate amount and condition of
each kind of timber on each section.
The land may be sold for a lump sum, at so much
per acre or so much per thousand feet logged.
W here the land is close to a river, the skidroad pro
cess is employed; if too far away from a river, rail
roads are built. Frequently, the combination process
is used.
When a section “goes under the axe,” a camp is
built, a road cleared and skidroad or railroad, or both,
constructed. The cost is spread over the section cleared,
as such equipment is worthless when this particular
part is exhausted.
The processes employed are felling, bucking (sawing
into logs), branding (a different mark being used for
each section), logging and hauling—over skidroad, by
railroad to landing on river bank, or direct to the mill.
I f the logs are dumped into a river, a boom, owned
generally by an outsider, is necessary for sorting.
The logs, rafted or railroaded to the mill, are then
graded and measured by both owner and buyer. As
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soon as the content of either raft or car is determined,
the mill sends the owner (logger) a credit memorandum
for it.
P roblem
From the following trial balance and explanatory
data, prepare
(a) Balance-sheet as of December 31, 1930.
(b) Statement of operating cost for the year ended
December 31, 1930.
(c) Statement of profit and loss for the same period.
S amoset L ogging Company—C amp N o. 1
T ria l balance—December 31, 1930

D r.

Cr.

Cash in bank ..................................................... $422,500
P etty cash ....................... __ ..............................
1,750
Accounts receivable ............. ........................
165,450
In v en to rie s:
Cook-house .....................................................
250
W an g an * ..........................................................
150
Standing tim ber (stum page) ..........................
157,800
C learing cost ........................................................
2,400
M achinery and equipm ent ............................
22,400
T ools .....................................................................
1,250
Cable .....................................................................
8,200

Skidroads - .....................................................

29,000

Office fix tu re s .......................................................
N otes payable ......................................................
Accounts payable ................................................
P ayrolls accrued ................................................
B onds—6 per cent ..............................................
C apital stock ......................................................
L abor .....................................................................
R igging maintenance ..........................................
S undry operating expenses .............................
Cook-house purchases .......................................
Cook-house sales ...............................................

1,500
$50,000
18,750
37,100
100,000
500,000
59,400
4,850
900
12,350
15,250

* Wangan— A flatboat used by Maine lumbermen for transporting
their tools and provisions.
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D r.
W angan p u rc h a s e s .............. ...................... ........
W angan s a le s ...............................................
L og sales .... ....................................... .........
S alaries—adm inistrative ____ _____________
Office expenses .......................................... .........
S undry expenses—general ............. ......... ____
B ond in te r e s t -----...............—..--------- - ____

Cr.

$1,210
$1,320
185,200
10,000
2,550
710
3,000
$907,620 $907,620

A survey of the situation, and an analysis of the
records, produced the following information:
(1) There was no inventory of logs on hand, Jan
uary 1, 1930, either in wood or in water.
(2) The cruiser’s estimate of the tract contents was
60,000,000 feet.
(3) During the year, 26,040,000 feet were logged
and 25,470,000 feet were rigged (placed in
heaps or piles).
(4) Inventories, December 31, 1930, were:
$300
Cook-house ____ _______ ......___ ............................
160
W angan ............ .........................................................
Logs in w ater .......................................................... 2,320,000 feet

(5) Logs sold, 23,150,000 feet.
(6) Labor account was analyzed as follows
$17,100
36,550
3,540
2,210

Felling and bucking
R ig g in g ----------------Cook-house ..._____ _
W angan ____

$59,400

(7) Bond interest is payable semi-annually, July 1st
and January 1st, and the dividend declared is
3 per cent.
The brand used in this instance was S L—1.
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Fixed assets are to be written off in proportion to
footage handled. Equipment depreciation is to be con
sidered as a general expense. Tools are to be written
off to felling and bucking, and cable wear-and-tear to
rigging.
No. 4 (10 points) :
A certain company has an agreement with its presi
dent to pay him a bonus of 10 per cent, of that portion
of the net profit, after deduction for federal income
tax, which is in excess of 6 per cent, of the invested
capital. Invested capital amounts to $300,000.
The profit, before deduction for bonus and tax, was
$50,000 and the bonus, to be paid, is a deductible item
in computing the tax.
W hat is the company’s net income—i. e., less bonus
and tax—and what the true rate of return on invest
ment ?
No. 5 (10 points) :
A corporation has outstanding $14,000,000 in 6 per
cent. bonds, due in 5 years. Interest is payable annually.
The corporation desires to retire these bonds by a new
4 ½ per cent. issue, also due in 5 years.
The brokers suggest an issue of a stated larger
amount to be issued mostly to the old bondholders, the
balance to be the brokers’ commission. No cash is to be
received or paid.
This, apparently, should result in a considerable sav
ing in interest, but you point out to the corporation that
the cost will, eventually, be about the same.
W hat amount of bonds did the brokers suggest?
Given: (1.045) 5= 1.246182
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Commercial Law
NOVEM BER 13, 1931, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
A n answer which does not state reasons will receive
no credit. Whenever practicable, give answer first
and then state reasons.
G roup I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points) :
John Mason at the request of Walter Burroughs lent
$150 to Burroughs, stating at the time that he, Mason,
owed that amount to Charles Evans to whom he was
obligated to pay it ten days thereafter. Burroughs, in
consideration of the loan and at the time of receiving
the $150, promised Mason that he, Burroughs, would
pay $150 to Evans ten days thereafter. Evans knew
nothing of this loan and promise until he tried unsuc
cessfully to collect from Mason. A fter Burroughs’
failure to pay, can Evans recover in an action brought
by him against Burroughs ?
No. 2 (10 points) :
Prentice made a valid contract with Adams where
under Adams was to sell Prentice’s goods on commis
sion during the period from January 1, 1931, to June
30, 1931. Adams made satisfactory sales up to May
15, 1931, and was then about to close an unusually large
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order when Prentice suddenly and without notice re
voked Adams’ authority to sell. Can Adams continue
to sell Prentice’s goods during the unexpired term of
his contract?
No. 3 (10 points) :
Carlin borrowed $10,000 from White for one year,
giving as security a mortgage upon real estate.
(a) Six months later, Carlin died. At the maturity
of the loan, what rights has White and against whom
can he enforce them?
(b) If White instead of Carlin had died six months
after the loan was made, to which of the following
persons should Carlin make payment at maturity—
W hite’s legatees, heirs, testamentary trustee, adminis
trator, next of kin, executor, devisees?
No. 4 (10 points) :
Sanborn in June, 1928, while entirely solvent, exe
cuted and gave to his wife as a gift a formal bill of
sale of his interest in the Mann Drug Corporation, in
which he owned 110 shares of stock, but he retained the
stock certificate, the stock was not transferred on the
books of the corporation, the corporation was not noti
fied of the bill of sale, and Sanborn continued to vote
on the stock and receive dividends until April, 1931.
At that time he was hopelessly insolvent and knew it,
but without receiving any consideration he indorsed the
certificate for these 110 shares to his wife, who had the
transfer recorded on the corporation’s books. Was this
transfer of stock fraudulent as against Sanborn’s
creditors ?
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No. 5 (10 points) :
Atwood and Chapin were partners and their business
was insolvent. Atwood fraudulently represented to
Morton that the firm’s business was solvent and thereby
induced Morton to become a partner and to make a
capital investment of $10,000. As soon as Morton dis
covered the fraud, he personally obtained possession of
most of the firm’s assets and then notified his partners
that he had withdrawn from the firm. Thereafter a
creditor of the firm whose claim had arisen prior to
Morton’s becoming a partner, sued all three partners.
(a) W hat is the extent of Morton’s liability, if any,
to the creditor who was suing?
(b) W hat rights has Morton with respect to the
fraud perpetrated on him?

Group II
Answer any five questions in this group. No credit
will be given for additional answers, and i f any are
submitted only the first five answers will be con
sidered.
No. 6 (10 points) :
In what ways or by what means can the existence of
a corporation come to an end ?
No. 7 (10 points) :
A policy of fire insurance issued to a partnership
in its firm name makes no mention of changes in the
personnel of the firm.
(a) Does the subsequent withdrawal of a partner
affect the validity of the policy?
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(b) Does the subsequent admission of a new partner
affect the validity of the policy?
No. 8 (10 points) :
(a) W hat is a conditional sale and how does it differ
from a lease with an option to purchase?
(b) How in general can a conditional vendor protect
his rights?
No. 9 (10 points) :
Tompkins makes a negotiable promissory note pay
able to the order of the First National Bank and before
delivery Chase writes his name on the back of it. What
kind of endorser, if any, is Chase and what is his lia
bility, if any, to the payee and to subsequent endorsees?
No. 10 (10 points) :
(a) W hat is meant by an act of bankruptcy?
(b) Name the various acts of bankruptcy.
(c) W hat is a referee in bankruptcy, how does he
obtain his position as referee, and what in general are
his duties?
(d) W hat is a trustee in bankruptcy, how does he
obtain his position as trustee, and what in general are
his duties?
(e) W hat debts, if any, are not affected by a dis
charge in bankruptcy ?
No. 11 (10 points) :
A testamentary trustee duly made an authorized pur
chase of 400 shares of capital stock (of the par value
of $100 each) at 120. Subsequently he received 400
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rights entitling him to subscribe to 100 additional shares
at 100. Entirely regardless of taxable income, how
should the trustee render account, distinguishing be
tween principal and income of the trust, in each of the
following cases:
(a) The trustee exercised his rights and later sold
40 shares at 130.
(b) The trustee did not exercise his rights but sold
all the rights at $4.50 each.
No. 12 (10 points) :
A corporation in 1925 constructed a factory building
for its own use at a cost of $200,000. In 1929 it was
insured for $250,000, and upon a total loss by fire
during that year the entire amount of the insurance
was received from the insurance company. Two hun
dred thousand dollars of this insurance money was
immediately invested in the construction of a new fac
tory which was sold in 1931 for $175,000. In what
years and in what amounts would any taxable gain or
deductible loss be recognized under the revenue act of
1928? (In your computations, disregard deprecia
tion.)
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A ccounting T heory and P ractice—P a rt II
NOVEM BER 13, 1931, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all the following ques
tions:
No. 1 (40 points) :
You are engaged to examine the record of capital
stock, sold and issued, of the Natural Gas Company,
from date of incorporation to March 31, 1931, and to
make a detailed audit of the books of account during
the period of production—January 1 to March 31, 1931.
The company was incorporated January 2, 1928, with
an authorized capital of 500,000 shares of the par value
of $1.00 each.
Your perusal of the minute book discloses that, pur
suant to the provisions of the statutes of the state in
which the company was incorporated, the entire capital
stock of the company had been issued to P. Smith, in
payment for gas leases, oil leases and contracts ob
tained from landowners at a fixed annual rental, until
production of gas, when the rental would be converted
to a royalty of 12½ per cent. of the gross value of the
gas sold.
It was further disclosed that, under a pre-incorpora
tion agreement, the promoters had sold and collected
the proceeds of 205,000 shares of stock at 20 cents a
share, which they accounted for as follows:
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P ro ceed s:
F rom pre-incorporation subscriptions, 205,
000 shares a t 20 cents a share .................
$41,000
D isposition:
Gas wells—producing ..................................... $22,000
Gas wells—abandoned ...................................
11,000
Leases expired ..................................................
451
Leases unexpired ..............................................
644
Supervision ..........................................................
1,581
C ash in bank ......................... ................. .........
5,324
---------- $41,000

You notice that certain items only are entered on the
books of the company and credited, in total, to leases
and contracts, viz.:
Gas wells—producing ............... ..........................
Leases unexpired .... .........................................
Cash (by cheque) ...............................................

$22,000
644
5,324

$27,968

This record, together with a cheque payable to the
company for the amount of the balance in bank and a
legal transfer of all rights, titles and interest secured
through these funds, was accepted and approved by the
board of directors, which ordered that the record and
transfers be given proper entry on the books of the
company.
In order to raise funds for development of the gas
structure, on which the company now holds the leases,
Smith offered to donate to the treasury of the company
100,000 shares of stock for resale. The offer was
accepted, approved and ratified by the board of direc
tors, which fixed the resale price at $1.00 a share. A
further offer of Smith to transfer 200,000 shares from
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his personal holdings for issuance to pre-incorporation
subscribers was also accepted and approved, it being
understood that any additional stock obligations to pre
incorporation subscribers would be supplied from the
treasury of the company.
The treasurer (a man of means) deposited all re
ceipts from the sale of stock in his personal bank ac
count, relying upon the company’s bookkeeper for the
proper record of transactions. In checking this record
you find the treasury-stock account credited with a
remittance to cover 5,000 shares of stock donated by
Smith, from his personal holdings, to the treasury of
the company for transfer to A. Jones, in payment for
pre-incorporation assistance to him, and another remit
tance of 100 shares, issued to replace a lost certificate.
You note, also, that the bookkeeper had failed to obtain
remittance for 1,250 shares that had been sold and
issued. It was further disclosed that the treasurer had,
personally, purchased 1,000 shares from a dissatisfied
holder of capital stock, the certificate for which was
found surrendered and attached to its relative stub
without further transfer. Calling attention of the offi
cers to these irregularities, you are requested to make
the necessary corrections.
A trial balance, taken from the books, March 31,
1931, was as follows:
A bstracts o f title ............................................
A ccounts payable ...........................................
A ccounts receivable .......................................
A utom obile .......................................................
A uto, expense .................................................
Camp buildings ...............................................
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400
194
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C apital stock a u th o riz e d ...............................
Cash in b a n k ...................................................
Casing, pipe, etc., in stores .......... ..............
Development costs .......................... ..............
Equipm ent and pipe in place ...... ..............
Incorporation costs ........................ ..............
In terest p a id .....................................................
L and ..................... .............................................
L and contracts ................................
Leases and contracts ...................... ..............
Lease rentals ........................... .......................
N otes payable ..................................
Revenue from gas w e lls ................
Royalties paid (12½ % ) ................ ..............
S alary o f m anager ........................ ..............
S undry expenses .............................. ..............
S urplus donated ..............................
T ax es paid (pro p erty ) .................. ..............
T raveling ................................. ........... ..............
T reasu ry stock ................................ ..............

$500,000
$182
10,624
112,364
60,000
674
718
4,600
2,700
472,032
431
33,947
6,114
764
900
454
100,000
37
605
864
$669,200

$669,200

The company has decided to capitalize all develop
ment costs and to compute depletion on the basis of
27½ per cent. of gross income and depreciation on the
productive life of ten years, without salvage value, in
the case of camp buildings and equipment and four
years on that of the automobile.
Make the necessary adjustments to bring the accounts
in accord with the facts presented. Prepare profitand-loss account for the three months’ period—Jan
uary 1 to March 31, 1931, and balance-sheet as of
March 31, 1931.
Is the rate of depletion determined fully deductible
for income-tax purposes?
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No. 2 (12 points) :
Abel, Budd, Catt and Dunn were partners in a stockexchange brokerage house. During the year 1929,
through speculation, the capital of the firm was reduced
to such an extent that it became necessary to seek
financial aid. They succeeded in introducing a capi
talist, by name Ezee, to become a partner and to invest,
as such, $500,000 in cash.
By the terms of the new partnership agreement,
interest was to be allowed on capital at the rate of 6
per cent. per annum, and the average sales value of
the seats on the exchanges held by the partners, plus
cash, was to determine the values of their interests for
capital purposes.
It was expressly stipulated that interest on the capital
of the four partners—Abel, Budd, Catt and Dunn—
should not be credited to them unless earned, but that
the interest on Ezee’s cash capital of $500,000 should
be paid to him in any circumstances.
Profits were to be divided on the following bases:
A b e l...........................................................
B udd .........................................................
Catt ...........................................................
D unn .........................................................
E z e e ...........................................................

30 p er c e n t.
25 “ “
15 “ “
10 “ “
20 “ “

The capital accounts as at December 31, 1930, were
as follows:
A verage sales value
o f exchange seats
Abel ...................
B udd ...................
C att ..................... .
D unn .................
............... .
Ezee ............ .
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Cash
$120,000
100,000
30,000
45,000
500,000
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The firm sustained a loss of $240,000, during the
year 1930, before any distribution of interest on capital
had been made.
How should this loss be apportioned ?
Submit working papers showing how you reach your
conclusions.
No. 3 (38 points) :
Following are the condensed balance-sheets of com
panies A, B, C and D, as at the close of business,
December 31, 1930:
B
Assets
C
A
$4,500
Cash .............. ................... ___
$10,000
$20,000
Accounts receivable ......
90,000
180,000
145,000
B..
40,000
“"
“
from
"
44 C....
50,000
"
"
" D....
75,000
Inventories:
75,000
100,000
90,000
Raw material ............
60,000
70,000
80,000
Finished goods ---------Investments:
Capital stock of A........
"
"
"
B.......
50,000
100,000
“
“
“ C........
“
“
“ D........
10,000
Plant and property........
1,580,000 1,970,000 2,175,000

D
$20,000
280,000

100,000
90,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
3,110,000

$1,915,000 $2,490,000 $2,569,500 $3,750,000
Liabilities
Notes payable ........................
Accounts payable to A ___ _
“
“
“ B ........
“
“
“ C ____
Capital stock ..........................
Surplus......................................

A
$90,000

1,000,000
825,000

B
$100,000
40,000

C
$160,000
50,000

1,400,000 2,000,000
950,000
359,500

D
$220,000
75,000
3,000,000
455,000

$1,915,000 $2,490,000 $2,569,500 $3,750,000

The capital stock of the several companies owned
by the other companies was purchased at par and is
carried on the books at cost in each instance.
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A consolidation is proposed and decided upon, and
the N Banking Company is engaged to make the nec
essary arrangements for this purpose. The banking
company succeeds in securing agreements from the
stockholders of the four companies, A, B, C and D,
all complying with the terms of the proposal whereby
a new company is to be organized and known as the
X Y Company.
During the past five years, dividends have been paid
annually as follows:—A , 16.55 per cent., B, 17 per
cent., C, 15 per cent. and D, 12½ per cent. It is agreed
to prorate goodwill among the companies on the ratio
of the amount of dividends paid by each during the past
five years. It is further agreed that the return of all
merchandise sold to, and bought by, one or other of the
companies, be accepted and that the full price paid
therefor be allowed. The average percentage of net
profit on inter-company sales has been A, 20; B, 30;
C, 25, D, 35.
The raw materials of D were all bought from C,
those of C were bought from B, and those of B from
A. A purchased its raw materials in the open market.
The inventories of all companies have been carried
on the books at cost.
The X Y Company’s authorized capital stock is to
consist of 2,000,000 shares of no par value. The stock
holders of A, B, C and D have agreed to accept
1,500,000 shares, in return for their own stock and
holdings of the other companies, which are to be issued
at the nominal value of $10 each in payment of their
individual interests in the respective companies. Five
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hundred thousand shares are to be held for sale by the
N Banking Company at not less than $10 a share.
The estimated amount of reorganization and financ
ing expenses is $2,000,000 and is to be paid from the
proceeds of the sale of the stock held by the banking
company. The balance of the proceeds of the sale of
the stock is to be turned over to the X Y Company
as additional working capital.
From the foregoing, after giving effect to the trans
actions enumerated, prepare
(1) Balance-sheet of the X Y Company, to submit
to the clientele of the N Banking Company
for investment purposes.
(2) Statement of the amount of shares of capital
stock that will be received by the holders of
stock of A, B, C and D respectively.
No. 4 (10 points) :
A fire partly destroyed the building of Company N,
resulting in a loss of $20,000. The sound value of the
building was determined to be $50,000.
Because of a misunderstanding between the insur
ance companies and the broker, or negligence on the
part of the broker, insurance was carried as follows:
C o-insurance
Insurance
clauses
company
W _____ ....... ...... —None
X .................. .......... 100%
Y _____ .... ..............90%
Z _____ ...... .......... 80%

A m ount o f
insurance
$10,000
10,000
7,500
7,500
$35,000
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The above policies carry a clause to the effect that
the insurance company will not be liable for any more
of the loss than the ratio which the amount of the
policy bears to the insurance, collectible or not.
Compute the amount the assured will receive on each
policy.
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Revocation of, describe circumstances................................................... 226
Stock
how treated in trust estate......... ...........................................................
to what extent taxable by individuals.................................................
to what extent taxable by corporations............................................ 96
Taxable from earnings prior to March 1, 1913.................................... 121
DOWER RIGHTS
Widow of deceased partner......................................................................... 228
DUES, CLUB
Method of handling...................................................................................... 66
ENDORSEMENT
By a minor, legal effect of......................................................................... 117
Forged signatures, liability......................................................................... 95
On promissory notes, mention various circumstances........................ 94
EQUIPM ENT ACCOUNT
Adjustments to correct................................................................................ 220
Distribution of charges to......................................................................... 65
ESTATES, PERSONAL
Corpus and income, distinguish between, in accounts of executor 88
Verification of securities............................................................................. 62
EXAMINATION
Affiliated company, manager’s personal account................................. 86
Books and accounts, prior to audit........................................................... 134
Controller’s accounts, duty of auditor..................................................... 213
Fraud, method in ascertaining extent of.............................................. 156
Of jobbing company, on behalf of bank................................................... 122
EXCHANGE
Bill of, for acceptance, when necessary................................................... 96
EXECUTORS
Accounts, distinguish between corpus and income of estate............ 88
Accounts, for continuation of business................................................... 109
Amount paid to trustees, prepare from data........................................ 127
Audit of accounts of, problem in........................................................... 239
Special problem in accounting.................................................................. 231
EXPENSES
Direct, fire-insurance premiums as......................................................... 228
FALSE STATEMENTS
Net profits, in sale of business................................................................. 226
FARMERS
Detailed audit, special facts, how verified.............................................. 158
FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Affiliated corporations, return under 1926 act...................................... 49
Bad debts, treatment of, under law........................................... ........... 49
Bankruptcy
priority of income tax, claims in......................................................... 49
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policy payable to former owner.... ................................... ................... 199
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Valuation, adjustment of
............................. ........................... 16
Valuation, comment upon
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Securities owned by “fixed investment”, how verified.... ................. 160
Taxes and management compensation, prepare from data—______ 164
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Audit of, how conducted
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216
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Determine value as, from data
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JOB COST SYSTEM
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JOINT STOCK ASSOCIATION
Distinguish between partnership and corporation................................ 95
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LIABILITIES
Contingent
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note endorsed and past due, treatment on balance-sheet.............. 159
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LIM ITATIONS. STATUTE OF
Define and describe object of
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—
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Income tax returns
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MINOR
Promissory note made by, collection of———
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....
117
MINORITY INTERESTS
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.... 246
MORTGAGE
Bogus, examination to ascertain extent of fraud.... - ...................
156
Upon real estate as security for loan, rights of mortgagor—
253
MOVING PICTURE EQUIPM ENT
Accounts to be set up from data.... — —
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MOVING PICTURE PRODUCTION
Audit procedure in...... ...................... ............................................... —----- 35
M UNICIPALITIES
Financial transactions in annual statement
___ 212
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Bill of lading assigned by insolvent, ownership of goods——
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Determine negotiability from data
——.................................
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Determine negotiability, name and explain use, from data.............. 170
Distinguish between ordinary contract—
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(See “Capital stock”)
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------------- -—........------- 135
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200
defease in action on, inadequacy of consideration—.
118
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146
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7
Receivable and pavable, in inter-company accounts, debit against,
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_
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__
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OIL COMPANY
Balance-sheet and statement for credit purposes
—...... 223
OVERHEAD
Distribution by man-hour departmental rates.__
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Distribution by “predetermined-machine-hour rate method”— ....... 67
Factory, treatment of, in job cost system
—----------- ---- 15
PARTNER
Bankruptcy of, effect on partnership.....—........—
146
Deceased, dower rights of widow------ -— —.........—. 228
Dormant, define .... ...
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-----.—......................................... 49
General, define ....................... .............................. ----------------------------- - 49
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Liability of, in bankruptcy of firm fraudulently represented as
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Ostensible, define
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Retirement of .........— ......——
.................—...——................ -....... 74
Rights of, in bankruptcy of firm fraudulently represented as
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..............
..................
254
173
Withdrawal of, right of others to compel
PARTNERSHIP
41
Accounts, prepare from data.—.......—...............—..
187
Agreement to be drawn up, name ten points..—
146
Bankruptcy, of partner, effect on.
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Contract with, after dissolution of old firm
.... .
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prepare journal entries and statements............................................... 141
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Fire insurance policy, validity affected by withdrawal or admis
sion of partner.......................................................................................... 254
Goodwill, treatment of.................................................................................. 41
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Income on individual tax returns............................................................. 136
Liability as co-partner for loan................................................................. 21
Limited, define .............................................................................................. 49
Liquidation, problem of distribution......................................................... 99 '
Losses, apportionment of, prepare working papers from data......... 261
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Profit and. loss
how distributed ....................................................................................41, 68
prepare statement .................................................................................... 56
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partners ...................................................................................................... 49
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Trading, define .............................................................................................. 49
Transfer of partner’s interest..................................................................... 41
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PAYROLLS
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Verification of
.......................................................................................... 106
POWER OF ATTORNEY
Revocation of ................................................................................................ 147
PREMIUMS
Paid by corporation on policy on life of president, how regarded 159
PREPAYMENTS
Combination with deferred charges on balance-sheet.......................... 36
PROFIT AND LOSS
Account, prepare from data....................................................................... 88
Partnerships, how distributed..................................................................... 41
Proportion of, in partnership liquidation, prepare statement.......... 68
Special charges to, define and give example...................................... 36
Statements
of investment company, prepare from data...................................... 164
of lumber company, prepare from data................................................. 248
of mill, prepare from data............................................................... 161, 194
of oil company, for credit purposes, from data.............................. 223
percentage of profits comparison......................................................... 15
prepare from data................................................................................37, 161
PROFIT SHARING
Compensation to accountant by share in profits................................ 119
PROFITS
Adjustment of profit for year, prepare from data.............................. 114
Division of, in partnership...... .................................................................... 41
Net, for previous years, ascertain from data.......................................... 220
Net, on consolidated balance-sheet, prepare from data.................... 204
On instalment sales, methods of accounting for.......... ..................... 86
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Verification of ....
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Problems in accounting
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Manufacturing concern, describe system for—
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Balance-sheet giving effect to, prepare from data
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Food accounting control, describe new methods..
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SALARIES
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TRUST INDENTURE
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TRUST RECEIPTS
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134
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